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Introduction
Exactly thirty years ago, Westerly published a lively Young Writers Issue. At the
time, youth was in rebellion against the established order on many fronts:
concerning the Vietnam war, sexual mores, freedom of expression, and drugs versus
alcohol. The conservative element in Australia felt the winds of change, and longhaired 'hippies' hung over exotic cappuccinos in newly defined coffee bars
discussing how to change society. Back then, the University of Western Australia
was the only university in Perth, and Westerly, its literary quarterly, had only
recently broken loose from a rather staid editorial policy.
The American 'beat' influence was the new wave in poetry; playwrights
were swept up in the Theatre of the Absurd; prose writers were influenced by
Kerouac and French existentialists like Camus and Sartre. There was a Top Twenty
on the pop radio station and surfboards were six feet long.
That earlier Young Writers Issue published, among others, Michael
Wilding, Rhyll McMaster, Nicholas Hasluck, John Romeril, Hal Colebatch, Ian
Templeman, and Andrew Burke. Time has moved the young writers of yesterday
into the mainstream.
But who are Australia's young writers today? Here they are, presented in
their own mixed exhibition.
youngwTiters@westerly brings together a great variety of styles and
attitudes, from the overtly political to the passionately individual. This work
entertains, and speaks for various sections of young writers in Australia because
there is no one school of writing that is 'young writing'. In contrast with yesterday,
today's young writers can take up their vocation with the support of academic
institutions who run Creative Writing courses, and some arts funding. The romantic
image of the starving poet in the garret can now be pronounced dead. The writer on
the dole may still be a reality, but age doesn't necessarily come into that equation.
For this issue, almost no formal poetry was submitted, and only one visual poem.
The majority of the prose was inward looking, often preoccupied with depressed
states of mind and aspects of social status. Many of the articles that didn't make the
cut were essays by undergraduates, utilising concepts of literary theory the young
writers of 1968 had never heard of.
As an editorial team of three — one a refugee from the earlier YWI, and
two young writers (defined here as under thirty) we discussed, read, discussed.
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disagreed, discussed, compromised, and finally agreed on this selecuon from many
cardboard carton loads of submissions. Most of the writers we had never read
before, and a couple we knew only from readings around Australia and magazine
publication.
The differences between the issues are apparent: in 1968 males far
outnumbered females as contributors; in 1998, females outnumber males. A greater
confidence of tone echoes throughout this issue, as well as a willingness to take on
controversial and contentious themes. In youngwriters@westerly Australia's
multiculturalism is naturally expressed. We were disappointed however that
Aboriginal culture was not represented.
A good percentage of the work submitted came from Creative Writing
students, and we would like to thank their tutors as well as all those who submitted
material for the issue. These courses have been a phenomenon of recent decades,
and have no doubt fast-tracked the careers of many writers, including some within
these covers.
Speaking of covers, the editors would like to thank Helen Carroll of the
Lawrence Wilson Art Gallery, UWA, for finding the cover image, and viTiting a
perceptive article on young artists. We would also like to thank Delys Bird and
Dennis Haskell, who supported our efforts throughout the editing process, and kept
out of our hair when it came to the crunch.

Andrew Burke, Sarah French, Shaun Tan

Miriam Lo

Young Writers: Living the Cliche, Biting the Hand
that Feeds or Taking Lessons in Patience as We
Slouch Towards Establishment?
what IS a young writer? This is a particularly sensitive question for someone (like
myself) whose age is currently slipping into the ambiguous upper end of the
spectrum after which 'youth' grants, funding and publication opportunities cut out.
Perhaps it is this predicament of getting older, with its accompanying disincentives,
that has provoked the number of possibilities and critical queries that come to mind
as I contemplated this seminal question of (self?) definition.
One of my immediate suspicions when faced with the use of 'the young writer'
as a category has always been: "Are they expecting the stereotype? Which
stereotype?" The version I often suspect is the loud, rebellious, in-your-face sort of
young vvTiter that exists in symbiotic relationship with the predominant images of
youth in the commercial media in Australia and, strangely enough, the images used
occasionally by government and political bodies to 'sell' youth policy. As someone
who has always tended to rebel against conventional forms of rebellion, this
particular stereotype is one that I have had little identification w^th and have always
viewed as something of a cliche. On the other hand, I have found myself much more
susceptible to stereotypes of the young writer that invoke the image of the young
and sensitive intellectual, so perhaps one could argue that living the cliche is
unavoidable for the young writer, and that it is only a matter of choosing the cliche
that most resembles one's own lifestyle and forms of identification.
In order to avoid producing a completely narcissistic account of what it means
to be a young writer, I interviewed four other writers for their opinions on youth
and what it means, or has meant, for them to inhabit the category of 'the young
writer'. The four writers I interviewed — Brett Dionysius, Evelyn Hartogh,
Catherine Howell and Meggan McKie — are, like myself, inhabitants of the
nebulous upper end of the 'youth' spectrum. The youngest, Meggan McKie, is
twenty-three and the oldest, Brett Dionysius, is twenty-nine this year. All the writers
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presently have some involvement in tertiary education at either an undergraduate
or postgraduate level. Their experience of publication as writers ranges from a small
amount of exposure to a considerable resume of work published. What follows is a
combination of their thoughts and mine.
How one defines youth is pivotal in creating the meaning of 'the young writer'.
I asked each writer what 'youth' means to them. Meggan McKie, an Arts
undergraduate who writes "mostly poetry" and has also pubUshed a few articles in
regional newspapers, described youth as a "time of exploration and development,
before becoming a serious adult". She identified youth vnth a feeling of having "no
particular purpose" that she associated with her personal experience of leaving
school and being unemployed in a small town in Western Queensland. Her
comments on this period of her life highlight the contradictions that can exist
between the subjective and objective experiences of youth: "I felt like I was nineteen
going on ninety — unemployed, depressed and just weary".
Catherine Howell, an English postgraduate who has participated in a number
of community arts projects, has considerable experience as an editor and also writes
poetry, observed that there were "lots of different ways to talk about youth". She
initially discussed youth as a category used to distinguish people who are no longer
children but not yet adults. She then remarked that youth was "something very
difficult to define", before moving on to talk about it "in terms of media
representations and stereotypes and perhaps youth culture ... or what people used
to talk about as sub-cultures, ... stereotyped images of different youth leading
different lives." The two descriptors that she associated most strongly with youth
were "new and innovation", which she agreed functioned in opposition to the
caricature of'the old' as ossified and refusing to change.
Evelyn Hartogh, who describes herself as an "avant-garde writer/performer
orator" and has produced two books, both compilations of "selected performance
scripts, photos and articles"^, also picked up on media stereotypes of youth in her
interview. However, she tended to favour the definition of youth in terms of a
"counter-culture perspective" ^ that challenged "certain dominant cultural ideas"
that I assumed to be those of the existing 'Establishment'. Her experience of youth
1. Meggan McKie. Telephone Interview. 13 Sept. 1998. All further material attributed to Meggan is from fhk
source.
2 Catherine Howell. Personal Interview 15 Sept. 1998. All further material attributed to Catherine is fr
hsource.
'"'^
3. Evelyn Hanogh. "BUY Evelyn Hartogh." Publicity broadsheet for Evelyn's second book, BUY.
4. Ibid.
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has been very much shaped by her involvement in what she described as both a "left
counter-culture" and a 'feminist' community as well as her observation of a
particular youth sub-culture which she associated with performing in galleries,
going to dance parties, and "the young unemployed thing ... you know,
unemployed, go out, have a lot of friends that are crims, have certain access to the
black markets as such and the whole coffee shop culture". She also acknowledged
the limitations of individual understandings of 'youth': "You can ask people about
youth, but even if they place people in that category they've only got a subjective
understanding of their social network, 1 can't speak for all youth, I can only speak
for the youths I've been around."
The first thing that came to mind for Brett Dionysius when asked to define
youth was "a social justice kind of criteria for arts policy and the definition attached
to that, whether under twenty-five or whatever' , which by his own admission is a
result of his "background in arts administration and funding bureaucracies". This
background includes his role in organising the Brisbane Writers' Fringe Festival
(1993-1996) and in inaugurating the Queensland Poetry Festival (now in its second
year). Brett's poetry has been included in numerous literary journals and he is
currently working on two book-sized poetry collections. Brett also linked youth
with the period of time it takes in any given field of the arts to achieve an
'established' status and compared the time it takes for a vsTiter to get established with
how long it takes for someone in performing arts or dance to reach the 'peak' of their
career. He observed that "if you're a writer it invariably takes a longer time to get
established", implying that 'youth' is a category that writers may inhabit somewhat
longer than they wish to.
The comments of these four v^Titers on youth are remarkably consistent
with sociologist Simon Frith's observation that 'youth' "describes aspects of people's
social position which are an effect of their biological age but not completely
determined by it." The tendency for a correlation to exist between a writer's
biological age and their (new or emergent) status in the writing community is

5. Evelyn Hartogh. Personal Interview. 17 Sept. 1998. All further material attributed to Evelyn is from this
source, unless otherwise indicated.
6. Brett Dionysius. Personal Interview. 22 Sept. 1998. All further material attributed to Brett is from this source,
unless otherwise indicated.
7. Information from Brett Dionysius' "Poetry Curriculum Vitae." Property of the poet to which the interviewer
was given access.
8. Simon Frith. The Sociology of Youth. Themes and Perspectives in Sociology. (Lancashire: Causeway P, 1984), p.
2.
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probably the strongest justihcation for institutional support of writers who fall
within a particular age bracket defined as 'young'. On the other hand, objections to
the category of'the young writer' may well arise from the knowledge that not all new
writers are young -writers (biologically speaking) and charges of institutional agediscrimination could possibly be laid by new writers whose age falls outside of the
upper limit of age-based funding criteria, although I suspect this would (or •will) be
unlikely. Other objections that 1 have heard aired against the category of 'the young
writer' tend to be based on the nature of youth as a subjective experience in our
society. If, for instance, a ninety-year-old man can feel 'young-at-heart', are literary
journals justified in using biological age to create the boundaries that define a 'young
writer'? The difficulty with such objections is their failure to take into account the
general correlation between biological (or objective) age and status within the
writing community which, as indicated earlier, I believe is significant enough to
warrant institutional intervention that is targeted at a particular age range. It is also
possible that some may find the label 'young writer' somewhat patronising, but this
did not seem to be an issue with any of the writers I spoke with.
Having asked each writer to define youth, I then pressed each to consider the
meaning of the more specific category of 'the young writer'. I asked if there were any
stereotypes each writer associated with the label and was particularly interested in
what each writer's response to these stereotypes were. My questions encouraged the
writers to speak from their personal experiences, on the (unmentioned) assumption
that there were phases in their lives that they would identify -with the category of 'the
young writer'. I asked all of the writers, except Meggan, whether they would
presently identify themselves as young writers. Catherine's response to this question
was an emphatic 'no', for the reason that she felt "more or less absorbed within the
general community of academics" as a postgraduate; a feeling she contrasted with
her experience as an undergraduate. Like Brett, who preferred to define himself as
an 'emerging' as opposed to 'young' writer, Catherine also made an exception of
funding or publication situations where categorising oneself as young would be
(understandably) advantageous. Evelyn displayed considerably less ambiguity (or
antagonism) to being categorised as a young writer, but she spoke of experiences
that highlighted the relative nature of this categorisation, telling, on the one hand,
of being considered a mentor by teenagers in her community and, on the other of
being the youngest person in the Creative Writing MA at the University'of
Queensland.
I asked Meggan what the category of 'the young writer' meant to her H
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answer emphasised "freshness and being lively", which she contrasted with older
writers, whom she described as being "more set in their ways". Younger writers were
also "not yet locked into the establishment", but at the same time she recognised that
they "lacked access to literary circles". As for stereotypes, one of Meggan's poems:
"Meeting the Caricature", which won second prize in a university competition,^
deals with her response to the Romantic stereotype of the writer: a "gushing at
rainbows" that she both identifies wdth and mocks. Meggan also associated young
writers •with the expression of a sort of "disillusionment" that she chose to distance
herself from because of her Christian beliefs.
Catherine felt that her involvement as a volunteer with the Queensland Arts
Council gave her a very definite sense of young writers being "identified with the
idea of creative and artistic innovation" and while this was often associated with the
"rebellious avant-garde" stereotype, there were plenty of initiatives where this
stereotype did not apply. She cited the Australia Council's mentorship programme
as an example of one such initiative. She did, however, take issue •with what she
perceived to be a bias in favour of the "techno-sa^wy" young •writer/artist, which she
described as "a bit of a problem, because so many of these technological initiatives
require a great deal of input in terms of funding ... and so a lot of resource is being
channelled into this sort of thing and while they may be very creative and ... create
very interesting and good work ... I feel that it is a specific niche ... that targets this
idea of youth as avant-garde and techno-sawy, something which not all young
people may necessarily be or wish to operate •within ... not every young •writer may
want to produce komninos-like cyber-poems."
Evelyn associated her experience as a young writer •with the phase of her life
when she was doing performances in art galleries and the concomitant discovery of
"certain categorical boundaries" in a genre that she had previously conceived of as
"open-ended". "Living the cliche" was a phrase she used to describe herself, and a
certain lifestyle: "going to art openings ... and modes of dress for people to categorise
themselves within certain subcultures". Evelyn's stereotype of the young writer was
very closely linked to her stereotype of youth: young, unemployed and somewhat
deviant. She added that young writers seem to indulge in a "romanticisation of
poverty ... the young writers feeling like they must somehow suffer a great deal, even
though we live in AustraUa, especially in Queensland, with quite an easy standard
of living even if you're incredibly poor". Evelyn brought up the link that is often
9. The 1998 Sir Frank Kitto Award, poetry section, at the University of New England, NSW.
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made between young •writers and •writing about a certain sort of youth culture; the
notion of youth writing is also the notion of writing about youth ... youth is about,
for example. Praise, Livin' Large, Bong Water, Andrew McGahan and John
Birmingham, all very much about youth culture, which is essentially what I'm
writing about at the moment".
Brett's first impulse when queried about the young •writer was to launch into
advocacy issues: "there's a huge gulf between institution or government funding
support ... and the needs and requirements of young •writers." However, he also
expressed his difficulty •with understanding why more young •writers didn't access
service providers like the Queensland Writers' Centre and wondered whether this
had to do •with an attitude problem: "young writers seem to have an attitude that
everything they •write comes out correct the first time, there's nothing to be changed
and I come across quite a few like this and ... it's the •wrong kind of attitude, but
maybe that's just part of youth, being young and rebellious and identity and all that
kind of stuff." Brett's narration of his personal history as a young •writer emphasised
the importance of receiving encouragement from his community — whether at
school or from a larger community of •writers. He agreed that there was a 'Romantic'
stereotype associated with the young writer and talked about it as a somewhat
problematic obsession with image: "you see it so much •with young VvTiters and it's
just nauseating, you know, image equals •writer .... it's really exciting when young
writers break out of that and that personal, subjective history which a lot of them
write about which is invariably very obscure, angst-ridden and invariably doesn't
extend the canon of poetry at all."
Brett described the present state of the market for poetry in Australia as
depressed, due to the axing of poetry lists by the large publishing houses, and
wondered whether young poets would find this a 'turn-off. On the other hand, he
also argued that the current depression was motivating people to seek new markets,
particularly on the Internet, and seemed to think that young writers were ideally
situated to take advantage of this new medium, although be had some reservations
about quality control. Brett, Catherine and Evelyn all mentioned e-zines (electronic
magazines) as publishing venues that had considerable potential for young writers
(even in the age-range classified as childhood) to gain exposure without sacrificing
quality.
In short, all four writers used stereotypes to describe the category of the youne
writer, and seemed to recognise institutional or societal, as well as individual
mobilisations of these stereotypes. None of the •writers identified compjetelv w r h
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their definition of the young •writer, each displaying various degrees of selfassociation or distanciation from their chosen definition. This play •with stereotypes
in the location of self seems to bear out historians Irving, Maunders and Sherington's
thesis that categories like 'youth' (or 'the young •writer') function not only as 'ruling
ideas' or social constructions "formed in society's dominant institutions", but also as
situations of social interaction in which the people being categorised (the young, or
young •writers) have a certain degree of agency in shaping the definition of their
category. In other words, what a young •writer is, depends partly on what other
people think, and partly on how people who decide they are going to be young
•writers define themselves.
Techno-head, Romantic, Rebel, whatever, young •writers live in relation or
reaction to certain cliches, which often determine how, or whether they •will bite the
hands that feed them, or which hands they will choose to bite. Perhaps I should say
'we', not 'they', but then again, perhaps I should let this hesitation stand as a mark
of my ambiguous identification •with the category of the young writer, as I slide
towards old age. Will increasing age bring establishment? If what Tom Shapcott
(quoted by Brett Dionysius) says is true, young writers in Australia have never had
it better and the degree of institutional support — grants, masterclasses, •writers
centres, creative writing degrees and even a Young Writers' Festival (starting this
year) — far surpasses anything that Mr. Shapcott has seen in his youth. So perhaps,
then, what I have to do, if I want to be heard and remembered, is what so many
others have done before me, and (pardon the colloquialism) get off my butt and just
keep writing.

10. Terry Irving, David Maunders and Geoff Sherington. Youth in Australia: Policy, Administration and Politics
(South Melbourne: Macmillan, 1995), p. xiii-xvi.
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Esther Morgan

Jarrah Country

We stop for a minute
at flashing red signals
as the train rattles past
towards the balding hills.

A long empty train
carrying an empty sky
its load of shade and birdsong
delivered to the sea —

Swan River Mahogany —
a slow growing beauty
taking twenty years to fill
a child's encircling arms

the length of an old man's life
to reach felling height.
Long enough for a shanty
to grow into a to^wn; for a to^wn

to be worth its o^wn museum;
for a midwife to deliver
three thousand lives; for two wars
to take them back again;

14
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for a •widow to collect
nine hundred dolls then die;
for a man to spend his life
pinning do^wn butterflies;

for several different kinds of light
to be extinguished —
candle, oil, gas — and all
their ruined embroidering eyes;

for strong-armed, long-dead men
to pose in black and white
with saws and trees
that wear deep wounded smiles;

for a century's songs
to be forgotten, played off-key
on an old pianola's
painful braille.

The train rattles past
towards the balding hills.
We stop at flashing signals
for history, for sixty seconds.

Live Wire
Since you left everything I touch gives me a shock car doors, brass hand rails, even the cat
flicking her ears at my prickly stroke.
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This dry spell sets my teeth on edge —
the sun fusing in its tin foil sky.
Hard water scurfs the kettle, scales the taps

draws the skin across my cheekbones tight
as though I'm being scalped.
Stretching is a kind of Chinese bum.

1 scratch my mock-croc shins untfl they bleed.
There's an itch in the middle
of my back that can't be reached.

The brush crackles through my hair
generating static — enough to light a bulb
above my head then blow the filament.

I'm like your cricket bat warping in the attic,
with its perished rubber grip,
its buckled wood needing linseed.

My nightdress sparks in the nylon darkness.
I'm waiting for oil rubbed warm between your palms,
for your hands to earth me.

le

Richard Southern

Heart attack fish

watching my father
when the pacemaker
takes action
is like
watching a fish
being brought to land,
gills are folded over
like useless
application forms
and the mouth
flexes in futility.
fins spread and faU
furiously, then hang
limp.
i swear by the look
in those red eyes
and the slow workings
of his jaw
that this fish
wishes

it had lungs.
he needs the pain
to know he will
live.
he finally stirs
as the hook is
eased from his heart.
he blesses the battery
as tears roll across
the scales.
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this is frightening
because
fish don't feel.
around the dinner table
we all clear our eyes
at what might have been
the death of one fish.

Benjamin Gilmour

Driving

Her white bottom
is the truck
that gets me
from A to B
and back again.
Her crooked smile's
a dangerous road
on the map,
out of to-wn.
And me?
I'm just a bald tyre
she hasn't got round
to changing.
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Carolyn Gale

The Tale of a Mother and Daughter is Not
One But Two Stories.

I could suggest this as a Beginning.
I am a nineties woman. I have it all. Except that I write anxiously and I can't
conceive. To be more precise, it's not that I can't vvrite; it's that I don't know my
place. Or location. I don't know how to begin or when the time would be right. I
am a nineties woman, a postmodern woman. What I do •write are lists. When I swim
it is not poems I compose but lists. There is nothing linear or hierarchical about my
•writing, my thoughts. My thoughts are listed. And could be reshuffled. As I swim,
lap after lap, my thoughts and memories roll out, uncensored, unedited. S^wimming
laps is a meditation, a rumination. My thoughts, memories, writings pour out in this
manner; a paratactical composition. The shift between personal thoughts and
memory and the analytical, academic commentary disrupts the conventional
rhythm of the prose. As I dwell upon the beginnings of this project 1 am pondering
the creative process, consciously placing layers, suggestions, memories.
I am a woman and like others, reacting to the demands of the nineties, caught
in a bind. We can have it all: careers, creativity, children; but we are under scrutiny.
There has been a trend in the late nineties that has seen the production of a new
genre of texts such as The Heart of Parenting, The Moral Intelligence of Children, Raising
Boys, The Mask of Motherhood, Motherlove 1 and 2, The Natural History of Parenting,
The Secret to Happy Children, Sons and Mothers, When Mothers Work and Cutting the
Cord. What does the proliferation of these texts mean? What is their agenda? These
texts could be seen as another added pang of guilt in the already smarting chest of
the new mother who may already be asking; "Is this all?" The very nature of
motherhood is being interrogated as never before; it is obsessing the late nineties
when throughout "the history of human civilisation, the experience of motherhood
has gone [so] resoundingly undocumented".
Why is this topic, that of Parenting, both so difficult to define and causing so
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many definitions? As a subject itself, it straddles boundaries, disciplines, cultures. It
is not wholly learned, not completely instinctual. The contradictory, yet
interchangeable, interlinked aspects of the topic of Parenting are not unlike those of
the relationship between the Theoretical and the Creative at play in this piece. The
"academic" pole of Parenting — the world of child psychology, child intelligence
assessment and the instructive texts of Penelope Leach and Miriam Stoppard —
comment on and at the same time dictate the act, the process of parenting itself. The
oppositional relationship between criticism and autobiography in this project is a
cyclical process. Like the instructive texts of Parenting, the theoretical fragments in
this piece help form, almost dictate, but at the same time feed off the creative/
biographical parts. The fragmentary form befits the content. The use of fragments,
as opposed to a linear essay form allow the project to become three dimensional,
tactile, human: there is a dialogue between theoretical commentary and the
autobiographical memory narrative.
The parameters of Parenting are vague yet boundless; the co-ordinates
ambiguous. The navel-gazing nineties have invested interest in the vocation of
parenting and parenting correctly, yet how many of us actually receive a fault free
upbringing? Academics struggle when it comes to theorising Parenting. Everyone
has an opinion, usually a strong one on this field; one needn't be an expert or even
a parent to hold an opinion. It is a domain that brings out the best and worst in its
commentators, and none of them, including myself, can produce a definitive,
objective thesis. Statistics become transparent, manipulated, twisted. Why does
writing about caring for a child have this effect?
What has prompted the re-entry of "motherhood" as an issue in the public
arena? Who slipped it under the microscope and what was their agenda in doing so?
What do non-parents fear? Are women getting it •wrong, or are they getting it far too
right? Is it prospective parents who are demanding that these esoteric texts put every
aspect of parenthood under scrutiny? Is there simply too much leisure rime in the
late nineties to problematise issues such as this? This renewed discussion on
Motherhood has dragged the often-taken-for-granted daily toil of motherhood out
of the suburban shadows, out of the private realm of women's business into the
public arena. It has lifled Motherhood from the silences of non-representation. The
cynical may view these texts as a fad that has arisen along •with or as a result of what
has been described as the "New Age" phenomena. The integration of post-Freudian
1. Susan Maushart, The Mask oJMotherhood (Sydney: Vintage-Random House, 1997), 2.
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psychological theories into suburban households have created an obsession with the
notion that Childhood maketh the Adult. Is this the beginning of a backlash; where
the differences between what it means to Mother and to Father are amplified, and
the notion of Nurturing is glossed over? Where we are told that little boys are
different, somehow more fragile than their sisters, and that we have neglected the
needs of our sons for far too long. "Raising Daughters" is a text that still remains
un^written.
So where do these texts leave me? Thinking about my o^wn mother and her
situation twenty seven years ago when she "fell" pregnant while still a teenager. A
Catholic girl who was not told about contraception from either her mother, or the
nuns at school. A little girl whose only information on puberty and menstruation
was a pamphlet produced by the Catholic Health Department. The only input her
own mother had in this aspect of her education was that she was the one who
handed the pamphlet onto her daughter. In The Mask of Motherhood Susan Maushart
suggests that:
[o]urs is possibly the only civilisation in the history of humanity in which
the handing down of mothering -wisdom from mother to daughter is seen
as a breach of familial etiquette, a form of "bad taste" strenuously avoided
by both parties.
My mother was a teenager who was caught in a bind, between the times. The
early seventies: Free Love, pre AIDS; heady times. She dabbled in pre-marital sex
with her boyfriend, but she was Catholic and the option of the pill did not occur to
her. Nor, obviously, did the idea of a condom fall under the responsibility of my
father. Even if she had wanted to take the pill, she tells me, she would have been
refused by the family Catholic doctor. If he gave her the pill she'd be free to fornicate
out of marriage. Women in this suburban environment led a solitary existence.
There was no girly equivalent to the blokey sessions do^wn at the pub, where mates
whinged about their wives, kids and jobs and knew they were not alone. This was
the seventies in Queensland and women were firmly entrenched in a private, lonely
sphere. Out of this silence I was conceived. Along •with thousands of others, who
became names on adoption lists. After "the fall", abortion was also not an option for
my mother. The young Catholic girl did not know of its existence. This is the extent
of the code of silence that shrouded matters of the female body. She says, that even
2. Maushart, 1997, 192.
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if she did know about abortions she would never have had one. It was not right; she
was Catholic. She says, that it was not untfl now, twenty six years later when her
daughter is gro-wn up and her daughter's friends have had them, that she
understands the availability of abortion.
What were her life experiences before becoming a teenage mother? Surely she
moved from Childhood to Motherhood. A young woman's self esteem and life
satisfaction are founded upon what she lives and breathes before entering the sphere
of motherhood. What made up my mother's life before she had a baby is also a class
question. She had many siblings; I, few. Her nuclear family made do with a lower
income than I have had to experience. She was a Cathofic; I am not. The power
relations that bound up her life are different to mine; she was loved but she also had
a position to maintain •within the framework of the family, the parish community.
She was a girl, not a boy; a Daughter, not a Son. Australia in the seventies and in the
nineties: what has changed for young women, what has not. Liz Stanley writes that
"the self is ... positioned in relation to situated knowledges and presentations, as
contextually and temporally specific rather than as static and unitary". When
researching the Mother, one cannot remove her from the times that made and
unmade her.
I was conceived an accident; to two unsuited young people. A girl who had a
lot of living to do and who was caught unaware, and a boy who didn't want a baby
or a wife, just experiences. By contrast I have a perfect mate and conception eludes
me. These are the times that make and unmake me.
This is a suggested beginning.
I can't •write. 1 am no longer interested. I lack concentration and conviction for
anything other than the activities of my lower belly. I'd rather garden than write,
cook than garden, read than cook. Afl of these I attempt but none are completed.
Except for the cukivation of vegetables high in folic acid. I find myself squatting over
vegetable seedlings, like a child; attention obsessively evolved around baby plants.
I feel comfortable squatting; I am thinking of labour and vegetable gathering.
Harvesting. "Now in her dreams she sees sweet black soil and the appearance of
tender shoots".
I am the envy of generations of women before me; I Have It All. Living in the
nineties does not mean we are any less under the control of society's expectations
3. Stanley, Liz, "The Knowing Because Experiencing Subject; Narratives, Lives and Autobiography". Knowing
the Difference; Feminist Perspectives in Epistemology. Eds. Kathleen Lennon and Margaret "Whitford (Lon
don: Routledge, 1994), 134.
4. Robertson, Deborah. Proudflesh. South (Freraantle: Fremantle Arts Centre Press, 1997), 87.
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and models. The only difference here to our mother's and grandmother's generation
is that we can articulate our silence. If we wish. If this sounds like a web of intrigue,
it is. Once women were set in the mould of domesticity, going from their parents'
home to their husband's, -with no other avenue open to them. Now we feel guilty if
we have children before thirty five, yet anxiously steal furtive glances at the
"biological clock" as our bodies pass through their reproductive prime. The pressure
is stepped up to execute the Career, Children, Creative Life in tandem, and to
perform them well.
I live in the late nineties. I have a girlfriend who is thirty, has two children under
the age of three, is pregnant with her third, is studying at university part time and
works one day a week. I have a girlfriend who is a single mother, works five days a
week to pay off her house, has been hospitalised for stress-related migraines and
whose three year-old is miserable in daycare. She feels she is punishing him every
day she leaves him in care. I have a girlfriend who has decided she •will recommence
university studies and is committed to achieving a PhD "because she can." I have a
girlfriend who is twenty five, has four year-old twins and is pregnant. She has had
three abortions and a miscarriage. She is unhappy and uninterested in her
pregnancy. Why? "Because by the time I am twenty six I'll have three kids." I have
a girlfriend who is spiritual and holistic and who thrives in an alternative lifestyle.
But she is prone to violent flashes of guilt. Because she is thirty, has no partner and
desperately wants a child.
I am trying to write the story of my young mother. I am trying to reopen the
lines of communication between generations of women. I am struggling. I don't
know really how to talk of such things to my mother. "We know, for example where
the other's vulnerable heart is situated; and we do not touch it; we leave it intact.
This is love". What I know so far is a result of picking up bits here and there, asking
other relatives, and looking at the censured, selected photos of my childhood; using
my imagination. When I am finally able to sit do^wn and inquire, my mother is
distracted; by her younger daughters, by the blanks in her memory. These blanks
are not a result of age (she is far too young for that) but because she was not
encouraged to retain female stories. She was told to keep quiet about women's
business and she has. She was brought up in a discourse where the perfect woman
was the "self-effacing one rather than the self-promoting one". To discuss the self.

5. HSlfene Cixous and Mirelle Calle-Gruber. Rootprints: Memory and Life Writing (London: Routledge, 1997),
17.
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as if a reader would be interested, is a notion foreign to a woman such as my Mother.
For us both, mother and daughter (insert "potential mother") alike, this reveals our
estranged relationship with "language, desire, power, and meaning". Our lives as
women have been relegated to the "non-story, a silent space, a gap in patriarchal
culture". Female and family stories are deemed unimportant; knowledge about the
performance of your body is not significant; talking intimately to one's mother about
her hopes and dreams is not meaningful. What is important is that you love God,
go to Church and lead a clean Christian life. Or so she was taught. She never goes
to Church now.
I live in the nineties. I have a girlfriend whose mother was molested while gi^ving
birth and who then suffered postnatal depression. My girlfriend's grandmother, her
mother's mother, suffered postnatal depression so acutely after her first four
children that after her fifth they gave her electric shock treatment which killed her.
This is my girlfriend's inherited memory of childbirth.
I try, and I am failing. I cannot get the information I really want from her. What
is it I want? What is the relationship between what I am being told and what I want
to hear? Between practice and theory? Where and what are the barriers stopping this
flow of knowledge? I am taking this investigation lightly, am expecting that she
wants to tell the stories, that she would welcome it. Perhaps one's secrets and stories
are meant to be kept preciously un^written. Perhaps the most important concept here
is that of consent. My mother did not ask these questions to be raised, this project
to be written. I must be content •with what I receive, •with what little she offers me.
My mother is "the silent partner in the autobiographical contract".^ Theorists of the
genre of autobiography and biography posit that the form is an attempt by •writers
to define identities. Through the wfll to define my o^wn identity, 1 did not realise that
I would have to force my mother to do the same. I embarked upon this investigation
of her fife without her consent; for selfish reasons. Can I blame her for her silence?
I can't do this without her, but she did not ask it to be done. I am speaking from the
margin of this discourse, from the borders of her story. I am the frame that displays
the picture of my Mother. She is the text itself, though blurred and chaflenging to
read. I am the white space around her, the space that defines the text, the white
space that signifies. The nature of my space is a signpost to the reader. The white
6. Sidonie Smith, "Women's Story and the Engenderings of Self-Representation". A Poetics of Women's Autobiography (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1987), 50.
7. Smith, 1987, 50.
S.Smith, 1987,50.
9. Smith, 1987,19.
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space that is "I" supports the text, presents her as either unreadable or
comprehensible. Yet I rely upon her as I do memory. She is the portrait of myself;
her expression remains ambiguous.
There is more inference and little-girl-rememberings here than known fact
itself.
My Mother: the text, the body of my work, the story to be retold; yet her voice
is hesitant, at times silent. This silence, though, is strong. It holds me captive.
Foucault posits that "the site of confession or self-exposure dramatically reverses
power's conventional dynamics:'The one who remains silent and who listens exerts
power over the one who speaks''.
This silence, this lack of telling, is one beginning behind this investigation. This
silence is Power.
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Alina Turner

Staircase at the Green Iguana

(or Parts of Arvo)
National Geographic warm colours of grass and a red Wool jumper filled the
page. It lay open in my mind as I cleaned the dirt from the staircase of the Green
Iguana on a crisp autumn morning. The turned wood was coloured blue and
dust, the classical station was on, the strings were heightened by the caffeine
swimming in my blood.
"I'm not a waitress on the inside", said the waitress in a Hal Hartley film.
Perhaps they were filled with free radicals instead. What I was when not a waitress
was unclear and I kept thinking of another Hal Hartley quote; "You do what you
need to survive and then you become what you do."
Some customers would look up •with incessant expectation every time 1 passed
their table. On a break I had vinritten in a mad flurry of latte-spilling, wonky tabled,
angry poetry fervour that they could all Fuqua off because once 1 signed on I'd be
working all afternoon and the day after that and the month after that one. I thought
of this as I removed the dust from the fifteenth stair rung, revealing its interior blue
heart. The cello rang out, across the clear sky passed a cloud and the day began to
make sense.
Arvo Part was bom in Paide, Estonia September 11, 1935. He studied piano as
a child, and by the time he was twelve was writing down his o^wn compositions.
The wireless floated in and out of phase. I imagined myself carrying a cello on
old stones in Paris, feeling the thrill of acceptance into a chamber orchestra playing
the work of Arvo Part. Where did this •vision take me?
(The path is tenuous, and the requirements obscure).
The room in which we had the lesson was small. I found a space for my stool,
he sat directly in front of me and corrected my posture. I awaited the important
information on the next thing I should do.
Rosin, pitch pipes for cello, tuning fork.
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Bo^wing Up and Do^wn bow on each string using middle region of bow. Focus
on maintaining the Rhythm and Consistency of tone.
I began fervently listening m booths across the city for clues to the High Idea,
reading books with words 1 didn't understand, keeping a keen lateral eye on any
arrows to The Way Next. Bven though 1 wasn't sure of the Uteral meanings of the
descriptions of Arvo's work, the metaphorical possibiUties were becoming apparent.
To sustain the sounding triad, but be able to move within its all embracing presence,
required not only invention, but some form of regulating discipline...
In the walls of sheet music, I found some enticing links, small beacons
signalling something I couldn't quite make out.
The tintinnabulary style was announced with characteristic tranquility in a tender
piano solo; Fur Alma, sounding both ancient and fresh at the same time.
Alma! That's my name, 1 thought excitedly. And then, I received in the mail
some months later a piece that my teacher had written for me to practise, called For
Ellina.
One part of the larger pattern is slowly emerging at a different point in the same
pattern...
1 found it amusing that Arvo was the one that had spelt my name correctly.
Tintinnabulation is an area I sometimes wander into when 1 am searching for
answers. In my dark hours I have the certain feeling that everything outside this one thing
has no meaning. The complex and multifaceted only confuses me, and I must search for
unity. What is it, and how do I find my way to it?
(Only reveal ideas to someone who is going to add them. Even then, some
ambiguity is important. How fragile the evolution and growth of the fluid whole is.
Sometimes the radio floats out of phase again, and what had just seemed clear and
right now feels lofty. The words fall out of synch and mean nothing.)
In other words... this progression is arrested on the penultimate note, B, leading to a
ninth variation in which two pitches are added, F# and Eb, to form a diminished seventh
chord.
After the initial wave of enthusiasm, I seemed to walk round and round looking
for the essence, thinking it is elsewhere, when things are meant to one day be a
perfect unity. This essence supposedly was contained in the far future when I •will
be an accomplished player in Berlin, Paris, Estonia. Where has this vision of place
taken me?
(How does one love the process if the vision of perfection is so lofty?)
I was walking into the sun down Johnson St, feeling as though all possibilities
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and senses had retracted. It was very bright, but I was reminded of the type next to
a Cindy Sherman film still; "I love you most when a long black cloud darkens your
horizon", so I sat in a comer of the Black Cat reading. Anything resembling good
playing and travelling was very far away because the ground level practises weren't
being kept up. I felt the full weight of this.
"Now it is with men as with this tree. The more it wants to rise into the heights
and the light, the more determinedly do its roots strive earthwards, downwards,
into the darkness, into the depths... Friedrich Nietzsche
From out of the sunlight walked my cello teacher like a Great Reminder,
surrounded by the warmth of fifties pastels.
Also, it is a word that evokes the pealing of bells, the bells' complex but rich sonorous
mass of overtones.
After some time talking with the waitress, he started towards my dark corner,
and I felt adrenaline as well as caffeine.
Traces of this perfect thing appear in many guises, and everything that is unimportant
falls away.
It seemed that I started to fuse he and whatever was contained in the music into
a sonorous mass, and according to how I walked on this precarious path, he could
either be a key or a tangled mess.
(Balance the high ambition with grounding, keep him as my teacher and the
walls between myself, the vision and the complex words begin to break do'wn.)
To sustain the sounding triad, but be able to move within its all-embracing
presence, required not only invention, but some form of regulating discipline...
(If your mind wanders some element will be dropped — you're no longer
expressing or improving your playing but merely holding an instrument and
making a noise with it.)
It is generally very easy to sing or play the ri^t notes in a Part composition, but
equally, it is generally very hard to sustain the right balance of intensity and... objectivity...
The performers must be committed to the music, they cannot simply turn up and play the
notes.
The wireless floated in and out of phase. I imagined myself carrying a cello on
old stones in Paris, feeling the thrill of acceptance into a chamber orchestra playing
the work of Arvo Part. In the meantime I developed a passion for small things, such
as being able to play his piece, perfectly.
I have not included any dynamics, as for now I want you to concentrate on
intonation, and correct bowing. Only practise a little at a time (1 or 2 fines) and do
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not proceed until happy with it.
In my dark hours I have the certain feeling that everything outside this one thing has
no meaning. The complex and multifaceted only confuses me, and 1 must search for unity.
What is it, and how do 1 find my way to it? Traces of this perfect thing appear in many
guises — and everything that is unimportant falls away. 1 have discovered that it is enough
when a single note is heauti/ulljy played.
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Ainslie M. Robinson

Folding the Sheets

Wanna history sista?
Wanna history?
Look'ee here at this
Four corners, look'ee here
Say your history is written
On this here white page
Envelope and tuck here
Roll here with your Mista
Sista, take it off again
Hands in water
Scrub it over
Hang and dry and fold it over
Birth and work and death see here
Swadling, drudge and shroud see here
Create new life between these pages
Through generations, through the ages
White sheets in the •wind
Blowin'
Billowin' sails full of history sista
Four corners, look'ee here my sista
A fold is another link between us
United by the spotless flag
United by the ageless pact
Of White sheets.
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Scott-Patrick Mitchel

Eight Letters to a Lover
II
4 am, Port Augusta

we have warped the stars
with technology
electricity
pinned them with •wishes
so they hang pregnant & low

we now know
that sateUites & planets
move among those sunsour gods and goddesses
who hid in constellations
remain an astrologer's game
of connect-the-dots

Listen
the Universe's
saucepan
was left unattended
it churned heat
& bubbled
spilt
vapour
which pinpricked & hardened

from this act
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of neglected cooking
the stars were spat out
over the darkness

There
my lover
I have •written
a myth for yo—
made the stars
looser
to navigate through

9t
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Tanya Dalziell

Elizabeth

Picture this.
A white enamel bath filled with water to a level that would lap at the upper
thigh of a man. This fluidity hangs suspended, seemingly, over wooden floorboards,
unremarkable in their need of a good scrub and polish, tasks achieved only with
skirts hitched, hair tied tightly and strong arms. A woman lies in the bath, her red
hair unfurled, rippling. The dress she wears, of creme brocade and fine silk, is
embroidered with tiny stitches se^wn by a steady hand and keen eye. It spreads wide
across the liquid surface, sustaining the slight mass it drapes despite the weight of
its drink. Candles surround the base of the tub, molten wax forming pools on the
floor, and their weak warmth conspires to keep the water tepid. Millais however,
attentive to his canvas, does not notice the snuffed wicks and it is some hours later
that the woman is helped from the bath, heavy •with cold.
Walter Deverell was the first of the brotherhood to see her, or so the story goes.
There was talk of rain as he walked through Leicester Square, Umbrellas opened in
response to an upturned palm stretched towards the sky, and then closed, handles
hooked over an elbow or held in a gloved hand. Deverell cursed his forgetfulness
and smoothed his damp hair, consoling himself with the knowledge that one cannot
be thinking of the weather when preoccupied •with the reformation of a country's
art. Men in wom cloaks skulked in dusky laneways, uncombed dogs sniffing at their
ankles, yet Deverell did not notice them and nor did they regard him, unlike the fine
ladies who bought hats from the milliner off Leicester Square, whose carriages and
costumes drew their attentions both.
Elizabeth Siddall tucked the trimming of a handsome hat and fastened it with
a decorative pin that could be covered, if so desired, by plumage. Or, if it nleased
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the lady, it was possible to replace the band by a thicker ribbon, a white one
perhaps, to complement the lace gathered at the throat of the gown. She glanced out
of the window facing the crowded street, umbrellas opened and then closed, as the
woman nodded, running her finger around the brim, imagining the feathers,
shifting the glass to •view the other side, exclaiming yes, the white ribbon would be
best, then called for her cab and requested the box be sent to W—street that
afternoon of 1849.
The coroner's report politely recorded the laudanum overdose as an accident,
but Dante Gabriel Rossetti suspected suicide. Ruskin sent a note of sincere
sympathy. Rather than caressing a breast, smoothing a brow, spilling fingertips
down a spine, longing hands, both Rossetti's and her o^wn, had clutched at the small
phials of opium tincture that cluttered their dresser. When they first met, Elizabeth's
desire seemed almost indecent to Rossetti, her braids loosened, her body bare, her
breath quick. He trembled in her embrace and imagined the wash stand across the
room to shake as she laughed, her thin lips loosened into a wide smile, lips that
pressed his •with a passion that both gratified and shocked.
She had left the shop and was sitting for him and his friends, although she
would become his model and muse exclusively. It was an occupation she did not
mind. She could reflect as she reclined on a long chair reading, or sat comfortably
sewing, or reposed on an easel. It allowed her to compose her poetry and sketch the
drawings Ruskin would later pay for, calling for paper and ink to be brought to her
lest she shift and disrupt the folds in her skirts. She slipped easily into her body, this
face, they wanted to paint. She knew its creases and pleasures. Its sorrows she wrote
of obsessively and she read these aloud to Rossetti, who nodded distractedly and
turned back to his canvas. He scratched his bearded chin and pulled at his hair. His
eyes moved from Elizabeth to his likeness of her in paint. He imagined her to be
cool. She was cloistered, sickly and virginal, her flaming hair caught at the nape of
her neck and tamed by a straight centre part. Elizabeth often wondered at the
downcast eyes hooded by heavy lids that avoided her gaze as she confronted the
images she was told were her o^wn. That frailty of her body he caught in a thin wrist
she was aware of most certainly; both the knowledge of her mortality and an
irritating cough kept her awake some nights. But that skin, a deathly pall! Elizabeth
saw herself fade.
His adoration was killing her.
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Her first disappearance did not concern him, Rossetti noUced one morning that
the small case she had brought with her was missing, as were the botdes of scent
and pots of creams that rested on the dresser. He often watched her as she sat before
the looking glass, dabbing and sniffing and rubbing the contents of these coloured
containers on her cheeks, her neck, then, catching a glimpse of him in the mirror,
turning, to see him leave. She had taken her green dress also, and some of her
drawings, but he did not note their absence.
In retrospect, this picture was a cruel prophesy. Rossetti painted Elizabeth,
perhaps, as Mary, lost in the white folds of her dress and slumped against a wall at
the moment of The Annunciation, as if the proclamation of her impending, and
unsolicited, motherhood, weighed heavily. Gabriel, by contrast, levitates, his ankles
licked by fire.
There was a baby, conceived in sweat and s^wirl and sound, and expelled in
blood and grief. Elizabeth lay on the bed, gasping, pushing, straining, her womb
con^vulsing to rid itself of what lay •within. She bled and wailed, crying for her
mother, for Rossetti, for God. It seemed none were near. She wanted to wrench this
thing from her body. She gulped at the air and felt her lungs fill •with water, her arms
flailing, her dress dragging her do^wnward. Someone pinned her shoulders to the
mattress. She thought she heard a voice calling for hot water and towels, plenty of
towels. Something cold was placed on her forehead, and she sank.
Her breasts ached when she woke. She called for her baby and was told by a
concerned face she recognised, in a moment of clarity, as belonging to the woman
who collected their rent, that it was not possible for her to see the child. The woman
poured a little liquid from a small bottle onto Elizabeth's protesting tongue and told
her to swallow. To relieve your pain, she said. It also gave them time to dispose of
the blue marbled body of a stillborn daughter.
Elizabeth returned to Rossetti follo^wing her first disappearance, an incident
predating her pregnancy by many years. Her cough seemed a little worse, he
thought, although he did not ask where she had been, and Elizabeth did not care to
tell him. Her flushed cheeks and renewed desire to create gave little away. She
thought a woman who dared to travel on her own m a green dress, carrying one
small case and a careful selection of sketches, had a right to some privacy
***
Yet foUo^wingher reappearance, or the loss of her absence, Rossetti, she noticed
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was withdrawing from her touch. She would move as if to loosen his hair from his
collar and he would shake away her fingers with a shrug of his shoulders. He would
look elsewhere as she unlaced her bodice or removed her stockings. And if she tried
to convince herself that she was imagining such things, she felt she could not
mistake the blank back that lay beside her at night, unyielding.
This puzzled Elizabeth. She knew he had other lovers, women with small waists
and substantial minds, but they had not mattered, too much, previously. And he
continued to call her his beloved and more than ever he wanted to paint her. He
would beg her to sit for him, arranging her skirts, asking her to lean forward a little,
yes, and rest your hands here. For hours she would remain like this so that he might
capture ephemeral feminine beauty on canvas.
During Elizabeth's fourth, or maybe fifth, disappearance, Rossetti received a
letter embossed with a postmark unfamiliar to him and dated some days previously.
The signature was unintelligible, but the import was clear. It beseeched the
gentleman to make haste to N—shire, where a woman, whom it was thought he
knew well, had been taken ill with melancholic fever. It saw her quiver •with heat
and ice, and call to phantasms she insisted stood at the foot of her bed. Her skin was
diaphanous, her breath weak, and although the author had not •wished to alarm the
gentleman unnecessarily, a sense of urgency was impressed in the hurried script.
Of late, her health had been of some concern to him. Her cough was coarse. Her
dresses needed taking in at the waist. She bid his arm as she rose uneasily from a
cushioned chair. But Rossetti thought her beautiful, even more beautiful than he
had imagined her erstwhile. And he saw this in paint.
But now, he placed his palette aside, cleaned his brushes, composed a quick
note to Mrs. P—, the rent collector, and was looking for his coat when he heard the
door shift in its ill-fitting frame and the unsteady step of soft slippers. He rushed
towards her, his arms outstretched, my beloved! my beloved!, encircling her •with
tender croons and whispers.
Marry me.
***
They spent their honeymoon in Paris. It was in this city their dead baby was
conceived. On their return, Elizabeth remained ill, delusional, liminal, sinking in
the watery space between life and death, between the soft skin of a lover and a cold
canvas. She would call for her child at night, clutching the darkness to her breast,
and then stretch wanting fingers across her husband's body towards the bottles of
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laudanum.
By the cheek of his beloved he laid a small green book containing the poems he
had been writing at the time of her death. Standing by her coffin he felt grief and
guilt. He wondered if he should have left his desk, his easel, more often than he had.
Her room had been kept dark, the curtains closed, the coloured carpet removed.
She had been forbidden books and light and music, and was prescribed strong
broth. She was suffering, but oh God, how beautiful.
Elizabeth's death inspired Rossetti to reread his well wom copy of La Vita
Nuova. He took up his brushes once more and determined to paint his Beatrice as
Dante had written of his. He cupped her right hand gently in the left and exposed a
delicate neck by tilting her head back slightly. He imagined her garments to be soft,
fluid, her chin raised and her eyes closed fully, a religious rapture gleamed
unconsciously from more profane ecstasies of the past.
His desire for immortality necessitated this death.
***
It also required her disinterment.
Seven years later, in 1869, men shovelled the earth from Elizabeth's grave,
heaving, grunting, throwing soil and weed over their shoulders, until they had dug
deep enough for her coffin to be lifted out of its hollow and brought to the surface.
Another man then stepped forward, muttering about the indecency of the act he was
being asked to commit. He knelt before the coffin, removed a sharp, flat instrument
from the leather belt he wore around his waist, and began to prise open the lid,
removing each nail carefully to prevent the damp case from crumbling. This death
was dirty and pungent. Rotted fabrics and thin bones lay in the coffin, although
Rossetti's friends would later say that Elizabeth's body was surprisingly well
preserved, saintly even, that her hair was red resplendence, her beauty brilliant.
Then there was the book.
Rossetti wanted his words to live.
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Annabel Smith

Lugu Hu

The picture hangs above my lover's bed. At first I see mostly darkness but later it is
the colours I remember: the slivers of yellow, turquoise, green ...
Where is that? I ask.
Lugu Hu.
In my mind it is always night there, yet I know the shape of the mountain,
sculpted by •wind and rain into the contours of a woman's body.
Lugu Hu: Mount Goddess. Seceding Province, China.
The sky is black. The mountain is yellow-peaked, coloured by the moon,
brown at her roots on the shores of a lake. In the shadow of the mountain the water
is blueblack, out deeper flashes yellowgold. There are fish and eels, blue bodies,
white backs swimming close to the surface, soaking up the light.
I have a project to complete. I have worked towards it, draining myself to
make this creation as a sharp and neat as brand new scissors. For two weeks 1 have
turned a question over in my mind and the answers have shrunk and become lost
and I am too tired to find them. I don't read, don't •write. My stomach aches.
There is a woman in the picture, carved in yellow chalk. Beneath Mount
Goddess she drifts on her back, soaking up the moonlight which floats on the
blueblack water. Her face and arms are pale, translucent. Her body is rendered
lumpy and strange by the rippling water and the yellow light but her shape is clear:
the curve of her belly is glowing, her pelvis swollen with its special cargo. She
celebrates her fertility beneath a mountain shaped like her body.
An ancient myth surrounds Lugu Hu, of a gift from the shapely mountain
to those who swim beneath her, or so I like to imagine.
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I have shed my clothes. I am naked in the black night, hiding from the yellow
moonlight The lake is near. I feel it m the cool clay beneath my feet, I knead it as I walk.
1 cannot see the bottom, I feel with my feet: weds, mud, small, round pebbles,
smooth and hard. I hear the air whisper in, whisper out of my lungs and the sound of my
body disturbing the water. I am knee-deep, waist-deep in the shadow of the mountain, in
the water, in the dark. I am not afraid.
Water surges and I plunge, let it take me, let my feet slide and my head float. I
do not stumble I glide and drift, feeling the grainy water stroke my skin, smeliing the earth
and the mountain. Swallowing, Ifeel it trickle through my body, seep from my pores, sink
to the bottom. My feet move with the water, taking me out to the very deep where the moon
floods Lugu Hu bright. Blue fish drag the moon behind them in streaks, lighting my path
through the water. I am not walking, not paddling: 1 drift and slither through the bright
lake. 1 swim through the sky above the mountain, looking down at the outline of myself in
yellow chalk
It looks like a normal house. The front room is where you pay. In the
second room you see a counsellor. She tefls me, among other things, no s^wimming.
She takes notes in a fountain pen which has a •wide nib and green ink. What type of
contraception vnll I be using during the operation? "Condoms", she •writes in huge,
green letters.
In the waiung room 1 try not to look at the other people. I don't want to
think about the girl who looks only fifteen or so, who is sitting with her mother, or
the older women with flowers on her socks, sitting alone. 1 have brought a book but
I read recipes in magazines and a notice blue-tacked to the wall, asking you to tefl
the nurses if you want to go to the toilet.
They don't look like nurses. One is wearing jeans and a denim shirt and
looks like a mum helping out at playgroup. She gives me a polystyrene cup to pee
in and takes me to the toilet. When I bring the cup back she puts on a lid and a
sticky label with my name and takes me to another part of the clinic.
I'm in a room with one of those high, skinny beds with a folded down
sheet and a paper pillowcase. I change into a white go^wn and put my clothes and
shoes in a red plastic shopping basket. My feet are cold on the hno floor so 1 sit on
the bed, legs dangling and wait.
The operation theatre is full of people. They are all talking but not to me.
1 have to lay do^wn on a table and put my feet in metal stirrups. 1 am crying. They
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are used to this, just doing their job, one every seven minutes. The anaesthetist
pushes a needle into a vein in the back of my hand. She doesn't tell me it won't hurt,
doesn't ask me to count to ten: that's for children.
The moon has disappeared behind the mountain. She looms over the black lake.
It feels thick and soupy and I am dragging my legs, dragging my arms, feet sinking into the
mud. I am out of depth, out of air, I gulp and swallow, black water fills my lungs and head,
I am a dead weight, drowned by the waters of Lugu Hu, by the dark Mountain Goddess.
I taste metal, I know the taste, it is blood, my own blood, I am bleeding, I am split
open,ripefruit oozing, 1 thrash through the water, trailing my blood behind me, swimming
blindly, legs arms head heart beating all at once, churning up the still water, staining it,
dragging and tearing to escape it, to let the lake swallow it, to leave it behind, and now I
see the surface above me lit by the moon and 1 struggle upwards screaming straining
gaspingfor air.
"Get dressed please, we need the bed for someone else." I can't move, don't
want to open my eyes. I am quiet and stfll they •wifl leave me alone. I feel something
on my legs: it is the basket with my clothes and I am sitting up and someone is
putting them on me, pulling and twisting my limbs. Then 1 am sitting on a chair
back amongst the playgroup mums. They tell me to eat a biscuit. I eat two and they
tell me I can go now.
I lie in my lover's bed where the dream of Lugu Hu began. I cannot sleep
here now: with eyes open or closed I see the mountain dark above me and below
her in the waters of Lugu Hu, anchored amongst the weeds, my unwanted, rejected
gift.
I carry my hollo^wness around the lake towards the mountain. It is porous,
this hollo^wness: it has absorbed all of me. But now it •will sink, beneath the water,
beneath the mountain where it began.
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Those Immigrants From Queensland
See those rambow lorikeets
crisscrossing the sky quick-as-a-^wink?
they're second or third generation
Queensland immigrants. Now they
behave like locals: they're up at Middle
Swan in the morning, feasting
in the orchards; over Kings Park and
my head in the arvo; and, at
this time of the year, this evening
they'll be down at Cottesloe
in the Norfolk pines, roaring
like a bushfire-sunset
but invisible to us.
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The Place Called 'Cott'
— We, washed up
here, like the whale
beached and chopped
into manageable, truck-sized
chunks and secretly buried
to be later exhumed,
to become bones in a museum — We,

like the lost leopard seal,
head smooth as Michel Foucault's,
long mouth like an untamed
dog's, we snarl and slap,
out of our element, as
if limbless, as if we understood
our role yet remained
autistic — Like the Dutch explorers.

finding this beach under
their boat, the backwash hke
a crowd of •withdrawing snakes, we
struggle on solid sand, through
alienating bush, and capture
black swans of which, one
historian will say, the
Romans already knew.
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Open Letter to Pauline Hanson

Oh for heaven's sakes stop those lukewarm blue eyes, that thin-lipped chifli lips
you think you're so so hot a searing white heat deadening black those that dare cross
your path the empty bubbles that come out of your mouth what did you swallow to
breathe out such •vitriol Ostraylian you say you are please explain oh jingoistic rah
rah rah let's wave the Aussie Flag & kiss appreciative skinhead louts screeching
whatabout me Pauline 1 love fish n'chips good tucker that none of ya bloody foccacia
woggy black bean sauce chow mein bloody MSG shit there you are up on your
rackety worm-eaten soapbox dribbling more One Nation diarrhoea I love a
sunbaked country yes you certainly do you reek of dust so dry and stale yet why so
white so untouched by warmth? 1 bet you go round •with a big brimmed straw hat
covering your entire body with max protection from almond eyes woolly heads
flattened noses from Shylock's kin and unblushable types my god you must hate me
1 must make every freckle on your milky skin crawl yes one of those swamping
swarming boat persons from one of those non-English speaking tropical lands
somehow managing to survive leaky boats to crawl onto this golden land of yours
then leapfrogging the dole queue to secure four star accommodation in beautiful
inner city housing commission flats with no patch of breathing green but a
communal laundry and a chance to graffiti gratitude & luxuriate in the parfum
d'urine really must be so jealous fancy not having had the chance to work in shops
of sweat yeah this is what we came here for to support your fucking clothing
industry •with rusty Singers still whirling away at the pencil thin line between
twiUght and day as cappuccino boutiques gloat in their profit dreams but hey 1 must
be one of the bright non-ghettoised ones not se-wing five cent buttons or puncturing
myself full of speed or pa^wning my new-bom at the casino no I got me a
McWhoppmg HECS debt courtesy of this fine government 1 could write a
poststructural-modern-colonial-feminist/grunge criuque on why you remind me of
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Beaker from the Muppets that lab assistant •with fire engine hair and dog pitched
voice flapping about hysterically memememe so ramrod straight you are oh
shoulder-padded paragon of the unsung battlers stop sucking on that lemon and
have a rice paper roll instead I suppose you do know where you can stick the
chopsticks.
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petra white matthews

boat

a boat sails along the horizon a
boat sails along the horizon sails
a long boat sails
along the horizon a blue
sea and blue sky meet in a
line a horizona boat sails
along the horizon the sea a darker blue
waves sing flap writhe curl lap the edges
a boat sails along the horizon
the sky a lighter blue clouds stretched thin smudges a boat sails along
the horizon
a boat with tall pointy sails a boat turns into the horizon,
looks like a feather a feather a
boat slowly spins along the horizon a
fingernail drags through the canvas but does not
cause a rip causes a metaphor
a boat sails along the horizon a boat
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The City of Dreams: New Art in Perth

For over a century. Western Australian artists and •writers have contributed to
enduring genres of local art celebrating the idea of the spiritual in the natural
environment. In this tradition, the bold and expansive landscapes of Guy GreySmith, like the novels of Randolph Stow, are icons of a local culture, defined in
terms of a history of a relationship with land and the sea.
The dominance of the landscape in Western Australian art is now, however,
under challenge. Where in the 1960s, the bush studios of Grey-Smith and Juniper
formed the hub of local creativity, today, inner city art collectives such as JackSue,
Spiral, the Verge and Gotham are the focus of a distinctly new and youthful art
practice which draws its inspiration from the urban en^vironment.
A significant infiltration of artists into Perth began in the 1960-70s as the
serendipitous result of massive commercial development which saw many of the
city's older buildings progressively emptied and ultimately demolished. Squatterstyle artist collectives like Praxis and Media Space thrived in such environments,
establishing a succession of sites for contemporary artistic practice •within buildings
earmarked for demolition. Many collectives, like the fabric of the city itself, have
since come and gone — but others like Gotham Studios, which is about to celebrate
its tenth anniversary, have survived the development boom to continually re-invent
themselves as times change and artists pass through.
The collective spirit is a philosophy central to the energy of these studios. They
are places where artists, performers, •writers and designers work and play, and they
enjoy an almost mythic status in local Perth sub-culture as temples of youthful and
often subversive creativity. They are places where art is made and where the crossfertilisation of artistic disciplines that burgeon •within them give rise to legendary
multi-art events. Promoted by word of mouth, through nightclubs and cafes,
universities and contemporary art spaces, these musical, •visual art, fashion and
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performance events attract an ever increasing and primarily youthful public eager to
find excitement in the city experience and explore the arcane realm of the artist's
atelier.
Perth's city-based studios are the sites of important cultural change in the art of
Western Australia, providing fertile ground for a dynamic movement of young Perth
artists who live, work and take inspiration in the urban environment around them.
For these artists the city and its shifting identity as a continually evoMng social
landscape, has replaced the natural world as a source of contemporary subject
matter. Their interest is not in the drama of the land, but the drama which
permeates the contained spaces of urban living, and their work heralds a key shift
in the direction of local contemporary art — one that mirrors the increasing
urbanisation of Western Austraha.
For many of these artists, the traditional figurative mode of representational
imagery is at odds v/ith an understanding and expression of urban experience. Fran
Cassidy has developed a distinctly urban aesthetic centred not on actual depictions
of the city, but on exploring the nature of human experience within a complex
framework of social constructions embodied by the built en-vironment. Her work is
sculptural and installarion based, exploring the idea of containment, both physical
and social. The experience of rebelling against the social constructions through
which society perpetuates itself is an issue which also emerges in her art. Cassidy is
fascinated by architectural form and the process of building. In her investigation of
the structures on which we build our lives, the dwelling and the skeleton have
become some of her key recurring motifs. Cassidy came to art after having worked
in the construcrion industry and is currently a technician in the School of
Architecture and Fine Arts at the University of Western Austraha.
Her experience in these working environments has had a profound impact on
her work. She explores the nature of construction and its implications of
containment — the physical containment associated with the construction of the
body and the containment associated •with the social environments within which we
live as individuals and communities. Often her works explore the fragility of these
structures, seeming to suggest that it is often a thin wall which contains us and
prevents us from passing beyond familiar worids to new — from leaving our
comfort zones to entering new and sometimes frightening realms of experience.
Cassidy explored this idea in work she produced in 1997 resulting from a trip to the
far North West of Western Australia. During her stay she joined members of an
Aboriginal community in a bat-hunting expedition in which she took part in the
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ritualistic killing of animals for food. This proved a cathartic, but ultimately
traumatic, experience as she found herself swept up in a communal ritual totally
alien to her o^wn experience — one in which she was able to transgress the rules of
social behaviour of her own culture and momentarily embrace those of another.
Cassidy's sculptural use of solid forms permeated by areas of transparency, by light
and air, serves as a metaphor for the fragiUty of the structures of social behaviour
Cassidy draws her inspiration from aspects of two built environments —
architecture and the body. She delights in showing us the resonance between the
skeletal form and the schematic designs of architectural plans, finding in them a
shared elegance of design and function. She also revels in the act of constructing —
enjoying the use of materials from heavy industry to make her beautifully crafted
and delicate built forms. Cassidy's sculpture of containers, dwellings and
architectural models holds an important place in a new urban aesthetic concerned
with exploring humanity's interaction •within its own built environment.
This idea is an underlying current in the work of many young artists who
occupy studios or exhibit their work at JacSue Gallery. Located in a rambling,
multilevel warehouse in Perth's West End, JacSue is literally home, studio and
Gallery to a continually changing community of young artists. For them, the
collective experience provides an impetus for art which both responds to and
emerges from the urban experience. JacSue was initially established as an off
campus studio for Fine Arts students of the University of Western Australia, and has
a reputation as an important new Gallery venue specialising in multi-arts events. In
a climate of rapid commercial expansion in the city, studios are at the mercy of a
profit-driven real estate market in which artist co-operatives cannot possibly
compete •with business enterprises. Yet the relationship between artists and the
power-broking owners of the buildings they inhabit is not altogether one of
dependence versus power. In recent years, business has begun to see the benefits of
bringing in artists to use empty city buildings which would otherwise be susceptible
to vandalism. This has led to an opportunity for a mediation between the corporate
world and the art community which is of significant value to both parties. JacSue is
just one of the many artist studios in the city that pay either minimal or no rent —
and in exchange, give up the stability offered by a long-term formal lease
arrangement. As a result these coflectives are simultaneously offered the patronage
of the real estate industry, yet face the continual threat of closure — and the tensions
arising out of this relationship permeate much of the work produced by the artists
who inhabit the studios.
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Cathy Blanchflower,
Atlas VI, 1998
Oil on canvas, collection of the artist
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Baggage, 1998
Mixed media, collection of the artist
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One of JacSue's long-term members who has contributed substandally to the
exploration of the tensions and impermanence of the urban experience is Marcus
Rothwell Canning. Canning's work expresses a disturbing and uneasy relationship
between the individual and the city through the medium of performance art,
documented by photography and video. Performance art by its very nature
epitomises the idea of the passing moment. However, when captured on
photographic film or •video. Canning's scenes of a single, eerily sterile, rubber suited
figure walking through Perth as if the city were the irradiated core of a nuclear
power plant, provides an enduring image of urban infection and decay that lingers
long after the viewing. As cars stream past the camera, the anonymous figure
shrouded in a protective suit pulls a cart of unidentified, but apparently toxic
equipment marked 'WARNING', along a freeway. The figure is seen again pulling
its mysterious load through Perth streets and malls with the earnestness of the grim
reaper. No one turns to watch this figure who appears as a portent of doom. The
infection he seems to symbolise goes unnoticed — it is insidious and its progression
is uncontested.
Just as disturbing are Canning's photographic montage works comprising
hundreds of proof sheet stills documenting the progression of a performance work
which features a bandaged figure moving about the confines of a glass tank. It is
intriguing to imagine what may have been happening in the original performance
that we cannot see in this sequence of photos. Yet the massed images in their
abbreviated re-telling of this live event evoke a strong sense of isolation and
oppressive containment. Disturbing and weighted •with a symbolic significance we
can sense, but never quite grasp, his work has a feeling of barely restrained paranoia,
reminiscent of the dark, urban nightmare lived by the characters in David Lynch's
classic film Eraserhead. In Canning's photo-series we seem to be vie^wing with a
certain voyeurism a deranged soul who has caved-in to the isolation and oppressive
stricture of his environment — observing him as if through the lens of one of the
many video surveillance cameras which have in recent times been installed around
the city of Perth.
For a Gotham studio artist, Cathy Blanchflower, the patterns of human
construction revealed by satellite photography takes the idea of life under the
surveillance camera one step further. Blanchflower's distinctive linear grid paintings
are explorations of geometric pattern and colour rhythm, emerging from the
traditions of the op-art movement and the work of artists such as Bridget Riley. At
first glance Blanchflower's works have a precision of line suggestive of the mass
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produced machine-generated image, but each has been painstakingly hand-painted
in successive layers. The resuking effect is one of reverberating colour and light —
the painterly equivalent of electrical waves pulsating through the atmosphere. The
technology of satellite transmission and electrical circuitry is a key source of
inspiration in her work — many of Blanchflower's paintings are evocative of the
patterns that appear on television screens when tuned off-channel, or of the
rhythmic pulses of oscflloscopes recording the transmission of electrical charges.
Blanchflower's art rejects the organic and the natural, and like that of many young
artists today, the basis of this work can be found in the technology and culture of
the contemporary urban environment. Ultimately, Blanchflower's paintings are as
much an expression of the human desire for order and control as they are
experiments in colour theory and optical effect. They have a vitality which emerges
from the very human, creative action of applying paint to linen, and a dynamism
embodied in the inherent tensions of marrying the chaotic urge towards creative
expression with the impulse to maintain order and predicability.
Emma Langridge is a young graduate of the University of Western Australia
whose work like that of Cathy Blanchflower is imbued •with a sense of the
architectural and the geometric. Langridge lives and works in the city and has been
an active member of the Jacsue collective from its days as a studio for the university's
Fine Arts students. Her use of clean lines, precisely inscribed in simple, massed
rhythms pay tribute to the minimalist aesthetic of the sixties, while simultaneously
looking forward in time to evoke famihar contemporary images of computer
circuitry. Boldly etched onto a flat coloured surface, or painstakingly applied •with
the aid of a masking technique, her luminous designs seem to project forward in
space. They resonate •with an enigmatic quality suggestive of hieroglyphic symbols,
yet are also strongly reminiscent of crop patterns revealed through aerial
photography. Langridge has said of her work "Geometry in art explores something
not archetypal, not innate, but something true/real in the world"-^ — expressing the
beauty of geometry as a humanly-made rather than natural phenomenon that
nonetheless has an inherent truth and powerful presence in the world.
The work of artists who choose to depict the urban experience in a figurative or
realist rather than abstract mode, however, has been central to the emergence of an
urban art movement in Perth. At the forefront of this movement is Thomas Hoareau,
who lives on the fringes of the city and also works in the Gotham Studios in
1. Emma Langridge quoted in Mu Magazine, Issue 2, 1998, pp. 80-81.
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Northbridge. For several years he has depicted the city and his relationship to it
through a series of images that record the continual, cyclic process of erasure and
construction of the city, and the ephemeral, disjointed nature of li-ving and working
within it. Hoareau is concerned with expressing the energy of the streets, in
particular, the streets of Northbridge on the fringes of downtown Perth. Like
Baudelaire's flaneur, the passionate voyeur of Parisian street life, Hoareau is
fascinated with the drama and narrative potenrial of the city experience. Most
recently he has worked on a series of paintings which map the narratives and
imagery of Northbridge street culture, exploring ideas of the energy and
ephemerality of human experience in a specific urban context •with which he feels a
great personal affinity. His recent work is a part of a project to record what he
considers a beautiful and unique area that is slowly disappearing. It combines a
documentary examination of the street life and physical environment of
Northbridge with a characterisrically personal response through which he can "map
the passing stream of fife."
In a series of works, Hoareau has taken the view from his Gotham studio
window looking down onto the busy intersection of James and William Streets
below. He has reconstructed in minute detail the streets, shops, cafes and hotels
around which a diverse community of people mill throughout the day. In contrast
to his earlier work offering a desolate image of a city environment devoid of
humanity, these urbanscapes are dynamic, populated crowd scenes. They are
energetic, colourful paintings, where couples embrace in the street, crowds wait at
intersections or watch the passing parade of daily city life.
Hoareau has imbued his paintings with a sense of arrested time and movement
made evident in visual metaphors for the captured moment of experience: the
passing figure or the looming presence of the traffic lights in whose enormous
shadow people wait to cross the intersection; the street that shows the evidence of
a past rainshower with silver slick tyre tracks to mark the passing of a car. In the
background of some of these paintings the encroaching march of urban
development is suggested by an array of office towers which oversee the action on
the streets below. Documenting the passing moment is the crucial mission of these
works — one which can be seen as a logical progression in Hoareau's ongoing
interest in the ephemerality of human experience •within the urban environment.
What is central to the work of artists such as these is their role in the
2. Conversation with Thomas Hoareau August 1996.
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development of a vibrant aesthetic movement inspired by the forms, technologies
and cultures of the city and contemporary urban life. The interaction between
human beings and the urban en^vironment is the subject of this new movement. The
city is seen as a powerful force which not only reflects, but actively shapes human
experience, social values and culture. The young artists at the forefront of this local
practice share a collective memory of growing up within an urban rather than a rural
community — they present their experience not of living and working on the land,
but of living within the context of the post-war urban development boom in the city
and suburbs of Perth. Whether directly or indirectly, this experience provides the
inspiration for a practice which will take local art in a new direction as we head into
a new century.
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Paul Hardacre

The Barren Winged Mother
for my grandmother, Ivy Myrtle Day, 1912-1998

in the sixth attic
life resembles motes
sanctifies dusted trunks
welds the flesh of hat box
like some well rehearsed smile.
II

the sugar-bag held firmly
two ha'pennies clenched between milk teeth
mother's legacy, a fevered walk
for the boarding house
meat locker
tears.
Ill

tracing her name in film
if only to exit the body
dissolve bone and sinew
framed beneath glass
the story
of eyes
and face
and gnarled wooden hands.
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IV
a simple part to play
much less complex
than sixty-three years
of brown, pin-stripe
dandruff-flaked shoulders
hunched over your girl
in the final heat
of da^wn.
V

weeping,
a parade of relatives
look for the exit
check their watches avert eyes
aware of the scratched clay walls,
the oh-so heavy earth.
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untitled mitochondrial
I've got syntactic brainflukes.
Parasites that seed their eggs
at the foot of each sentence.
The full stops you see are husks.
The larvae were quick to hatch.
Their barbed heads are attached
to each sentence's structure.
It's here they wait for new hosts.
Humans who can't but read.
Your brain's digesting more than
meaning. By the last sentence
you'll have nourished full size flukes.
You'll have this idea in your
head that full stops are actually
the camouflaged black casings
of parasitic flatworms.
You're part of its life cycle.
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The Twice-Dreamed Panther

(i)
Lately dumped—that is to say, brokenhearted—James Kennedy corkscrewed clear
into the soft light of the Martello tower. Dun Laoghaire. Afl in black, from his thin
sweater and jeans to his weekend stubble, Kennedy stood kneading the small of his
long back after the contortions of the stairwell. He rested thoughtfully against the
oven once used to heat cannonballs.
—Saag? he queried mildly.
—Here. Saag showed his face, long freckled seaeyed, and drew back into
the granite niche and the murder holes. More murder grill. Or grate. Square holes
for blunt musket barrels, hot oil, grapeshot. Grapeshot. Haemorrhoids someone
once said. Cold hours of underfed buttocks stoneperched no wonder.
—Impregnable omphalos, he said to himself, and received pleasantly the
stone acoustics. Interdicted serpentine umbilicus. The snake that leads back to the
garden. Slippery slope, once sUpped. Cup and lip. Snakes and ladders, the memory
of chfldhood. But no return, only simulation, simulacra. That's Eco, echo echo.
Means children in most cases. Or art. Perhaps finally dementia.
James peered into the grotto, fashioned a macabre grin and returned to his
circumambulation of the empty cannon shelf. The ocean delivered itself in bluegrey
seams along the coast.
—The walls are eight foot thick. Once they pulled the ladder in they were
quite safe, Saag said. —Clever to build the only door one flight up.
—Shame they took the cannon off, James said. —1 can't think how th,ey
managed it.
The destamenised granite bloom tightened like a tooth.
—Certainly not do-wn the stairs.
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(ii)
The tower, built in 1804 for the purpose of resisting Napoleon (who never came),
is a squat, nubby sort of construcrion, set back on the low hill above the Forty
Foot baths, Sandycove. Oliver St John Gogarty had the run of the place in 1904,
paying the £8 rent directly to the office of the Secretary of War while pursuing
his medical studies.
In September of that year, he invited Joyce to stay, and perhaps by way of
recompense, Joyce sketched Gogarty as Malachi Buck Mulligan in L^ysses. The
connection is made when Stephen Dedalus observes the gold in Mulligan's teeth,
triggering the thought "Chrysostomos" (3), or 'golden mouth', an epithet of a past
Saint John and therefore invoking Gogarty (Burgess, 95).
Haines, the insufferably sympathetic Englishman of Ulysses, and another
of the tower's inhabitants, was modelled on Gogarty's friend, Samuel Chevenix
Trench. It was Trench's dream of a black panther during Joyce's stay that resulted
in a famous episode of gunfire.
One night, Joyce awoke to Trench screaming about a panther and
fumbling for the shot gun. When he subsided, apparently still asleep, Gogarty seized
the rifle and whether in good humour or not, cried 'Leave him to me,' and
proceeded to blast into the pots above Joyce's bed. Not long after that, Joyce
abandoned Sandycove, soon to embark •with Nora Bamacle on his life of exile.
In 1962 Sylvia Beach opened the tower as the James Joyce Museum:
(ui)
Walking back down the tidal soak of Sandymount Strand, James kept his dark
self to himself.
To the east, oddly enough, London and Fran. His burgeoning law career.
Her blueprint for a demerger. The house she found near Hampstead Heath, now his
alone, and Fran from their once common room already gone. From Melbourne to
London and this. The centre really cannot hold.
He felt the sand shift under his stride, the giving way of grit, and the
sensation ushered in a few maudlin memories of Rosebud, summer afternoons
faintly burnt on Flinders beach, tracing back their footsteps, and fish and chips, a
beer on the porch, and all the other things.
Away, ahead, by the water's edge he could see Saag fingering over earshells
and tongues of weed. They had only met through Fran and Georgia's friendship.
One night at Growlers wasn't it. Our pair of lawyers to their what. Scribblers. More
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than that.
Now this, my disunited state. Ways parted. Part performance not enough
in the circumstances, your worship. Love an essenrial term of the agreement. Oral
or •written. Both, your wigship. Nemo dat non quod habet. I cannot give what I do not
have. Is that where love ends, the brink of habet. Your worship I once. No, withdraw
that. The shutters up.
(iv)

James Joyce has made a religion of himself, or at least invited us to do the same.
This standard prefatory remark is usually followed by a slightly new
obeisance: knees and lips to a clean piece of stone, if one can be found on the
crowded floor of the great church. Appropriate devotion promises a warm, reflective glow for the rejoicer.
Blessed is the word and therefore blessed the source of the word.
Writing should never be implicated in the deficiencies of the world.
In the James Joyce Museum, Martello tower, there is a strange shimmering between life and art. "Two shafts of soft daylight fell across the flagged
floor from the high barbicans: and at the meeting of their rays a cloud of coalsmoke and fumes of fried grease floated, turning." (10). Contra Ulysses, there are
no flagstones on the first floor and the barbicans, cut on a sharp angle to prevent
the ingress of shot or shrapnel, could never shape rays to meet. This must be
disappointing to those who expect a churchlike den of stone and dust and light.
A sense of imperfection is added to one's annoyance at the crowd—it is said that
only a few thousand people have ever read Ulysses word for word, and yet here
the unread thrill and coo as if they too understood.
But now we should pause and except the curators from blame. They
have done what they can. Into the circular, whitewashed walls, which originally
offered no purchase for hanging a hammock, they have inserted steel ring-pins
for the purpose. Haines' unlikely bed (10) is thus made possible.
And the corrections to life go further still. Floorboards and bent barbicans aside, the Joycean eye is drawn to the tower's most evocative addition: a
glossy, jetblack, ceramic panther on its haunches by the hearth. The red display
ropes create an appropriate zoo-sense of separation between the viewer and this
almost smiling inhabitant of the re-created breakfast scene.
The panther has its basis first in the dream-and-shooting incident that
Joyce experienced as Gogarty's guest, and later as Haines' bete noire in Ulysses,
where Stephen complains to Mulligan, "Out here in the dark with a man I don't
know raving and moaning to himself about shooting a black panther." (4). How
can it be that no-one has searched the diaries of Samuel Trench for the original
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panther? With afl the money being thrown in the direction of generic fruit, can
scholarship be too small for that?
Perhaps it is a more apposite question to ask who saw fit to return the
cat, in magnificent ceramic verisimihtude, to its dream chamber? Was it commissioned, or merely a serendipitous discovery? Whatever the case, it is now the
most animate and compelling feature of the Museum, not to mention a powerful
statement on the subject of becoming. Dreamed once in hfe and once in Hterature, now physically manifested, how long will it have to wait for life and then,
inevitably, to be shot.
(v)
At Booterstown they chewed extramint for something to do and waited for the
DART. Saag for some unknown reason was wearing shorts. He rubbed his legs.
He thought a little about James and Fran, or James and not-Fran, as it now was.
Poor bugger. Different for me, since George is only in Fiji visiting family. No
great schism there.
Further do^wn, James was tossing pebbles across the tracks.
Saag didn't know much about his companion, he reflected. Smart guy.
Funny in a dark sort of way, which he Uked. And not inclined to fill every silence:
a rare quality. Essential in a travelling companion really. Does one weekend make
us. Wait. Time tells.
But what can we offer one another. George and Fran could weep. Hug
even. Those gestures outside our compass. Too awkward. They don't train us for
that. Still, friends are. Well, slow things.
The train soon came blunting around the corner to collect them.
fvi)

In the lexicon of late twentieth century cities Dublin stands for writing in the
same way that Paris stands for fucking. New York for talking, Varanasi for dying,
and so on. On the airbus from Stansted, the green Aer Lingus upholstery is
scrawled over in black script, the vowelholes have bled together (almost unintelligible, almost decorative), but fragments of Wilde, Joyce, Shaw, Yeats, and
O'Casey, can be read across the headrest.
Eventually, you land. A muzac version of 'Running To Stand Still'
impresses itself gradually on your consciousness. The horizontal escalator is broken.
You walk unhindered through immigration.
Then, pulling money from a machine opposite the baggage carousel you
notice that the currency is also covered in the 'riverrun' of literature. Joyce, skull
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domed •with genius, inclined gently, myopically, looks out from the broad green
cash at you. You pass his portrait to the bus driver.
The 41A bus into town turns just short of Eccles Street, you peer for the
possibly fading paint of Duglacz Butcher Shop, but there is nothing, and do^wn
Upper Gardiner Street you see your first sign to the James Joyce Centre, and then
one for the Dublin Writers Museum, and you cross Pamell Street into Lower
Gardiner and disembark. Cutting through to O'Connell you pause by a bronze
Joyce, spotted with the digested libations of gull and pigeon, and further do^wn there
is one of those street performers enacting a statue.
By the time you reach the Liffey, which is not much later, the river has
appeared again and again in the cover pictures of all the books in all the windows
leading down to the subdued, greybrown watercourse. You realise why so many of
the photographs are black-and-white, shot for grain on high speed film with a
telescopic lense, and toned for contrast. In clear daylight, upside down on your
retina and reinverted for sensible consumption, stretches the grey and
unremarkable scene, lacking even the natural chiaroscuro of the boldly colourless
cities such as Edinburgh.
Standing by the rail on Eden Quay, the raincloud colours shading into one
another, you long for a clean, stark, white page covered with inkblack script.
(vii)
Off the train again at Pearse Street, east end of the Trinity grounds and in behind,
along Nassau Street they walked.
Rain fell as fine as salt on the cobblestones of Temple Bar, ocean particles
joining the slick of river dust and lost human skin. A tired whore slept standing
slumped against a church poster, skirt rucked under the plastic handbag cushioning
her rump. Arse guards money; money softens arserest. Wallet our sixth orifice,
counting ears and nostrils once. Her seventh.
James turned and led into Will's Secondbest Books, the fug of papery
warmth inhaling them.
On the bargain trolley leaned a copy of Jake Frisk's Take Me To Your
Lederhosen, a mild comic lour de force, Saag remembered, having read an extract for
the honours seminar, 'The Components of Failure'.
James was picking his way along the soft spines of history. Saag pried back
the swollen front cover, turned the frontispiece with its encomium to a successful
child (March, 1964, 'your loving father always' etc), and skipped his way to a
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superficial reacquaintance.
1941, middle-aged poet and cyclist Sean Kelly is forced from his slate and
dung farmhouse, leaving his bikes and ducks behind, his workbench littered with
pages of The Brake Screamed and the Wheel Spoke, and forced ("There's a good chap."
Frisk, 6) into a dung and slate backshed behind an M16 safehouse on Eccles Street,
Dublin.
Chapter two, some good paragraphs on grey Dublin and an obscure gag at
Ian Fleming's expense. Then cut to the office of Operations Chief, Reggie Whitelaw:
"Listen here, Kelly, word is Barbarossa's just for show. Push is going to come from
Blamey. No joke old chap. U-boat landings, troop movements. Vice versa. The big
one only a matter of time. Bloody to^wn crawling with Hun." (Frisk, 27). Kelly, by
nature an unflappable fellow, muses on the future of his country as the land of mflky
hun, and finds the notion fairly uncon^vincing.
Later, he describes the task in a letter to his Mother. A fool's errand he
implies, made worthwhile only by the drinking—sorry—expense account. Flick.
Whirr. Flying over the plot's central plateau which included various minor
divertisements: a bicycle chase sparked by a fellow whose dog went "w00f' (161); a
disquisition on sausage and the martial inclination; and Kelly's secret fondness for
the word gottbetrunken. Skim skim. Thumbpurr.
But then, on his sniffing round of the numerous drinking snugs, Kelly
encounters an old foe. Back a page. There; a poet. Yes, the aging, brilliant,
inkcloaked versifier and laud hoarder, the incomparable Mr Stephen Dedalus. And
•with him for a night at the bar, the source of ill-feeling between them, Kelly's
onetime sweetheart and now Stephen's wife, Mrs. Millicent Dedalus nee Bloom. It
is in the course of their tense exchange ("Hello there Mflly"; "Sean, you look well.
Are you still cycling?" 181) that Kelly first hears of the Germans renting the old
tower at Sandycove. Milly has been visiting them on the sly for singing lessons in
her mother's memory.
Flickflickflick. The last chapters. Kelly pleads with Mil to leave the
Deutchlanders well enough alone. Stephen, madly jealous and anyway nearly blind,
follows Milly one terrible night to the tower. He cracks his head and dreams
unconscious streams of his youth: "Paris rawly waking, crude sunlight on her lemon
streets." (Frisk, 224; Joyce, 35). Joyce's stolen imagism. Pound would have been
proud of that.
Then back to Stephen, headcracked, rolhng in the white curl and suck of
foam until Kelly, trailing behind, hauls him from the tide. Around midnight the
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storm is crushing its dark weight against the coast; the tower's slanted barbicans
throw yellow eyes into the rain and offshore (new paragraph) an oily steel shape,
siren moaning, rises whitemaned between the sea's black shoulders.
—Trojan submarine, Saag muttered, smiling.
And now for the
confrontation: Bloomchild with cuckold, Cyclepoet and undercover Ubersingers ...
—^What have you got there? interrupted James, bored with history.
—A neglected classic.
—Interesting category. Kind of begs the question though, doesn't it.
—Well then, a latent masterpiece?
—Better. Look, the rain's stopped. Let's get some lunch.
Saag put the novel down reluctantly.
(viii)
The red and green sea.
In the beginning, hopelessness and loss are centred upon the figure of the
dead mother. Mulligan invokes Swinburne, "Isn't the sea what Algy calls it: a great
sweet mother?" (4) before colouring it sarcastically snotgreen. For Stephen, the sea
recalls the bowl of "green sluggish bile" (5) tom from his mother's dying chest.
Although "green" is a complex attribute in the text, the movement of the
narrative towards certain of its key resolutions, is a movement from green to red.
The obverse form of this spectral hierarchy (Red England; Green Ireland,
Hell: Eden, and so on) is not excluded but in the main, green is left to represent the
wasting agents (decay: "green with gravemould", 473; jealousy: "The greeneyed
monster", 408) while redness stands for renewal in both love and life.
Character names bear this out. Bloom is the son of Rudy and the father of
Rudy. Malachite is also known as the 'green mineral'. Molly's mother: Lunita (the
litfle moon, queen of sea and blood) Laredo (the red O). Of course Joyce resists
brittle simplicity: Blazes Boylan is a red exception. He is the loveless redlust to
Bloom's lustless redlove, and there is a sense in which each man has a
disproportionate capacity for one redness to the exclusion of the other. Even Bloom
recognises that Blazes' adultery has only been enabled by his own passivity.
Seawise, the linkage to redness is through associations •with the oceanic
womb and its monthly, moontidal effluvium.
While daydreaming along
Sandymount Strand, Stephen's thoughts trace the connection: "A tide westering,
moondrawn, in her wake. Tides, myriadislanded, within her, blood not mine,
oinopa ponton, a •winedark sea. Behold the handmaid of the moon. In sleep the
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wetsign calls her hour, bids her rise. Bridebed, childbed, bed of death,
ghostcandled. Omnis caro ad te veniet. He comes, pale vampire, through storm his
eyes, his bat sails bloodying the sea, mouth to her mouth's kiss." (40). Bloom, also
at the beach, considers the same territory in a somewhat earthier context: "How
many women in Dubhn have it today? Martha, she. Something in the air. That's
the moon. But then why don't all women menstruate at the same time with the same
moon, 1 mean? Depends on the time you were born I suppose." (301).
Here, as elsewhere, the homeric refrain 'the •winedark sea' indicates Joyce's
alignment. The suggested blend of red and green expresses the ineluctable modality
of duality: no good without evil; no life •without death.
Perhaps Ulysses' most understated red significance is in the dream that
Bloom and Stephen appear to have shared during the night preceding June 16,
1904. Stephen's recollection is as follows: "After he woke me last night same dream
or was it? Wait. Open hallway. Street of harlots. Remember. Haroun al Raschid.
I am almosting it. That man led me, spoke. I was not afraid. The melon he had he
held against my face. Smiled: creamfruit smell. That was the rule, said. In. Come.
Red carpet spread. You wifl see who." (39). This beckoning scene prefigures his
meeting •with Bloom in the whorish Circe episode, and hints at an invitation.
After satisfying himself with a view of Gerty MacDowell's drawers, Bloom
on the beach also recalls a nightvision: "Dreamt last night? Wait. Something
confused. She had red slippers on. Turkish." (311-312). Red slippers for a red
carpet. The way and the wanderer. Stephen's "creamfruit" suggests that Bloom's
"She" is Molly, their shared destination.
Ultimately, Joyce moves towards synthesis rather than triumph. In a
sense, it is the dead-endedness of duaUty that Ulysses denies with its circular motif
of the journey and its retum. From the shaving pot of Mulligan's green vanity we
have come, we are weary, finally to the chamber pot and Molly's menstrual blood.
Red Rudy has been lost, but Molly is fertile srill. She remembers the first time she
made love to Bloom, and after aU decides to try and revive their relationship. Her
language brings home the Joycean morifs of regeneration—the sea, redness and
flowers—in her last swooning words: "O that a^wful deepdo^wn torrent O and the sea
the sea crimson sometimes like fire and the glorious sunsets and the figtrees in the
Alameda gardens yes and afl the queer little streets and the pink and blue and yellow
houses and the rosegardens and the jessamine and geraniums and cactuses and
Gibraltar as a girl where I was a Flower of the mountain yes .when I put the rose in
my hair like the Andalusian girls used or shall I wear a red yes and how he kissed
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me under the Moorish wall and I thought well as well him as another and then 1
asked him •with my eyes to ask again yes and then he asked me would 1 yes to say
yes my mountain flower and first 1 put my arms around him yes and drew him down
to me so he could feel my breasts all perfume yes and his heart was going like mad
and yes I said yes I will Yes." (643-644).

(ix)

As the sky finally lost its colour, becoming the unstained white that waits for
sunset, James and Saag passed the council reservoir and the ducks and descended
Capel Street to the river.
A block of flats shed low-wattage fight and television through cheap
blinds. Kids tumbled over a mangy football. The floodlamps made the riverside
buildings bright and dark, and the Liffey finally assumed some kind of magnificence
as everything turned rosygrey and then bloody.
On Dame Street they found a small pub, a thin room just longer than the
bar itself, -with two or three •window seats and a boot rail. James ordered pints. The
liquid climbing up the tilted glass turbid with sediment, and then upright, resolved
itself into pure black and pure cream. For a while they drank. The window glass
came to reflect the pub light, shutting out the street.
Saag stood a round of Guinness with whiskey chasers. Then James
decided hot malts were in order. A weaselfaced Irish youth joined them and stood
a round of pints. To be rid of him they both called again for whiskey. Talk fell to
monosyllables. The youth drank his shots, got the message and left. Saag stood
pints and brandy to celebrate and a band started in the far corner.
Slowly but surely as the night got long in the smoke and beerglow they
wound their way to the subject of loss. What is it but. A little death. The part of
me that lived in you has died. And then the survival messages. Fish in the sea. If
wishes were fishes. Nothing is as precious. My precious. My.
And so I am come home to my too small heart. Why do people fall apart.
—Somerimes I am overwhelmed by the sense that no-one has felt as much
pain as this, James said, smfling at the stupidity of it.
—Do you think we teach ourselves to feel that ache in our chest? Saag
asked, lighting a cigarette. —I mean what has the heart got to do with it? It's an
amazing fittle pump, no question about that. But can it really love?
—What's amazing is that sometimes I can't even remember her face.
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—^What can you remember?
—I sull remember, most clearly, her smefl, and sometimes in my dreams,
her voice.
—Experiments in the sensory hierarchy of loss.
—But they •will go too, I suppose. I hate the thought of that.
—^Then the pain stops.
—I know. And the greyness begins.
(x)
Yes, but was the forbidden fruit (O felix culpa) red or green?

(xi)

After crossing the river by the footbridge, they emptied their bladders of streetlight in a backalley, turned slightly away from one another, waters spilling over
the gutter. James from a greater height, and Saag, concentrating on a particular
brick, delivered their yellow deltas which then commingled.
—^Ahhh, said James, —the sweet snake's hiss. Booze alchemy.
—Officer, said Saag unsteadily, —I have nothing to declare but my penis.
He finished and shook loose the last drops.
—Now sir, said James, taking Saag lightly by the shoulder, —^would that
be green channel or red channel. Or quarantine. Yes quarantine come to think of
it. Come back in four weeks. Try to cut do^wn on the drink if you can.
They laughed, upbuttoned and resumed homeward. A comfortable street
silence hung over Dublin. On O'Connell Street, a few people stood gathered in the
fluorescent glow of a minicab stand. Two men sat on the steps of the GPO eating
pizza from the box.
—^What do you get if you cross Roald Dahl -with Sean O'Casey? asked Saag
as they crossed into Blessington.
—Don't tell me.
—James and the Giant Pee-Cock.
—^That took you the better part of ten minutes, didn't it. And all that rime
thinking of your own penis. Thank god we'll soon be asleep.
James reached the yellow door of Celts House first, turned the key and
waited for Saag's gently wavering arrival.
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(xn)
Pissing.
Urinous. Ruinous. In our us I unsour. Oui runs, U nor I, us.
Having enacted the union of the sonless father with the fatherless son, the
time comes for Stephen to go home. But before parting ways, the two men take a
piss in the garden. This act, and its location, is a powerful symbol of reunion and
creafion. Bloom's "bifurcated" stream, recalls the "penultimate alphaberical letter"
(Y) while Stephen's stronger arc (fuelled by recently imbibed diuretics), is audibly
sibilant (sssssss) (577). Together they form, in that act of intimacy and male
reconciliation, the word that is to come 'Y ... sssssss'. The rainbows of
transubstantiated fluid also join Bloom as Yahweh, the old testament father, who
has renounced vengeance, with Stephen, the new testament son, who has
renounced sacrifice.
This co-libational act immediately precedes and predicts Molly's pissing
into the chamber pot, whereupon her monthly blood begins and signals the rolling
cycle of life's self-renewal.
(xiii)
When Adam awoke naked in the shade of the Tree of the Knowledge of Good
and Evil his mouth fell open and unthinking he uttered the postcoital question:
—Can I die?
Eve's buttocks, grassblade creased and sticky, rested on his thigh. She
slept on in the thrall of the little death. Adam lay quite still. For the first time he
desired a form of covering. The breeze from the south end of the garden, where but
yesterday he had plumbed the potato rills, carried a strange unwarmth.
Look, now, the branch above lost a curling leaf and another, tinged with
bro^wn. And Adam, who asked the question, knew the answer.
—^When kan I die? he whispered. Anytime, spoke gravity.
—How kann I dye? he whispered. Let me count the ways, spoke time.
—Why kenn I dy? he whispered. Lihe the earth love runs cold, spoke
autumn.
The •wind and the falling leaves brought Eve awake. She felt Adam cold
beside her, whitening, and sensed the altered chemistry of his sweat.
—Kenn 'e dy? she whispered, frightened. Yes yes yes yes yes, rasped the
leaves falling.
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(xiv)
The next morning, hungover, James and Saag cut quietly through their eggs and
onions, trying to build something dependable in their stomachs out of toast and
grease. The coffee came in a style called Ole. Saag ordered two more and pushed
his plate away, a palette of yolk and crumbs. James lit a cigarette and said,
pensively:
—1 miss that feeling of making her smile. She has a beautiful smile.
—That gets locked away when you lose your other pri^vileges.
—God the refusal to smile, that blank wall, is worse than any vitriol, I'd
much rather be sworn at, he exhaled roughly. — Which is why in the end you end
up battering away in the hope of anger. At least it's something.
—That's why I hate nice people.
—I think I would have to say that a smile, an unintentional smile, in the
right circumstances is as close as we get to seeing someone in the act of lo^ving us.
There is a moment when you've just begun to know someone, and you look across
a room into that smile. It is unequivocal.
—^Yes, you're quite right.
(xv)
There was an American billionaire, so the story goes, who set about collecting
specimens of the most significant stone kno-wn to man. He started with a Pyramid
chip—no challenge there—and moved s-wiftly and with ease in acquiring a piece of
Hadrian's wall, some Great Wall and Berlin Wall, a crumb of Parthenon and a flake
of Colosseum, a core drilled from the magnificent lotus of Mumtaz Mahal's tomb,
and with more difficulty, a chedi tip from Angkor Wat, purchased, stolen and repurchased from a defecting cadre of Khmer Rouge.
Teams were dispatched to take a rock from the summit of each of the seven
conrinents' tallest mountains. Under the cover of a Pacific storm, an Easter Island
god was pushed from its cliff and recovered, only slightly chipped, by submarine.
Countless secret and not-so-secret offerings of Atlantis sidewalk were considered
and reluctantly dismissed.
After ten years had not calmed his enthusiasm for the quest, the billionaire
turned to literature, and in a ridge cave on his Colorado ranch, built another vault.
His acquisitions became more obscure and more dangerous. A disputed arch block
from Jericho (and a thread of red cloth in which even he did not entirely believe).
From the trove of a rosicrucian sect fallen on hard times, a speck said to be all that
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was left of David's slung stone. A grain of Vishnu's toeprint from Manikamika ghat.
Quite recently, having come to modern literature rather late in the scheme
of things, the billionaire moored off Dun Laoghaire m his yacht. The Quarry. He
came ashore perhaps once or twice in the course of a week. Donated some
American knowhow, made a bequest to a children's hospital, that sort of thing.
Only months later did someone notice a robust chisel gouge in the granite
at the base of the Martello tower. The young boy looking for spilt tourists' change
m the surrounding weed thought absolutely nothing of it.
(xvi)
Howth warmed its scrubby humpback in the Sunday sun. Saag, chewing aspirin,
kept half an eye out for rhododendron, but to tell the truth he was tired of correspondences. James led the way up the hill. Below them, the cliff and the roundstoned shore, the tired sea licking algae and beercans. A woman lay wrapped in
a green quflt.
From the promontory's tip they watched white sails beating up into the
•wind. James talked a little about his boating past. Saag wanted to know something
about a knot. They rambled on comfortably like that for an hour or so, skirting the
cliffs.
Soon enough, rainclouds came scudding across from the southwest and
they turned back for the bay and the town. They passed through an ancient
churchyard with tombstones long abandoned. Behind some tennis courts, rose
another, ob^viously less popular Martello tower. When they reached the DART
station again James suggested a parting drink. Next door. The Bloody Scream had
tables and benches in the open air and Saag went inside for pints.
Here and there patches of sun shone down on them, James blew smoke
clinging through the stems and thoms of a rosebush.
—I used to think of love as an upward kind of falling, he said.
—And now?
—^A suspended sentence.
—That's pretty black.
—I know. I don't mean it.
—No, indulge your blackness, it's probably good for you.
They laughed. James ordered another round. He drank deeply when it
came, and said:
—To Ireland and broken hearts.
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—No more of that, Saag said after drinking the toast. —To Ireland and to
Guinness the true blackness.
—Yes, to Guinness and to Australia, the true island.
—God, I hope we're not going to get drunk and patriotic, Saag said,
signalling the bar for another round.
—Whiskey chasers, James called over the din.
The barman grinned. A blackhaired waitress came smiling with the pints.
—Everything else aside, Saag said, —I'm glad we came to Dublin.
Together, I mean.
—^Yes, me too. And thanks.
(xvii)
Our heroes are stretched out on their single beds in Celts House. They have
been warned once already by the pushy Harvard girl about walking barefoot to the
bathroom, so their boots are lined up m preparation by the door. James, being too
tall for most beds, is curled with his knees dra^wn up, facing the window. Saag is
laid out on his back, hands loosely steepled on his chest, and one foot dra^wn
triangular to the other knee like the hanged man tarot card.
What bedwear have they chosen?
James is wearing boxer shorts and a t-shirt. Saag is wearing nothing.
What dreams do they dream?
Shallow, poorly formed colour reels from the numb and dark convolutions
of the Guinness muddy unconsciousness. Desire, thus badly transubstanriated,
spreads its symbols naked on the grainy screen.
What do they see?
James, mawkishly, his lost love astride a lane rope not waiting. The heated
chlorine mist clouding her face and only the outline of her black suit and the shape
of her legs misconstrued in the blue depth.
Saag follows, less seriously, a recurring vision. The tailend of a white skiff
wheels through a trough of dark water, out of reach, the swimmer unfussed and
unwet, happily waits in the wake of the turning boat.
What is the word known to all men?
Ahhhh. First for pam, the bedrock of all sensations. And then also for
release, as in the case of our basic needs, where some instances shade into pleasure.
And sometimes, though rarely, for understanding.
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(xviii)
Saag and James carried their bags out into the redglow of brakelights. The taxi
driver lifted the boot.
Da^wn has come quickly around this small hoop of latitude. It is a bleak,
clear, summer Monday they walk into, a morning that leads east to London, and
leads forward one can only suppose in the direction of further rubble for storage in
the soon to be dusty portmanteau of youth.
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Maryam Bell

A Genetic Inheritance

My father has always
revealed his travels
in the still images on the
expanse of the kitchen wall,
above the toaster and
bowls of round fruit.
My brothers are taking turns
to make the click
and change the scene.
"Not yet!", we cry.
They understand only pictures
while we are eager to hear
his words weave the orient in our heads.
I am the child to whom the postcard is written
From the Temple of the Tooth
and caste systems of Ceylon,
With him, I am swept up
by human waves in a Tokyo subway.
Together, 700kms down the
bone-crunching roads of China,
we find faint amusement
in a cinematic vision of Italy
and her red-rooved city towers,
spoken by tongues of Mandarin.
Later, move through
the silent still city
of Angkor Wat,
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And Kupang to remind us
of the Pacific
(he looks to my mother)
and where we started.
We whir past the Himalayas
in an old Russian spy helicopter.

Tony Elias

anchored

Listening to a summary stillness
flesh towed tight &
bounding against your other
you try to overwhelm me:
water swilled and spilt from cups after sex
shutters pulled to keep out the ardent glare
cigarettes are smoked
blueprints are made
out of the prolix night
& into the swarming day
old sun new sky same I.
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Jacklyn Wilkinson

Clowns
Behind your red felt mouth
And your pom-pom nose
Inside those star cut eyes
Co-co — you know
The bounce of the blue trampoline
1 tested with you
On our last Christmas in Perth
It's silver springs shiny

Co-co — you must remember
The day I came home from pre-primary
And mum shoved us
Into the red station-wagon
Next to the suitcases.
Sitting on my lap in the back seat
Waving good-bye to dad.

Now you've lost your stockings
And your stuffing
You've had three eyes replaced
And your right eyebrow's only glue

The station wagon is vivid
Parked outside motels
Across the nullabor
And stopped next to sand dunes
We slid do^wn.
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Days of Breathing

This morning we went to the hospital. We went to the hospital this morning and I
knew that it was for the last time. It was something in the air — the way it shifted
from hot to cold and the sunlight that hovered only momentarily before being
engulfed by cloud as I stood on our front porch.
When we arrived, greeted by the dark glass and sharply angled architecture of
the recently familiar hospital, I could feel a sense of finality in everything — my
hand slamming the door of the cab, my feet climbing tiredly up the newly carpeted
stairs. And it wasn't like the other visits when there was a reason to hope that
something might change in the pervasive stillness of the ward. This was subtly
different in a way 1 could not quite grasp. I could not persuade the stillness to break.
And I could feel myself breathing in the sharp, disinfected air of the glo^vring
corridor as if it was I whose lungs were expanding and contracting steadily,
automatically, in the sparse hospital bed.
Hospitals always make me feel dizzy, as if I'm falling slowly down a long dark
path inside myself. I almost slowly fainted then in that newly painted, healthy
corridor as the fluorescent lights rained down on me like perfect, unfaltering suns.
The hospital only opened in February, They said. We said that must make Him
one of their first patients but not the first one to die — hospitals always quickly
breed some kind of sterilised death which grows under cover, in clustered spaces
like silent mushrooms overnight.
When I saw Him today, I could not believe the change which death had
brought — His skin glowed, eerily yellow, with a firefly luminescence against the
crisp whiteness of starched sheets. His eyes, slightly open, stared and did not see. I
could no longer believe that He was just sleeping. And, although it may seem naive,
1 had hoped that I could.
When I left the ward and sauntered numbly, not crying, into the vinyl-seated
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waiting room. She caught me, enshrouded, in Her net of theatrical grief which
poured m great tearing streams from the redness of Her eyes. "He's going ... He's
going now ... going now" She wailed, as 1 tried to encircle Her with my trembling
arms. It was then that I thought 1 might cry — not when I was confronted by His
body, slowly heaving automated, mechanical breaths — but now, confronted by
torrents of fear in the eyes of silent unknown relatives who proceeded before me
through the slow-closing door.
The doctors said exactly what we had been expecting, half hoping, they would
say, that they would remove the arrificial semblance of life that surrounded Him —
the tubes of clear liquid flowing carefully into sluggish veins, the plasric channel,
swollen with pulsing oxygen, embedded in His throat for three long weeks.
As they turned switches, released catheters, soothed scars. He began to cool,
they said. His blood began to slow, streaming thick and blue now beneath glowing,
yellow skin as steady breaths became uneven jerks.
I left then, before the heart stopped and I did not cry. Not even as we walked
do-wn the stairs and saw, through the sound proof glass, the nurse as she called the
priest. Mother said, as we left, "I'fl see you soon — it ^wifl only be a couple of hours".
It only takes a couple of hours, I thought, only hours for life to slowly take its leave.
A memory falls across my thoughts then like the shadow of the undecided sun
as it ponders whether to stain the earth gold today. This memory is moving in fast
spirals inside my mind — it is dream and it is reality but mostly it is something dark
and silent in between like the split second between sleep and wakefulness.
In the dream I am riding on a tram. It is jerking and rumbling on the sandy
metal of the track and just from this movement, from the heave and pull of this
momentum on the muscles in my neck, I can tell that it is an old kind of tram —
that it is old and green and paint-blistered — glowing in the harsh daylight.
I cannot see properly because I am hidden in one corner of the bro^wn vinyl seat,
and, concealed and blinded by the imposing darkness of other passengers, I feel my
forehead is hea^vy with shadow. The tram stops sharply, dragging me forward then,
behind a gleaming metal hand-rail and I see, through my one eye, the fleeting
impression of a girl I used to know as she steps from the tram •with a brazen, luscious
confidence. Her legs are silhouetted in the open doorway and they are longer and
thinner than I have ever noticed before, arching upward in the light •with the grace
of a gazelle's stride. She turns her face toward mine, her bleached golden doll hair
crumbling, but the pits of her eyes are brimming with pale iridescent blue eye
shadow which shimmers m the light of my gaze and I know that she has not seen
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me all in one perfect fraction of a single passing moment. Realising that she is
eagerly pursued by five men who seem pulled, stumbling after her on strings of
invisible animal magnetism, I note with a sudden wrenching, urgent jealousy that
the painted, red, Lolita pout of her mouth hovers in the trembling uncertainty of her
face like a glowing bait in shifting ocean tides.
1 know then that I am in a very dark room whose plush gloom weighs heavily
on my eyes with a velvet intensity. In one comer of the room, a shiny black table
surfaces and the white patterns of light which play softly on its patent coating are
falling in jagged rays from the cut crystal of an icy platter. It is full of red cherries,
each one trembling, almost bursting, like huge dark drops of pulsing arterial blood.
I pull handfuls of the fruit from the overflowing platter and push the cherries upon
my lips. They burst between my teeth •with the inevitability of thunder and pour
great flooding rivers of sweet redness across my mouth. As it trickles in shining
streams down, across my chin, I see myself reflected in my own gaze, painting my
lips a violent red against the frailty of my paling skin. And I watch as my mouth
moves slowly into a bruised, bleeding smile of recognition and the red juices
surround my throat, summoning the scar of an exquisitely fatal necklace of thoms.
This is when I woke and saw that sunlight was cascading do^wn upon me from
the sky-light, screaming that it was Summer, that it was morning.
Now I can still recall the empty eyes of the girl in my dream as she stared right
through me without seeing and I remember, before I learned to understand what
memory, death and loss is, the one empty pit in the eye of the first doll I ever owned.
Playing once in a warm bath full of soap and water and comfort, I drowned the
doll, submerging her beneath the lapping surface of the tiib. Gradually becoming
tired of watching her black hair drift in a complacent, silent protest beside my
shifting limbs, I brought her, gasping, to the surface of my treacherous bathroom
ocean.
The laboured, automated click of her mechanical blink, ampfified and echoing
off the tiled walls, revealed, to my naive horror, that only one of her brown kno^wing
eyes stared back at me. My mother came into the bathroom and found me trying to
squeeze my fingers down the plug hole, searching the peripheries of the bath for the
lost eye. Later, I tried to fill the white pit of her eye with a round ball of my mother's
dark lipstick but it gave her a terrifyingly deranged look, before it melted and
dripped, thickly clotted, fromthe empty socket.
I imagined the missing eye, staring now into the dark water of drains and pipes
and for a long time I feared that it would surface, gazing at me with absent
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accusation, from the low currents of my evening bath. Though it never did — each
time the white bath would fill, clear and virginal and clean, like a holy baptism —
and I found new toys. Ones that would not sink — a plastic cup, drained of husky
carrot juice, a rubber duck, a floating ring — which bobbed up and down
incessantly in the water before my eyes and could not be lost like the innocent
sphere of a Summer cherry or the piercing gaze of a single dark eye.
I hear now, from the heart of my room, the ringing of the telephone and then I
hear my sister's voice softly answer. "That was our mother" she says. "He died about
five minutes ago she said." Five minutes ago as I was writing this, as I travelled back
through my o^wn memory, through aspects of my own fife. His life left him slowly,
silently in those few minutes that it took for me to remember a dream, to move pen
across paper, to breath several smooth breaths.
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Julia Lawrinson

Continental Drift; Meditations on Ocean

1. This continent eases reluctantly into the sea. Two kilometres out you can stifl
find places shallow enough to stand. In storms, the water is less treacherous than
the ocean floor, which struggles against the sea like a man bound, trying to shoulder
his way free.
2. When babies are born they prefer the taste of salt to anything else.
3. Some days she feels bracketed by consequences, a dropped pebble, the Os on the
surface closing around the point of disappearance like the pursed mouths of
relatives.
4. Knots of cloud. Clouds like whale bellies. Clouds darker than the sea beneath.
The rain on the water sounds blurry, like a radio between stations. Perhaps there are
voices, if you listen hard enough.
5. Often there are clear seas at this time of year, unexpected fogs foreclosing the
horizon. You can see straight to the bottom. Seaweed and seagrass brush the floor:
soggy tissue and spiders legs all tangled. No wonder you feel uneasy if it brushes
against you when the water is milky. Baitfish prick the surface here and there. When
a wave breaks, it sends a nuclear plume of sand backwards, edging you out to the
uneven depths. There is an occasional stinger, or cluster of stingers, translucent
hearts beating close to the surface. Their tentacles leave fine claw shaped bums over
your shoulder, arm, chest, lasting much longer than any ordinary cut. Do stingers
eat? They seem to have no mouth, no inside and out. 1 have heard they have no
sense of direction, are pushed by tides and wind. But they rarely get close enough
to the shore to be washed up, unless there is a sudden storm, and afterward there
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are stinger carcasses along the beach. Their tentacles, a thin blue thread barely
•visible in the water, swell to a trailing, blue tipped cone continuous to the body, and
form a skin, taut, dry, and thin as a parachute.
6. My daughter curls like a diver, asleep.
7. Dust layers all surfaces, as if someone's shaken up the room just to watch it fall,
like those Christmas scenes suspended in Hquid, white untouchable pellets a
substitute for the snow we'd never see, living here.
8. I'd never met anyone rich enough to live on a boat, so she took me. We surprised
her mother, sitting at the table •with two empty wine bottles and knots of cigarette
butts in the sugar bowl. She maintained her private school vowels, if not a steady
gaze. The wind rose. I was afraid the boat would come loose from its moorings, even
though 1 had seen how tight the sails were rolled, and the thickness of the anchor
chain. The waves hiccoughed against the hull.
9. Her sleeping eyes taper like the outstretched wings of an eagle.
10. After the long blue tongue of road you've driven do^wn, there are suburbs at the
folds of the throat of the hills. These places drain the moisture out of the air, the
grass, your blood. The sky has almost no colour and the house fronts are pale, as if
blanching at what is taking place within them. The roads are marked with black
arrows m pairs, burnt there by young men who did not fly, as they had hoped. The
arrows point to the small white crosses replacing the wrecks, which are quickly and
efficiently removed. You can tell by the way they stare at the ground, those mothers
who only see their flying sons in dreams. What you smell here is never the sea, but
the wheat dust and sand blo'wn from the interior. It is easy to forget it was all ocean
once,
11. Today there was a fish with a face like a rabbit on the shore, damp as an eyebaU.
It didn't look dead, but in repose, waiting for the sea to caU it back. After a storm
dead fish are common, scauered brackets on the shore, seaweed scribbled in
between.
12 Night swimming. From underneath the water is stretched pearly over the
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indistinct bright lights. She sends filmy bubbles up from her sandless mouth and
watches as they rupture the surface like an inverse pebble. Her skin is oyster
slippery and streaked with dancing rainbows.
13. The days are getting shorter. Night comes on quickly, so quick that the light
seems Barletta have dimmed before the sun tacks itself into a far reach of sky. It
brings on a kind of night blindness, making people scurry indoors before the sweet
night damp creeps into their lungs, and something smells their wide pupilled
vulnerabflity.
14. My daughter feels casually for edges with one sleeping hand.
15. On the pergola the seagull walks. Its feet are black on the green shade cloth, its
overhanging torso faint as a mirage. It's easy to forget a bird has feet.
16. The peninsula is like the crook of an arm, tapering to a hand that pats the ocean
down. A thin mirage separates the last finger of land from the sea. The squat
limestone houses built under sufferance give us courage, as if we would seem as tall
elsewhere.
17. The ocean floor is scooped and whorled, like an ear.
18. Guinness in the pint glass is obsidian black, •with the spifled foam drying in frills,
like fichen. The crests of Ireland's counties are nailed around the landing. County
Mayo is red and scored by a white cross, •with two trees in the west and eastern
triangles, a blue squat castle on top, and in the corner, cutting off the upper left hand
side of the cross, a yellow square with crossed arrows pointing heavenwards. The
trees have four roots, splayed wide, as if to guarantee security of purchase in the
earth. Western Ireland, Westem England, Western Australia. My family likes being
pinned to the coast, craning after setting suns. Being away from a sea we could row
across, if we had a boat, oars, and the strength to pull them, makes us uneasy. The
words I have written reflect upside down, curling around the glass.
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Continental Drift

Maria Ramsay

Song for the Unemployed

"Isn't this your bus dear?" The crochet hat was looking at me intently; I had been
lost in thought.
"Yes. Thank you." She beamed a little smfle and I realised I'd made her feel
important. It seemed we had more in common than our earlier exchange of
pleasantries. I patted her gloved hand on the way and thanked her again for saving
me another 45 minute wait, and soon after on the cold vinyl seat 1 watched her
disappear.
A thick resume sits in my well dressed lap. It hadn't made much of a difference
this morning, the years lying wasteful between the covers. I'd barely been inside five
minutes when they started shuffling me out the door, saying there were many more
applicants to see. But it didn't surprise me when I returned to the waiting room to
find only one other applicant, whom the secretary whisked guiltily away.
It's the little things that get to you when you're unemployed. The dreams you
have to put on hold. You don't mind having nothing when you're studying, whilst
everyone else is poor. It's later when your friends begin to have the things you
wanted, when their luck is much better than yours. "Come to dinner, want to see a
movie, did you hear so and so's coming to Perth", and suddenly you're no longer
part of the conversation. You slink off, afraid to let them know how much you want
to go and how financially impossible that is.
There are times when you feel on top of it. When the world is bright and human
optimism banishes the darkness away. You're con^vinced there's a job waiting just
around the corner. It's only a matter of time before the phone rings and you'll be on
your way. Then it seems you can almost touch your dreams.
The bubble always bursts when you least expect it. When you're standing at a
party and somebody new innocently asks you what you do. You find yourself
stumbling in your drink. Why couldn't you just answer them or say something like
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"I'm in between jobs", but the excuse wouldn't matter, the shame is so much on your
mind it's impossible to hide it from anybody.
A business suit glances at me as he prepares to leave the bus. Self conscious I
look away, feeling sure he can see the word 'unemployed' tattooed on my forehead.
You know he's wondering what you do all day and you want to scream at him about
the stack of letters in your room and the queues you've stood in.
It's not that you want his sympathy or anyone else's, just the right to feel you're
worthwhile. If only they knew how you hate to take that money. How you squirm
in line al the CES, telling yourself this wifl be the last time, that you've got a better
chance than him in front and she behind. Prejudice is evil, but it seems
psychologically to increase your odds and you'll think anything to boost your
morale and stop from running out that door.
After more months than you want to admit, working friends stop calling,
knowing the answer to their invitations will be a no. You can't blame them, you'd
probably do the same. You'd be dining at restaurants, going to shows, travelling
overseas, how could you be friends •with someone who couldn't share that world?
Pride won't let you accept your friends shouting you to lunch or to a mo^vie, simply
because you cannot retum the favour. Instead you make up some feeble excuse
about having to be elsewhere. They soon begin to think you don't want to be around
them and in a way they're right. It's too painful to watch them ha^ving it all whilst
you scrape away with nothing. Regardless, their absence seems to add to the weight
on your chest and you gulp air just to continue breathing.
You start applying for any job just as long as it gets you employed and you busy
yourself •with mundane things just to stay occupied. Cleaning the flat seems to
become a major event and you avoid asking yourself what you're cleaning it for.
Instead you reward yourself with small treats, like a coffee or fast food concentrate
on one day at a time. In many ways you become your o^wn parent, trying to
encourage hope and shielding yourself from anything which brings your plight too
much into focus.
Learning to five within your budget you learn to love being on your o^wn. You're
not being a martyr, it's just easier that way. Well-meaning enquiries about job
applicauons seem to sound failure overtime they ring in your ears. You avoid your
old friends and have no job to meet new ones and for some reason you just can't
motivate yourself to take that class at TAPE or go out anymore. Cocooned away
from the world you start convincing yourself that you can settle for less, that your
dreams weren't that important after all.
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The bus is stopping again and I sight the tell tale resume file. He sees the same
in my lap. We exchange a secret smile, part of a fellowship competing for a rapidly
diminishing resource. We long to contribute, have a credit rating, be able to look
you in the eye, but it's amazing how your gaze falters when we tell you we're
unemployed. Maybe it's because we represent something you fear becoming or
maybe you just think we're lazy. We may be too sensitive and imagine what goes
through your head, or you may in fact be thinking it. It doesn't matter, we're still a
class set apart.
They say that when patients are told they are going to die they go through a
number of stages until they become resigned. I guess that's the stage you get to
finally. Resigned to the routine of your days and the way you've learned to live, no
longer hoping but just paused on the brink of waiting, whflst the void beckons you
from behind.
The bus stops. It's my stop.
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Kathryn Buselich

"Vast Unknown Places Within":
the Landscapes of Antigone Kefala and John Millett

But when a nation or an individual creates things so sublime .. then that is
because they create always from the vast unkno^wn places within them.
They create always from beyond. They make the undiscovered places and
infinities in them their friend. Ben Okri, Astonishing the Gods

While Australia as a nation grapples with the possibilities that come from being "the
most varied and the newest multicultural society in the world," young individuals
like myself show concern about their place in the plural and fluctuating landscapes
of Austraha. Amid the physical and cultural landscapes of contemporary life,
questions of identity pervade, such as — What and who are we becoming? In what
direction is this huge land mass (and the diversity of people it holds) heading,
culturally and spiritually? Do we continue as we are or will we re-examine and represent our identity/ies in terms of a recognition and understanding of "the vast
unkno^wn places within"? Can we simply stop at cross-cultural understanding, or
does the forging and maintenance of identity in Australia depend upon an attitude
that goes further by embracing plurality, and harmonising difference, in the sense
of Brady's "Polyphonies of the Self"?^
Yet, can young persons simply envisage a coherent 'Australian identity'? What
1. Ben Okri, Astonishing the Gods (London: Phoenix House, 1995).
2. Katica Ivanisevic, "The Croatian Community in Australian Multicultural Society and Its Cultural Achievement," in The Making of a Phiralisl Australia 1950-J 990 (selected papers from the inaugural EASA conference, Berne: European Academic Publishers, 1992), p. 61.
3. Veronica Brady, "Polyphonies of the Self: The Challenge of Aboriginal Australia," in The Making of a Pluralist
Australia 1950-1990, p.169.
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is at stake in defining a national character when Australians clearly have vastly
different cultural memories or points of origin? The problematising of identity,
however, does not deny the effectiveness of the searching for oneness or belonging
in Australian literature, but rather, in my beUef, young people continue this search
by looking for new ways of interacting, engaging, and thus identifying •with the
developing landscapes (urban, technological, rural, or otherwise) surrounding
them.
In his article "Imagining Australia," Goenawan Mohamad highlights Li^vio
Dobrez's discussion of identity as an event. Dobrez, in Identifying Australia in
Postmodern Times, -writes:
identification ... becomes something one lives out or endures, not simply
as an 'experience' ... but as a passion ... being Australian represents a
process of identification: neither merely active (something one does), nor
merely passive (something done to one), it is something in which one
participates, a game ... in which one is caught up, transformed.
A game requires interaction between players based on a consensus of the rules;
expressions of contemporary identity can be seen to result from a transformative
'give and take' between the indi^vidual and his or her en^vironment(s). This essay -will
focus on poetry by Antigone Kefala and John Millett in order to Uluminate the view
of identity as process.
The conception of place in Okn's Astonishing the Gods parallels the thirst for
identity or oneness in the landscapes of Kefala's and Millett's contemporary
Australian poetry. The perception of landscape and the tenuous link between the
human and his/her environment in Kefala's and Millett's poetry is intrinsic to the
forging of identity. Okri's novel moves as a quest for identity through a nameless,
invisible persona whose concern is to find "the secret of visibility,' and thus create
a space and voice for "invisible forgotten peoples.' The poetry of Kefala and Millett
similarly feature people seen to be on the margins of society, displaced persons who
have a problematic relationship with the present, such as the aged, immigrants, any
persons who are repressed or rendered impotent, and any individuals simply left
lagging behind fast-paced developing society. In their poetry, Kefala and Millett
4. Goenawan Mohamad, "Imagining Australia," in Westerly 41, Autumn, 1996, p. 57.
5. Mohamad, p. 57-58.
6. Okri, p. 4.
7. Okri, review "Scotsman".
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move even more deeply into the consciousness of contemporary culture. Kefala's
poetry examines what she perceives as the emptiness of contemporary human life,
through the portrayal of a world locked in repetition of images, representations of
the original which cause individuals to hunger for some form of essence, oneness or
belonging. In the cycle of poems The Small Village of Loth, Millett focuses on lives
that have become arbitrary and impassive, consumed by time. Through dreamlike,
hyper-real sequences and the creation of new myths, Kefala and Millett,
respectively, negotiate what they perceive as the dumbness and blindness of
contemporary lives, in an attempt to reawaken the senses and thus move towards
some form of consciousness of place and of the self.
The absence of identifying forces evident in the interior and exterior landscapes
Kefala and Millett present is symptomatic of a problematic relationship with the
present. The plural, contemporary world of their poetry is characterised by absence,
exile and self-exile. In "The Promised Land" Kefala catalogues the overload and
then closing down of the senses upon experiencing an unfamiliar landscape, a
landscape which bears a surreal relationship to its new inhabitants:

The roads were of candy
the houses of ice-cream
the cattle of liquorice.
Pretty, we said,
drinking the green air,
as in a fairy tale, we said,
eating the green water, brackish,
breathing the smoke ...
Similarly, the perceprion of landscape by the immigrant persona in "Chant"^^
and the subsequent disabling of the senses suggests a lack of identity or selfness:
Marked
by the silence of this land
I drink it again and again
sink

8. John Millett, Dragonfly Tie (Wollongong University: Five Islands Press, 1997).
9. Antigone Kefala, Absence: New and Selected Poems (Sydney: Hale and Iremonger 1992)
10. Kefala, 1992, p. 38.
11. Kefala, 1992, p. 123.
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in this ocean of stone
in this ocean of light
the embrace of the trees
absorbed
in the shafts
of the invisible presence.
Marked
by the silence of this land
I drink it again and again.

The speaker in this poem finds only silence and an "invisible presence" in the
landscape which leaves her/him incomplete. The subject is "marked" by this silence
and unable to fight it, can only sink into its excess in a trance-like state whfle the
senses dro^svn themselves. The absence of self or alienation of the individual through
such unconsciousness is evoked as "a dark disease" in the poem "Memory," a
disease which can be traced through "The Promised Land":

The people carved in wood
the mark of the knife still on them ...
•with glass beads in their sockets
which they washed every night.
The human environment the narrator perceives is artificial, impassive and thus
alien, yet the narrator herself becomes "drunk on the light" and is integrated, by this
dark, insidious disease, into the impotence of the senses and meaninglessness of the
place:
In time
the rain closed in on us
fhe night like a black liquid
we fell m ii
travelled do^wn through the oil
drained of resonance ...
When our eyes failed
we used our hands
12. Antigone Kefala, Tfie Alien (Queensland: Makar, 1973).
13. Kefala, 1992, p.39.
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to finger the light

14

There is also a sense of human responses and idenrity being overwhelmed by a
surreal, subconscious landscape in "The Alien," which uses the speaking voice T to
create intimacy and immediacy:
... at night I see it rising from the hollow tower
dripping •with mist
this land we search for in each other's eyes ...
waves that flow in me till I am filled with terror
till all the oudines of my face are lost
till all the magic of my eyes is sucked away.
The landscape of "The Alien" is the "land we search for" in the quest for
rootedness and oneness, yet for the displaced speaker in the poem (who can be seen
as an exile or migrant subject), the landscape only amounts to "sflence" and
"tentacles of emptiness/dissolving" the self. The persona's sense of place is
discomforting and disturbing:
and now, I sense only these stone hands,
moving unseen, closer and closer to the grain.
Rocks shall sprout out of us and still
the light -will flower everywhere impassive ...

While the place and its people breed barren "rocks," time continues to flower,
unconscious of the lost humans it rules.
Millett's sequence of poems entitled The Small Village of Loth (first published in
1997) portrays a like conception of the relationship of the contemporary person to
his/her outer landscapes and the imprisonment of the self through exile and selfexile. Many of his characters are merely ghost-like presences, representing "human
vacuity." In "The Village Pub" the villagers seem to gather to share their forgetting
by submerging themselves in a river of alcohol, caught in the stillness of the night:

14. Kefala, 1992, p. 40-41.
15. Kefala, 1992, p. 20.
16. Kefala, 1992, p.20.
17. John McLaren, Australian Literature: An Historical /ntroduclion.(Melbourne: Longman Cheshire, 1990).
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They are gentle prisoners
of the night, these drinkers,
farm workers, others, who come in
to float do^wn the river of the bar...

In "The Prisoners" this depthlessness and emptiness is similarly evoked;
The hotel sells all those eyes
lined up along the bar, someone
... tasting the bitter-sweet beer,
dra^wing it into his blood
hour by hour. ^^
"The Village Pub" ends by signalling the disparity between the individual and
his/her physical and social environment. In such a landscape the self becomes
consumed by time and unconsciousness, exiled from a depth of existence by
circumstance in human society:
Straw, who wants to heal the future,
sucks stars from the beer taps,
... — walks out
and do^wn the street's roll lonely,
under the long glide of the moon,
his slicker luffing — imagines
a loving long and blunt and
beautiful, slow as a wave coming —
but sips instead the yellow east
when the sun comes up —
the clouds loaded on the mountain.
Time and the elements continue separate from the desires and needs of his self.
The sun rises and sets over his loneliness as he walks impotently onwards just out

18. p. 11.
19. Millett, p. 14.
20. Millett, p. 12.
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of reach of contact. Miflett's fascinating portrayal of smafl-to^wn Australia is therefore
not without the disharmony yet powerful modulations of contemporary representation.
In Millett's poems the natural world is given a voice or identity in an appeal for
an awakening of the human's bond with the physical environment. The "beautiful
and menacing" black snake in the poem "Black Snake on a Riverbank" warns "not
to miss the night that is sweet •with summer melons.' The semi-autobiographical
poem "Loth Farm" which uses the speaker T creates a potent perspective on a
human's place in the landscape. The speaker remembers the way in which his father
"mauled do^wn ... ancient trees ... for the yarding of cattle" while he perceives "the
ringbarked edges of his [Father's] life's meaning." Just as a tree's life drains away
from ringbarking, so too has his Father's identity or oneness been tinctured and
repressed. Millett, it would seem, suggests that existence cannot be experienced
completely, or identity cannot be maintained, if the individual does not
interconnect with his/her external landscapes.
The last poem in the cycle entitled "The Songman" resembles a creauon-myth
or foundation-myth that is unique to the area in which the village of Loth resides:

Sometimes, in a distant valley,
he sings to The Bellringer,
voice almost inaudible,
or it could be the wind brushing
its hair ...
I, boy-blmd and foolish, heard
him sing. It was like a
gentle feather the sun melts;
songs history left behind.
This song of the earth inhabits a metaphysical plane and mythic space. The song
cannot be defined and is only suggested by the sound of the wind, the "rain washing
the summer's skin", or "the dingo eyes of stars,"^-^ "The Songman" suggests the place
of oral tales and myth in renewing consciousness of the physical and transient
21. Millett, p. 10
22. Millett. p. 28.
23. Millet, p. 28.
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world, as the speaker recollects the memory of the sound of the "distant valley", and
m doing so procures a mythological landscape. Kirk in The Nature of Greek Myths
argues that myths are essentially "traditional tales" passed on orally.^"^ He also
discusses the theory that myths are aetiological, that is, "myths offer a cause or
explanation of something in the real world.'
Myths can be seen as
"multifunctional" as they change in the telling and are valued in different ways by
different hearers. Millett's creation of myth in the song of the poem is left open to
response —"Listen:" — its message is open to interpretation just as the speaker in
retrospect adds weight to this moment experienced when "boy-blind." Levi-Strauss
theorizes that "the reflection of social and other preoccupations" in myth sometimes
lies "concealed." Furthermore, Levi-Strauss asserts that myths
set up artificial (mythical) situations that are unconsciously framed to
establish some kind of mediation of ... problems, which often present
themselves as simple antitheses.
Indeed, other poems in the cycle are especially evocative, mythically and
allegorically. "The Jail" presents another scene from the fabled town of Loth, and in
doing so reveals a sinister and hostile side of contemporary society; that is, the
monsters that society takes part in creating, then jails, but fails to rehabilitate. In a
surreal atmosphere, the incarcerated waiting of a violent man is reminiscent of the
fantastic and the grotesque:
... Now •with
one year to serve he is a mountain
aiming at the world.
He is so powerful you smell fire
and the primate in him laughs as each night
it climbs into the clock next to his bed.^°
The poem "Sam Hoole's Subdivision and a Nickel Mine" juxtaposes the natural

24. G.S. Kirk, The Nature of Greek Myths (London: Penguin Books, 1974), p. 38.
25. Kirk, p. 53.
26. Kirk, p. 39.
27. Millett, p. 28.
28. Kirk, p. 68.
29 Kirk, p. 61-2.
30. Millett, p. 18,
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world and the man-made, together with the past and the present:
In that season where the maydukes ripen,
and droll bees •writhe in the lilacs,
Sam Hoole imagined a nickel mine
rich as Sudbury ...
Days of innocence come — and they go —
as they did in Loth — for Sam Hoole,
unaware of the art of winds and rivers,
poisoned the earth •with a dream of money.
Mfllett's landscapes and use of myth — which work to connect individuals with
their physical and cultural environments in a search for self — ultimately remain
ambiguous. In "The Prisoners" the people of the village, while they "try not to
smudge the past,"^^ entrap themselves. Moreover, the brown leaves that fall from
the trees and are dra^wn under the passing cars of tourists are mixed by the sun
•with exhaust fumes, leaving them silent,
giving them the semblance of poems ...
a sureness, a voice given back.
Furthermore, the portrayal of a traditional small Australian •village and the
characterisation of its inhabitants as impassive and lacking in identity (such as in the
poems "The Viflage Pub," "The Prisoners," "The Jafl" and "The Vicar") delineates a
problematic relarionship between the individual and the present. Millett's and
Kefala's approach to contemporary place and self parallels Harvey's,^^ Hutcheon's
and Grieve's
theories of contemporary culture. The sense of locality yet
universality that emanates from The Small Village of Loth equates •with Harvey's
discussion of the 'petite histoire' and the concern •with 'otherness' (repressed and
unwritten peoples and places) in contemporary writing. The perception of the
nature of the present in both Millett and Kefala can be likened to Grieve's and
Hutcheon's belief in the "plurality" and "instability" of contemporary culture and
idenrity; Hutcheon also highlights Paolo Portoghesi's concept of "the presence of the
31. Millett, p. 25-6.
32. Millett, p. 14.
33. Millett, p. 15.
34. D. Harvey The Condition of Postmodemity (Oxford: Blackwell, 1990).
35. Linda Hutcheon, The Politics of Postmodernism (London: Routledge, 1989).
36. A. Grieve, "Postmodernism in Picture Books" Papers 4(3), 1993, 15-23.
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past" as "a critical revisiting, an ironic dialogue with the past."^^
The displaced and absent identities of the individuals m Kefala's poetry indicate
the problematic perception of the significance of the past. Vaughan, in her
introduction to Multiculturalism and the Arts'^^ acknowledges "the profound loss to
individual identity" migrants experience upon lea^ving their homeland and culture
and being forced to integrate •with an alien society; "a state of non-personship, a
cancellation of that reality which had formerly contributed so much to personal
identity." In "The Acrobat" Kefala's persona feels like a mere performer in this new
reality and society:
I am the one performing day by day ...
Forget myself admiring my tricks
... to hold on
to this tight rope that offers no
support against the darkness.
The speaker is caught in the "endless desolation' of repetition and superficial
reproductions of the original. Similarly, in "Saturday Night" the persona sees the
present world as characterised by absence, just as Millett has been seen to
problematise the present and the past with regard to identity. Here the excess of
representations confronts the reader: "The walls covered in magician's tricks,/
mirrors;" the "inner landscapes of dust and spare parts" of the actors; lovers on the
street have "gestures/ no longer [their] own, multiplied to infinity/ in •windows;" the
couples procure "stylised/ movements follo^wing the eternal blueprint;" people in
the poem carry "Fixed eyes, unseeing.' The poem "Retrospective" also adds to the
proliferation of reproductions and the creation of absence in Kefala's work, whereby
even the voice that appeals for help is merely a representation of the original,
dislocated from the self:
... the recorded voice, crying out,
alone and desperate in the night.

37. Hutcheon, p. 38.
38. Antigone Kefala, ed. Multiculturalism and the Arts (Sydney: Australia Council, 1986).
39. Vaughan in Kefala, 1986, p. 8.
40. Kefala, 1973, p. 11.
41. Kefala, 1973, p. 11.
42. Kefala, 1973, p. 13.
43. Kefala, 1973, p.l3.
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The experiences of the subjects m Kefala's poems nevertheless parallel those of
contemporary young Australians who participate in a developing awareness of the
changing landscapes around them, and m doing so search for meaning and
identifying forces in urban and technological environments while they attempt to
retain a sense of origin. The "bhnd eyes," "marble tears" and "unheard voices" of the
subjects (migrant and otherwise) in Kefala's poem "Memory" are synonymous with
the loss of identity or oneness that the villagers (young and old) experience in The
Small Village of Loth. In Millett's "The Hospice on the Hill," "Kingfishers near the
river call, /dazzling as butterflies," yet "old lover[s]" remain imprisoned m their
impotence of senses, speechlessness and absence from the presence:
One, deaf, handcuffed
to a voice long forgotten
calls to one who is dumb.

In "Memory and Absence: The Poetry of Antigone Kefala," Tsokos sums up
what can be seen as the chaflenge both Millett and Kefala face in their poetry, that
IS, to achieve an understanding of "the individual's relationship with the past," and
thus grasp some form of "meaning in the present.' Vaughan, in her introduction
to multiculturalism m Australia, envisages the challenge facing all of Australian
society as the creation of an identity that "embraces both past and present," that is,
a recognition of migrants' heritage and Aboriginal culture as well as Anglo-Celtic
culture. This approach, Vaughan suggests, will make way for a wholeness of
identity. Kefala contends that the "energies that are emerging" in contemporary
multicultural Australia "will, in time, bring changes to the arts in Australia.''^^ The
unkno^wn people (invisible to the greater part of society) in the world of "The Small
Vfllage of Loth" are displaced and repressed individuals, given representation by the
poems. This connects with the way McLaren perceives a pattern of a literature of
displacement in contemporar)' Australia and associates it with a subsequent
"remaking of identity."'^^
44 Millett, p. 16.
45. Michelle Tsokos, "Memory and Absence: The Poetry of Antigone Kefala," in Westerly 39 Summer 1994
46. Kefala, 1986, p. 5.
.
.
47. McLaren, p. 249.
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The sense of oneness or belonging in a plural present is a personal identity that
a displaced individual can forge from "a position simultaneously •within and •without
the centre." The use of new perspectives and myth in Kefala's and Millett's poetry,
respectively, constitute what Corkhill defines as the "inversion of the "present order"
in contemporary Australian immigrant writing. As a young Australian, I embrace
Kefala's and Mfllett's recognition and apprehension of ambiguous and plural
landscapes within Australia. With the current concern about youth suicide in
Australia, the poems by Kefala and Millett can be seen to bring awareness of
members of society (young and old) that are often left on the margins of society or
simply forgotten in the rapid change and developments of contemporary times.
Millett's and Kefala's myth-making — their representation of interior and exterior
landscapes of contemporary society in the form of mythical landscapes and at times
hyper-real settings — is not •without identifying forces. The speakers in their poetry
do bear a specific relation to the space they occupy and thus portray a sense of self
and place through the poems. Furthermore, in addressing the emptiness and
unconsciousness of certain people in society, Kefala and Millett negotiate
contemporary landscapes in order to forge some sense of personal and collective
identity, a project which is quintessential to young individuals' concerns for the
future.

48. Annette Robyn Corkhill, Australian Writing: Ethnic writers 1945-1991 (Melbourne: Academia Press,
1994), p. 196.
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Lisa Gerlach

Doors
"Let me out of here!" I shriek for the third and loudest time today. She doesn't listen,
she doesn't want to hear. Not again.
"Roberta! Excuse me! PLEASE!" I accompany this unusually polite attempt •with
a violent punch to the stuck door. It doesn't budge but the noise is deafening. At
least, it is in here, reverberating through this tiny stinking room. "Help!" I punctuate
that one with a thump, whacking the door with the side of my fist. No answer. But
maybe they can't hear me out there. It is loud out there in the kitchen, I can hear
those bells over the front door jingling every time a customer enters the cafe, 1 can
hear the pots clanging, crockery clinking, timers beeping, fan vents whooshing,
waiters swearing, Roberta nagging ... it is loud, I can hear all that from in here.
Therefore she must be able to hear me from out there! I'm so sick of this
humihation, she purposely doesn't listen! She loves this, belittling me by keeping
me trapped in the toflet. In my frustrarion I decide I'U attempt to bash the door
down. Okay. Summon all strength; kick, punch, shoulder drive, I'm starting to
sweat, punch, slap, •wipe my hair back from my eyes, kick, punch, "Come on!" .
it's furile. The door is seriously stuck. Like being eternally closed is its inescapable
desriny. Like it's discovered its vocation in stubbornness. There is no hope.
Maybe if 1 was built like a superhero, and if there was enough room in this
claustrophobic little hole for a powerful run up, I'd be able to make the door
explode from its jamb in a violent flurry of splinters, then breezily dust off my
clothes and step through the wreckage untouchably cool and calm, as if the
spectacle hadn't been any effort at all, and everyone would drop their jaws and their
clanking dishes in breathless awe of my superhuman strength and beauty.
But I'm not big, I'm not strong, I am only a scrawny young kitchenhand here
and I am helplessly stuck. In the staff toilet. Whose meagre dimensions are not
exactly conducive to a good run up, or for that matter, a pleasant long term stay.
And the more 1 ponder this thought, the more the place seems to shrink. And stink.
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walls closing in on me, tap dripping like chinese Water torture, the pervasively pale
and ineffectual scent of disinfectant filling my nostrils, that filthy slime-coated
porcelain bowl approaching my face, and always the door irrevocably, inexorably
(ILOSED. I close my eyes and resume my screaming, sfightly more hysterically this
ume: "Help! The door's stuck again, the door to the bloody toilet's stuck again." I
hear my voice crack halfway through the word "toilet" and feel infuriated at how
demeaning this whole situation is. Especially as it is perpetrated against me several
times a week. She traps me inside a tiny, dirty box, and forces me to scream and
sweat myself into an exhausted, quivering, gelatinous mess before she releases me!
Why doesn't she get the door fixed, as I've suggested innumerable times? Why
doesn't she help me out? It's such a power play. A perverse ego game. She knows
I'm in here. Just because she's the boss. I'm sure that if she listened she'd hear my
cries and bearing fists.
Deep breath. Closed eyes. I calm myself compose myself then belt it out one
more time, I'm reaOy hollering now: "LET" breath "ME" gasp "OUT!"
Almost immediately there is an embarrassingly quiet, businesslike response
from the other side of the door. "Shut up. Silly girl, screaming like that, you'll
disturb the customers." I am so hotly frustrated I cannot reply, I can hardly bear to
act out the annoying combination of cooperation and force that is always necessary
to open the door. The door that always sticks, the door that should be fixed, the
door that was bent on its hinges long ago by some brute member of the cafe staff the
door that's been maintained in its sticky state by Roberta for her own manipulative,
sadistic purposes ever since.
"Okay. Settle down. Alright. Push the doorknob upwards, lift the door up by
its handle. Can you hear the hinges click? Okay, flick the knob bar so it's horizontal.
Turn the knob, I'll puU, I'fl help you".
I stumble into the bustling action of the kitchen, its noise augmented by the
raucous laughs of the other staff. The sounds echo, polished and sharpened hke
cleavers by all the glinting chrome surfaces. It's mortifying.
"You took your time, didn't you?" says Roberta, her mouth maliciously
twitching a smile away, "Now get to work." She turns to the other hands and
waiters, and barks "TO WORK!" They jump. 1 jump. We work. She's the boss, as
much as I •wish she wasn't.
The rest of my day is filled, as usual, with an unfortunately recurring series of
menial, unsatisfying tasks. Washing dishes so that they can be used and dirtied
again. Wiping benchtops so that they can be streaked again with grease and
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scattered again with crumbs immediately I am done. Preparing food that I never get
to finish cooking or watch being eaten. I take off my watch so that I can't see the
hours stretching so exhaustingly slowly ahead of me. 1 don't want to fall into the trap
of counting the minutes, calculating how many cents I earn for every sixty seconds,
keeping a running tally of how these meagre kitchenhand wages add up. How my
shifts at work swallow my life ... everyone was right. This is a dead end job.
"You're too slow. I need you to work faster. It's not your break yet and you're
slacking off already. Do you know how lucky you are to have this job?" Roberta
snaps suddenly, her voice gashing my train of thought. I look around, I have no idea
what the time is, the kitchen is always lit to the same intensity and arranged to the
same pattern no matter what time of day it is. Though, I deduce, it must be in
between a meal time and a snack rime, as the rush is over and we don't have many
orders to fill. I dread these times. I try to keep myself busy but there really isn't much
to do after I've cleaned. The chef is on his break. The waiters congregate at the front
of the cafe and gossip quietly around the espresso machine. Everyone is out in the
real world except for me and one other, trapped together in the nightmarish glare
of stainless steel and electric lights. I am left alone •with Roberta.
It is the same in every quiet period, every day. At first she just leans against the
bench and watches me. Usually she sends someone to make her a cappuccino, cuts
herself a slice of lemon poppyseed cake, and waits. With narrowed eyes. All I can
do is follow my cleaning routine ... 1 try to ignore her but I can feel her gaze,
penetrating her ugly grease splattered glasses to oppress me and suffocate me, to
weaken me before the onslaught.
I finish cleaning and she starts to eat. The silence is marred only by faint muzak
and the distant hum of conversation in the cafe, punctuated by the entrance bells
ringing as cappucino customers enter and leave, underscored by the odd, moist,
cracking sound of Roberta remorselessly grinding poppyseeds between her teeth. I
can feel it coming, I continue to rinse my washcloths, pounding them in the hot
bleach solution, but I am suddenly struck by the inevitability of the situation.
Foolishly 1 look up to meet her framed glare, thereby allo^wing her to begin.
"You are slow, you really are." She swallows her mouthful and takes another,
chews it aggressively.
"We have customers to satisfy." Not that I ever see them, I think to myself, all I
know of customers is the jangling of the bells over the front door, signifying that
people do, in fact, come and go from this place ... so perhaps escape is possible. I'm
becoming tempted. Roberta commences in earnest: she lectures like a machine gun.
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spitting out criticism and poppyseeds in sharp, rhythmic bursts.
"Do you know how lucky you are? We don't usually employ people as young
and inexperienced as you here."
Although I suppose I should be thankful, I get the urge to scream "Just fire me
then!" I don't know why 1 ever took this job in the first place. But I don't answer her
aloud. This woman never listens anyway. So I keep quiet and keep thinking between
her rounds of fire.
"You are the youngest and I've had to train you." (And my vengeance will be
more subtle than that.)
"I've given you a chance to get your foot in the door of the hospitality industry."
(Not a chance, a dead end job. The industry's door is stuck. A stuck toilet door.)
"And you don't seem to appreciate that. There are plenty of people out there
who would really love your job."
(Well, let them have it. My decision is suddenly made.)
"I have plenty of people on my books who would be delighted to take your job.
Don't you dare think I need you here. I don't need you. I have plenty of casuals to
help me out."
In the face of my hard silence there is nothing more she can say. She is finished,
unsatisfied because I did not once respond, but finally the diatribe is over. She forces
an irritated huffing sound through her nose in an expression of frustration,
dislodging some stray bubbles of cappuccino froth that had been clinging to the
hairs on her upper lip. As she bustles across the kitchen, past me, and into the staff
toilet, I watch the now-liberated bubbles of froth pop in her wake. 1 am stunned. I
can't believe my luck.
Like Roberta before one of her nagging fits, I lean against a benchtop and wait.
When she calls out my name, "Samantha," it is my cue to walk over to the stereo
and gently raise the volume of the muzak, just enough so that her cries •will blur
indiscemably with the chatty noises in the front of the cafe.
"Samantha! Now!"
I can't help but smile. This is great. I take off my apron. Just seconds ago she
was saying that she didn't need me. Liar.
"You know how to open the door, come on!!"
I do nothing. She begins to bang on the gloriously stuck toilet door. It does
actually sound a lot quieter from out here. So quiet that I could easily pretend I can't
hear her at afl, and just walk straight out of this place.
"Help me out!"
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I detect an edge of panic? Could she be claustrophobic? Let her casuals help her
out. She said they'd be delighted to. Me, I'm going now, not slinking out the back
door like a lowly kitchenhand, but walking out the front door like someone with a
future. Hear those bells ringing out as it slams behind me, I'm free!

CONFERENCE NOTICE
The next EASA conference will be held on 29 September - 3
October 1999. The conference subject is DEPARTURES, •which can
be interpreted in many ways.
Paper proposals should be sent to Xavier Pons by February 15
1999.
For details contact the EASA president and conference organiser
Xavier Pons. Email: pons@cict.fr
Address: Universite de Toulouse-Le Mirail, 5, alles Antonio Machado,
31058 Toulouse-Cedex, France
Telephone 33 61 50 42 50
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In the garden, on the island
the high kings are buried.
I dig the compost in and uncover
the beetroots gem-like
beneath the soil. Above
the sky is framed by artichokes
tall, big green flowers with their
closed hearts, sunning their spiky selves.
A speckled thrush comes to eye
me through the cabbages and the golden
moth with her gold-leafed, gold soot
•wing appears

then Mick, a young guy
from the Glasgow tenements
comes out from behind the aisles
of snow-peas and gives me some poems
he's been working on. I read them
in the gardening shed: "Lord. Yahweh.
Forgive. For I have always been sad".
The falling do^wn of the garden
as you harvest; the bruised black
of the broad beans, debris of leaves
and unearthed roots, gnats everywhere
dizzy in light shafts.
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Disrupted, earthly, chaotic
and indecipherable; this span of living
Mick and his Yahweh and his pain
his own gentleness that he cannot
place. In the high king's garden
us vagrants loiter.
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Battlesick (19??-19G?-1995)

"Welcome home hero. Battlesick loner. Everything will burn."
—The Mark of Cain
1.
CORPORAL MAYFIELD'S PLASTIC SURGEON was a pin-point attack grenade. The
effects were dazzling, lighting up 1941: a new hairline, a boxer's nose, and this
behemoth jaw, zig-zagging •with scars. After the parade, at home, Corporal Mayfield
straightened his tie and swept his hair back into a ferocious, black duck-tail. The
mirror said: You're a big-boned boy •with a mad-dog grin. It said: Everything is
different now. It said: Welcome home.
Corporal Mayfield was barely recognisable the day he made Sergeant. Sergeant
Mayfield never looked back.
You come into a field. On the one side there is death, on the other there is life.
You walk the straight line in-between.
Sergeant Mayfield was a powerful looking, married man, living in inner-city
Sydney. Corporal Mayfield was a sly sodomite from Melbourne who fought
Germans on the frontline, felt up dead bodies on the quiet, mixing bombs and
bashful conversation like his life depended on it.
Young Corporal Mayfield was jealous of the American soldiers. He hated the
way they talked, how late they were to join in the fight—their voices becoming
white noise in the young Corporal's ears. He detested reading about them in the
letters his big sister wrote. He didn't believe they were gentlemen.
Middle-aged Sergeant Mayfield read his sister's letters, smiling at old jealousies,
stroking his greying hair with every line: "Melbourne has never looked so good.
These dashing young Americans cut such a fine figure as they walk along Swanston
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Street, holding the hands of our pretty little ladies."
Corporal Mayfield didn't believe in pretty little ladies.
Sergeant Mayfield looked at his pictures of Irene and the two boys they
produced. He didn't believe in anything other than claiming territories, defending
borders, and bringing up his sons like only a man knows how. "I believe there is
nothing quite like the family," Sergeant Mayfield said to anybody who'd listen.
(Old Major Mayfield stfll believes this, though not many people listen
anymore.)
Corporal Mayfield went to Tobruk in 1941 where he met a bomb that blew off
half his face.
Corporal Mayfield didn't believe in anything.

2.
You are the original all-round bastard. But I forgive you,
because you have been sinned against.
The Army? That's original. You lean down and take off your boots.
Smart people. Smart machines. That's how the recruitment ad goes. I reckon
you're one of the above, but I'm not sure which.
I say: Why'd you join?
You say nothing.
I ask: Why you are here?
That grin on your face.
You stick out your paw: My name's Johnny, I did it for love, and most
everybody calls me Forest Gump.
Your answer makes you a demented idiot child. My hands are sweating already.
You are the original all-round bastard. But 1 forgive you, because
you are not beauriful.
The army? I've heard that one before. And the one about being a plumber. And
the brickie's labourer story too.
It's dark in this place and you are leaning up against a black wall. It's just like
the last time, only now 1 notice that you're suspiciously tall. That haircut too. Still,
you don't fool me. I've heard too many stories at these places.
I say: Tell me your name again. I've forgotten.
I add quickly: And don't make anything up. You're too ugly to lie.
The cubicle around you is small and you smile at me because you know I'm
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looking at your big hands and your red, red skin—and I'm trying not to believe. You
lean down to pick up your boots. You reach into one of them and pufl out some
socks, a watch and a slip of paper.
You say: My name's Johnny and this is my phone number.
You say: C'mon cocksucker. Let's go.

3.
THE FIRST DAY THEY CALLED ME A COCKSUCKER was the day we landed
in Vietnam. They found a polaroid—my baby brother—in with my gear, and this
one guy just started in, beaming like Jesus Christ with a hard-on. I went for him,
kinged him, and politely told the others it was a bag of shit. "I'm no cocksucker," I
said. That's a weakness, and weakness makes me gag.
My name is Patrick and I was bom on the day of the draw
and 1 am just holding on.
We have landed close to a bunch of airport kids. They're bumming around the
bins, scoping the white men coming down. (The fear. I take it all down, slow easy.)
This big negro bloke sings "Hey Jude," packing his shit into an outgoing plane.
"Brother," he says to the man beside him, "everything is cosy-cool."
Cosy-cool and welcome to the war.
My name is Patrick and 1 am just holding on. 1 am
entering a field, and to the left of me everyone lives,
and to the right they die.
It's two months into the tour now and my brain has gone all Kodak.
SNAPSHOT: To the right of me is the new boy, Private Davis. He's twenty and he
volunteered to come to this place.
(Fear goes sizzle. Fear goes pop. Contain the fear.)
Whisky Davis went to war to see what he could see.
He saw Des lose his legs playing tail-end-Charlie for eight of us boys as we
rolled on up a fire-green mountain. He saw Tony lose his arms when we made our
first contact, when the tracer fire hit and everything went super-nova. He saw me
•with that polaroid of my baby brother. I was crying and puking behind a tree. He
put his hand—^hard, gentle—on my back, and made me look up. The early morning
chemicals were all around us and his eyes were red like mine.
Whisky Davis was a cry baby.
Whisky Davis smoked pot like the Yanks.
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Whisky Davis had red hair, blue eyes and red, red skin. He was one month
older, six foot tall, and brilliant.
He said: Tell me what you did and what they did to you.
And 1 knew—just for a second—that I was poisoned by fear, not chemicals.
Private Davis met me in Saigon once, where all the blokes went whoring. He
took me to a picture theatre and touched my neck in the dark. It was nogHollywood and we didn't understand a word. We tossed back all kinds of shit while
he rolled a fat, lazy joint. I told him he looked fike my brother as he sucked on the
weed.
Then everything slows down.
His hand. There. 1 let his hand go lower, tracing my balls through my trousers.
Weak head. Don't gag. This scrape of nylon. That slice of skin. He touched me and
I touched him. Hard and soft. Don't speak. That part. Slow. Take him do^wn slow,
like a man knows how.
(Whisky Davis, cry-baby. Don't cry.)
And we don't look at each other once, just keep watching this crappy movie.

1.
LITTLE GEORGIE MAYFIELD believed in transubstantiarion. He believed in the
Holy Spirit and Mary the Mother of God. Georgie saw a vision of the Baby Jesus
when he was only eight years old. He saw his father, naked, coming out of the
shower—the water becoming white noise in little Georgie's ears. He saw medals and
crosses and bloody miracles. He wanted to be a man and a priest and a soldier and
fight in some holy war.
Corporal Mayfield is losing faith. He's in Tobruk—right now—stepping on a
mine.
He's seeing his father.
He's hearing something like water.
He's

2.
COCKSUCKER? That's original. Well sticks and stones may break my bones but
what a beautiful body. Some people might say it's a pity about the head, and I guess
I've seen better. Oh well. My best friend Joanne likes you. She says, after afl, you're
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not too bad for an army boy. She says you're a pretty bright kid and way too ugly to
be dangerous.
I say, after all, you're just a kid.
1 say
You are the original all-round bastard. But I
forgive you because
Me and Joanne went protesting last year on Anzac day. About the dykes and the
faggots that die. About the rapes. About the things we fight for and the things we
(never) forget. About army boys like you and wars and bodies and bloody lies and
bits of bodies that tell the truth. About the strange man at Flinders St. Station who
threw his medals down at our feet and ran away when all we did was ask him what
time the last train left. I think and think and think and then you call me cocksucker
and it all stops. Sometimes you're a bad lover and sometimes it doesn't matter.
Sometimes your clumsiness and care turns me on like nobody knows how, like
when you're shuddering and can't speak any more, like when pom movie dialogue
is the most erotic part. Sometimes I can't believe I'm fucking an army boy.
Sometimes when it's my tum to talk—after dark, before you turn over—I have
nothing to say.
I don't tefl many people about you, Johnny, and you don't tefl anyone about me.
You never tell. You won't ever.
You are the original all-round bastard. But I forgive you,
because I've never seen you cry.
You say: C'mon cocksucker. Let's go.
in trouble and I don't know what to do.
(Last week he lopped off an ear and told Joanne a dog bit it. I know he regularly
cuts open the soles of his feet and I'm just glad to have never seen the blood.)
You crawl into bed, as sexless as a husband, and say you want to play daddy.
That game again. 1 hold out my hand to stop you, and then—very quietly—you top
everything. The next minute you've got your head pinned do^wn on the bedsheets
while you move your body around it in circles, like a digging crab. After a bit you
stop and look up at me.
(Dumb grunt stupid grunt. Tell me your story before I tell you mine.)
Your red face gets redder as you sit-up straight and tell me what they did to you.
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3.
CHECK OUT MY BRAIN'S CRAZY SNAPSHOT: Whisky Davis in army fatigues,
aged twenty, entering the mbber plantation. Tracer fire starts jumping. Small flames
eat the junk of peopk's chests, arms and heads. We don't call for backup—this field
is sofid-mbber-gold and waltzing matilda made a big, fat promise to pay for any
damages.
SNAPSHOT: Whisky Davis pumping flames with his hands, •with his arms.
SNAPSHOT: Whisky Davis walking funny. (Don't cry, baby. Baby, don't cry.)
I come up sluggish from the rear. Whisky Davis walks a staggering line. (The
fear. Mine. Take it dovm like a man knows how, groggy, slow.) Whisky stops like
bad fever and drops down low.
And suddenly I'm thro^wing up and seeing my baby brother and landing in a
chopper. I'm touching that polaroid and Whisky's in a dark theatre touching me.
And he's going down, slow, down—dead—in flames.
And everything wifl bum.
My name is Patrick, my name is
Two days later we fly back to base, to Nui Dat, peeling skin from the socks of
our combat boots. My brain's reel to reel spins crazy, recording voices all the way
home: "Cocksucker ... That bloke Davis ... Fucking-A ... Comholed faggot burnt to
death ... Glad it weren't Dougie who got rolled ... Dougie copped a load of jack from
some Saigon pussy ... Dougie says his pink python's been spitting poison for a week
... Top bloke that Dougie."
It's 9.30pm at the Officer's Club and I'm stifl feeling crook. The camp's only
tape deck plays some Velvet Underground while the men dance around each other
in rings, in circles, smoking and drinking, getring high and blind like Yanks.
SNAPSHOT: Dougie gets tight, holding Frank's hands real cosy for the slow
numbers.
SNAPSHOT: This full-time gmnt breaks loose, getting tanked while Lou Reed
sings "White Light White Heat".
1 finish my drink and walk outside. Eyes from the other blokes take me down
like sniper fire: "Cocksucker ... cracking-up ... in Saigon ... plugging that Da^visfaggot blind."
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Patrick, my name is
In my tent, in bed, and off to sleep. And its back to the smoky field. You're on
fire and smfling, and I'm saying it over and over like a Catholic prayer, like a
promise: "It's OK Whisky. It's all only a dream. When 1 wake up you'll wake up too.

2.
THEY GOT ME, you say. They really got me.
You are the original all-round bastard. But there were
six of them and only one of you.
Six army boys and you. That's original. Ugly-poofter-boy-Johnny. One of the
invading armies of cocksucking, morale-•wrecking queers.
They wanted to hurt you and blow you away and apart and strip you do^wn.
Two of them stripped you do'wn naked on the training field while another four
watched. One pulled at your left leg and another tugged at your right. Two were
doing it to you and two were holding you do^wn and two were watching and no-one
spoke. Six army boys and you.
Six army boys and an announcement from the Minister for Defence. There's a
quick pep talk from your field sergeant (about poofters), a couple of groans (about
poofters), and then it's drinks all round. You walk outside because you're head is
pounding fit to bust and then. Six army boys. And you're on the ground and fighting
and gagging and they raped you Johnny, those are the words. Tell me that. Tell me
anything. Just stop crying.

1.
A BIG SISTER ONCE ASKED her brother—like Georgie Mayfield—if he liked men,
and-you-know-what-1'm-talking-about-Georg.e. Words stumbled out of his fourteenyear-old gaping-hole mouth, a spilt stream of "Aahs" and "I thinks" and "Jeez, I
dunnos."
Georgie said: "No, no. I think I want to be a priest or something."
He said: "I think I want to change my fife."
(And little Georgie closes his eyes, praying the funny noise in his head •will
eventually stop.)
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Corporal Mayfield went to Tobruk in 1941 where he met a bomb that blew off
half his face. Ten months later, in some anny hospital somewhere, he writes to his
big sister from a collapsibk canvas cot: "I'm thinking of becoming a full-time
soldier."
(Georgie's pen moves while he thinks about other things: a field, perhaps, two
footsteps and half of—)
"Tobruk had to be taken twice to secure victory," he writes.
(One hand is cleariy paralysed. The writing is so shaky.)
"Perhaps 1 did too."

J.

My name is Patrick and I'm standing in a field, and to
the left of me everyone lives, and to the right
IT'S ANZAC DAY 1995, Melbourne, and some old Major is telling me to take
my medals off. "You don't deserve them," he says. (I knew I shouldn't have come
today. He was definitely a rat of Tobruk or something. And he's probably right.)
After the parade, the old men play two-up at Chloe's while the vets ride their
Harleys back home. Some young gmnts hang around. They've got this competition
going to see who can dig up the oldest fossil. I hear: "He's eighty plus, crippled and
a real gentleman ... Them protesters are fuckin' trouble ... Thank the bloody lord
this game is finally legal."
These two kids call me a baby-kfller or something at Flmder's St Station. I give
my medals to them and catch the last train home.

1.
A BIG SISTER ONCE ASKED her funny looking brother if he stifl liked men. He said
to her, in furious, thirty-five-year-old final words: "Everything's changed."
(He sweeps his greying hair back into an almost-ferocious duck-tail.)
He says: "Everything is different now."
And it was.
Major Mayfield has grandchildren, all twenty-somethings. One of them wore
his medals m the 1985 Sydney Anzac Day Parade, but that was ten years ago. Irene
is dead, his sons are forty, and that big sister of his is god-knows-where, living—he
imagines—m seventy-year-old sin.
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"There is nothing quite like the family," he often thinks to himself.
(And, every now and then, he is surprised to discover that he has spoken
aloud.)
You come into afield. On the one side there is death, on the other there is
life.
You walk the straight line
Coming back to Melbourne is strange for the old Major. The Veterans mumble
about prejudices. They don't deserve the medals and the movies. They are—he
thinks—like Americans, like cowards. Those young full-time soldiers, though, they
make the day worth it: pumping him with questions, touching his medals, looking
up into his bomb-scarred face -with just the right amount of awe and clemency.
The Major walks do^wn Swanston St—slow, careful, proud—occasionally
looking into a camera's lens and pausing for just the right amount of focus time.
Then he moves on, his image cross-fading magnificently somewhere else into the
larger crowd.
(For some reason Major Mayfield thinks about his father coming out of the
shower. In his head the crowd's cheering becomes white-noise.

3.
My name is Patrick and I was born on the day of the draw
and 1 am just holding on.
FIVE YEARS AGO, twenty years after, I swallowed sixty-plus sinequan tablets.
I don't like people and I wear weapons to cross the street. I lose up to ten layers of
my neck and face a week. I get asthma, groin and armpit rashes and my baby brother
will not speak to me. I've had three epfleptic fits since 1987 and my doctor tells me
it's neurodermatitus across my hands, neck and stomach.
I was never married, and this shrink at the repatriation hospital says I was
poisoned by chemicals, not fear.
SOMETIMES I GET THIS DREAM, sweating and winding its way down
through the foggy Melbourne night. We're standing just outside of Nui Dat, there's
burning foliage aU around and the rubber plants go snap-sizzle. I'm forty-one and
he's still twenty, blue-eyed and brilliant. Burning apart.
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Cleaning Out Behind the Stove
Black wrinkles of grease
furred over with grey dust
stretch from the wall —
a neat rectangle shape.
Sneezing I ease the oven backwards.
Two bright sweet wrappers
emerge and wink, metallic, in the light.
A bold green ' 1' surprises me
and then a '4' and '5',
plastic fridge magnets,
like a child would have.
I close my eyes and see
fat fingers pushing the numbers
do^wn and under
hear a scolding mother.
Rental places.
So many splinters of stories,
so many little pieces left behind.
Things you can't take with you
or pack up in a box —
fingerprints on the wall,
the burn-mark on a counter,
the colour of wom-out carpet.

Things deliberately forgotten —
broken plates in a cupboard
or old jamjars
found beneath the sink
stfll holding the smell
of raspberries stewed m sugar,
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and now this memory game
beneath the stove.

There must be some historian in dust
or perhaps a geologist of grease
who can peel the layers back
upon this floor
and tell me what these people had for dinner beancurd fried in peanut oil,
circa May '84
traces of red wine
in what looks to be a bolognaise,
and here beneath the number '5'
a shaving of parmesan cheese
perfectly preserved.

Perhaps the urge
to obliterate archives
inspires cleaning.
I pause a moment
in reverence for this dusty history
and then begin to squirt the Pine-O-Kleen,
wondering what message
the next tenant will find
in the marks we may not leave behind.

Opening Australia
When I was small
Australia was a place
that opened up
like a hand in my face.
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Certain things
unfolding, sure as fingers.
One.
A dusty farmhouse
in the shadow of the Srirling Ranges
with a crowd of parrots
for a doorbell
squawking up like fireworks
as we drive through the trees.
Two.
Grandma and Grandpa
standing at the doorway,
dogs tearing up
to lick your face.
Mum, pushing out of the car, smiling.
Three.
The air
that dried the inside of your nose out
plastering your throat
with the rasping smell of wheat
and the light, lemon tang of eucalyptus,
every time
you opened your mouth.
Four.
Fighting
with snotty-nosed cousins
for a ride in the go-cart
for a ride on the rubber-tyre swing
who got to push,
who got to sit inside.
Five.
Always
something special.
A treat for the trip.
Like the first time
1 caught a jilgie
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with a piece of meat
tied to the end of a string,
or Grandma
giving me clay
to make a teapot
on her pottery wheel,
or sitting
above the roar of the tractor
with Grandpa,
wearing headphones
and talking with our hands.

What could I say
in humid Singapore
the place where I lived,
most of the time.
What could I say
to schoolgirls
dressed in pinafores
black-eyed and certain
of Austraha
as The Pinnacles, The Gold Coast
Ayers Rock, Melbourne and
The Sydney Opera House.
Have you held a koala?
Have you touched a kangaroo?
Have you been? Have you done?
Have you seen?
Australia,
the land of package tours.

What could you say
except stare do^wn
and open up
the palm of your hand.
Then again,
at home.
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Standing at the mirror
stretching out my palm
before my face,
watching
my eyes, shuttered by fingers,
moving shoes of face
between the gaps.
Watching my o-wn eyes,
burnt sienna bro^wn,
watching my o^wn eyes, blinking.
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Chronicles From Somewhere Near Narnia

Wardrobe One
It's dark here inside this white cupboard. And it smells of death—as if someone
exhaled their last sour, nasty breath and left it hanging here long after their coat was
cleared away. But when I smell death so close I know that somewhere inside me, I
am sull alive. My smell is not a death smell. It's a warm, sticky cat smell that comes
when I cry or bleed. Often it stays inside me, though. I sit opposite the doctor and
words come out pure and sun-dried. That's why they want to send me home. And
because I've dealt •with things, they say.
Things like anxiety. The doctor told me to write anxiety on fifty different scraps
of paper, and then throw each one from the •window. One by one. Set my anxiety
free. I wrote my lines, because I didn't want a Saturday detention, but I kept them
just in case. They're in my blazer pocket, •with the other notes. I must remember to
do a neat copy for Monday, when it's safe to go out and fetch a pen. There are too
many nurses to risk that now. I can see them through a crack in the door. One of
them is re-arranging the flowers at the nurse's station, pretending they were sent to
her. Her boyfriend didn't turn up for dinner last night, and she has been gazing
hopefully at the phone all morning, holding her breath each time Mrs. Miflbank
phoned to ask about her daughter, and what time she •will be ready for collection
(as if she were pizza or Chinese take-away, except her daughter is not on the menu,
and bound to cause her indigestion anyway). My mother is one of those highlystmng and "sensitive" people who are always oblivious to the pain they inflict on
other people. She cannot begin to imagine the fleeting, crinkled fro^wn of
disappointment on Nurse's face. And she never saw my face either, no matter how
many times she looked at it in despair.
But the nurse is smiling at the carnations in their bed of maidenhair fem (what
lucky maidens to find a flower to lie down •with—I have kno^wn many maidens
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crushed or wilted in their beds). Nurses are always smiling. It's as if someone forgot
to tell them that this is for real. Incontinence is not a comedy. Death is not a farce.
Carnations are for five-year olds with five weeks to live. (It's not tasteful to send
flowers to teenage girls in hospital cupboards they might eat them after afl! And it's
very awkward to know what to vvTite on the lilac well-wishing note: "Get sane soon,
dear, with love from Auntie Gertie"). Perhaps the nurses are just fike me. Their faces
are frozen because they're hollow inside. There's nothing left but the rules their
mother taught them, and the faint cat smell which trickles out sometimes.
I had a cat once. She was small and white and fluffy—a pure Persian. I used to
talk to her when I got home from school. I'd set us a tray of milk and biscuits (that's
what television kids have after school), and then I'd tell her about my day.
Sometimes she was a very good listener, her green eyes flickering yellow when I told
her about the Nuns. Other rimes she'd mew and scratch at the door to be let out,
and I'd have to put my saucer of milk do^wn on the kitchen floor and lick it in time
•with her, in order to get her attention. But it was worth it—knowing I had a friend
I could rely on, someone who understood me. Then one day. Cat had lots of little
cats and my mother had them all put to sleep (Cat was supposed to have been
"doctored", but hospitals don't offer a money-back guarantee, as Mrs. Millbank is
about to find out again •with me). Cat was no longer pure, no matter how Persian
she may have been, and her white coat was streaked •with blotchy clumps of blood.
And every month God sends me a reminder of Cat—-with an oozy stream of
magenta. And for six days I write in red biro: "thou shaft be pure" over and over
again. And on the seventh day I rest and am pleased •with what I have done. On the
seventh day I am clean and untouched, and for the rest I am untouchable (except at
occasional midnights in closets smelling of death, and then only by dirty, inkstained hands).
Sometimes I dream of an old and -wrinkled angel who comes to me with wide,
open arms. She is not Cosette's Lady m White, but rather an old bag in nondescript
calico. Perhaps she is Mother Teresa come to touch me in my leprosy, but Saints like
Teresa do not like girls who smell of cats. That's what the Nuns say. But they have
never lived m a Calcutta slum, where the stench of cats and rotting garbage
overpowers the orange paprika fog (I will be re-incarnated as a cockroach there in
my next life, and like John I am now preparing the way, by reading City offoy). My
mother has a cocktail dress made of Indian raw silk, which she wears with her catfur cape (she had the kittens dry-cleaned I presume) to all school functions. I once
tried to organize a peririon against silk-worm exploitation, but none of the other
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girls would sign. 1 don't think they wanted me to know their addresses, especially
those ones with piggytails or brothers. 1 am liable to be nasty or disparaging to
highschool boys, or else talk to them about cats. Their sisters' protectiveness
astounds me—if 1 had a brother I would welcome nasty girls into my house, it
would be the only way to make him like me better.
1 wonder whether Tommy has a sister. He is the new anorexic on our ward. I
think I could get to like him—we have quite a lot in common, and he no longer goes
to school. He has blonde hair and hazel eyes like me, and he also likes watching
tennis. (He had the American Open on all of yesterday). He wears rimless glasses,
which make him look as if he is thinking very deeply about something, possibly
about the end of the World. (I hope he is saved. It is very hot in damnation, and the
Devil has filled in the pool of life with concrete. There is also no-one to sefl soft-serve
cones, because the meek are too busy inheriting the Earth). Perhaps next year
Tommy will go and eat an icecream -with me next to the water. I •will get out of my
cupboard specially. First, though, he's going to have to learn how to eat again. At
the moment he just lies there being fed by a drip—Uke a baby suckling at a very long
teat, innocent and helpless. I must remember to tell him about peaches and
mangoes, and T S Eliot. It is the forbidden fruit, and it is succulent and sweet—once
upon a time I did dare to eat a peach. To taste this fruit, or fick an icecream, Tommy
must learn how to change his o^wn nappies. It is something I learnt very early, and
it has served me well—not just every month, but every day that I must pretend to
be a grown-up. I say pretend because I am trapped in the cupboard of childhood
(with a lion and a witch, who look a lot like the Millbanks). And there is so little air
inside I feel as if I am choking — my chest is tight and I am strangled by a dull pain.
I open the door a crack to gasp at some fresher air, and my head spins •with the light
and chemical smell of disinfectant. An incessant pounding begins—it is the doctor
coming down the hall.
"And here she is, Mrs. Mfllbank, afl ready.", he stops abruptly when he sees the
empty bed.
"Ah, she must have stepped out for a moment." The doctor refuses to say it.
Now he •will have to write "toilet" on fifty little scraps—it is his demon, and his
unconscious is overcrowded with shit. My mother does not appear to notice,
however, and nods respectfully at the white coat. Perhaps it reminds her of that
pearly white satin dress she wore twenty years ago—it is yellow now, and probably
nibbled by moths, but it is all she has left of Snow White. Mrs. Millbank always
wears chic, understated black ensembles •with gold accessories. I often wonder
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whether she is in mourning for something, or whether her taste in clothes is simply
generic. (Witches having abandoned broom-sticks in the fifties, when they were
chained to the sink.)
"I •wifl just ask Nurse Hunter to check on her," he excuses himself to my mother
and interrupts Nurse, musing over her carnations. My mother is left alone, stroking
the sheets on my bed distractedly. The creases remain, however, and her daughter
does not suddenly reappear.
The doctor assumes a confessional air as he returns to the room. (My mother
sighs deeply, her chest collapsing with the melting of her Catholic heart.)
"You will remember, Mrs. Millbank, that Virginia may find this process quite
traumatic. She may regress a fittle in the next few days, and I want you to feel you
can contact me at anytime. I would be happy to come and see you and Virginia at
home—any time of the day or night. We want this to be a positive step for all of
you," he hands her his card. He takes the trouble to sign it •with his over-sized, cigarshaped fountain pen and scrawls his home phone number in large, extravagant
digits. He is offering my mother a present. I wonder what the short, smiley woman
in his desk-photograph •wifl say at 3am when Mrs. Millbank calls about the fourth
crisis that day! Mrs. Smiles doesn't need to worry, though, because there are no
crises in the Millbank household.
"Doctor Hunter," Nurse intermpts them. "Virginia is not in the bathroom, and
no-one has seen her around the ward", she whispers just loud enough for me to
hear. My mother probably catches what she is saying too, but the Doctor edits and
repeats it for her benefit. "I'm afraid Virginia, in her eagerness to see you, has
wandered off somewhere in the ward. Perhaps we •will find her in the wairing room.
If you'd like to follow me, Mrs. Millbank ... "His tone is smooth and his expression
tmst-worthy, but anxiety is bre^wing inside. Anxiety, anxiety, anxiety, anxiety,
anxiety ... I must remember my neat copy for Monday ... anxiety, anxiety, airxiety ...

Wardrobe Two
Light filters in through the cheap, green hospital curtains. No bird sings—
perhaps dawn is long past, or else the birds are all dead. They have been squashed
by women racing nowhere in particular in Mercedes-Benzs, or else fried by the thick
coils of electric wire which run from street to hospital. I try to roll over, away from
the window and the bird grave-yard, but my arm is attached to a strange tube.
Perhaps they are trying to sedate me—I flail around in defiance, constrained by the
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contraption on my lefi side. A nurse rushes in, attracted by the clank of the hospital
bed sides—she tells me to "hush and be stifl" m a lilting Irish voice. I like her voice,
so I am quiet again.
"You must rest, dearie, for you're all drained of strength," she holds me down,
but not forcibly.
"Where's my mother?" I ask, finding that my throat is dry and hoarse.
"She's gone home for the moment. But she's not far, dearie, and I'm sure she'fl
come and see you soon."
"You mean I'm staying here?"
"Just for the moment, tfll you've got over this dehydration. And tifl you feel
ready." I close my eyes on the smiling face. I wonder how long I was in my
cupboard... I must have fallen asleep when the search began (if they'd told me, I
would have helped look for the real Virginia). Somewhere in the distance I hear a
lion roar in anger, and a witch is muttering curses as she stirs her potions on a
stainless-steel, benchtop stove. The guests wifl be eating a blood-red tomato soup
tonight, and the bread will be a symbol that she died for us.
A trolley clatters down the passageway and stops outside the next door room.
The smell of hospital chicken wafts past, mingling with the permanent disinfectant
cloud. I wonder what they have done to this poor bird, to make it so rubbery and
synthetic. Nothing in this place seems real—I live among plastic ferns, artificial
cheeriness and rubber chicken. But I am used to it. I am very good at playing
pretend games. Once 1 was a secret agent for a whole week. I flew around the world
on the plane ticket stubs my father saves from his frequent flyer account, and I
bought top-secret, classified information with an out-of-date checkbook of my
mother's. I wore sveldt, sophisticated high-heels that were four sizes too big for me,
and occasionally traded secrets with a Russian down the street. I was always very
conscious that the KGB might be watching, though, and so this contact was strictly
limited. That was a long time ago. My mother threw those lizard-skin high-heels
away several years ago, by which time they were already too small for me. But I still
know how to pretend.
"Are you eating today, love?" The trolley and a woman in a shower-cap appear
at my door. "I guess not, seeing as you're on that drip. Let me check with the Nurse,
then." I keep imagining the shower-cap throttling the chicken. "No, not today," and
she tmndles off. I think of Tommy across the passage, and what it must be like to
be force-fed mbber. Or perhaps they give anorexics food that really does tempt
them, unless of course they're Catholic. Because then they feel noble if they resist—
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our minds being stuffed with temptation and damnation, instead of parsley and
bread-cmmbs. 1 must remember to ask Tommy, what he eats (or doesn't eat), and
whether he is Catholic.
I ring my bell for the Nurse. And for a moment I am transported to a world
where there is a bell for everything—a gong for dinner, a bell for ironed clothes, for
tea and cake or for more wood on the fire. The walls are a deep burgundy, •with
paintings of fruit and flowers, and a portrait of the family, done by some artist who
stayed at the house one summer. It's very Evelyn Waugh. If fife is a novel, though,
I belong to Charlotte Bronte. I am the mad Mrs. Virgin Rochester, locked up because
somebody did or did not want to marry someone else. It's all very mixed-up really.
"Virginia, you called." It is Nurse.
"Nurse, can I go and visit someone else on the ward?"
"Not while you have your drip on. But tomorrow maybe." I whisper something
that sounds like thank you, and call out as she leaves the room,
"I fike the flowers your boyfriend sent you." She looks at me strangely,
disturbed that a crazy girl can guess her thoughts. A crazy girl locked up in her room
by a plastic tube. But plustic is more flexible than an iron chain, and I am able to
reach over to my phone. The internal dial tone hums at me, and I push in the
number on Tommy's door. An old woman answers the phone, who 1 presume to be
the grandmother.
"Hello, 1 was wondering if I could speak to your grandson. Tommy?" There is
a somewhat disgruntled, muffled sound on the other end of the line and then it goes
dead. I peer out of my door, straining to read the numbers across the passage. It
would seem hospital architects never learnt to count in sequence. I try a different
combination, hoping that what looks like a four isn't a nine.
"Hello." The voice is timid but definitely male.
"Hello, is that Tommy?"
"Yes. Who is this?"
"Tommy, my name is Virginia Millbank, and I'm staying down the hall from
you." I hear myself sounding very formal, a bit too much fike my mother. "1 just
called to talk to you because ... well I'm bored in this madhouse and I thought you'd
be interesting to talk to. For instance, I wanted to ask you whether you were
Catholic."
"No."
"Well, then, do they give you delicious food to tempt you?"
"I hate food."
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"I know, but do the nurses give you rubber chicken or ... coq au vin, say?
"Rubber chicken."
"It can't be very difficult for you to be sick here, then."
"No, I suppose not."
"Except I always eat too much when I'm bored. I don't suppose you do though.'
"No."
"Have you ever eaten a peach, Tommy?"
"Um, not recently."
"Wefl, I think you might want to. I'fl try and bring you one, and Prufrock. It's
this poem about not letting your life run out before you've even started it. I've read
it too many times, because you're not meant to read it often. I think you're meant to
read it and then dare to eat a peach."
"Do you eat peaches?"
"Not really, and that's part of the problem you see. Peaches are awfully sloppy."
"Aren't you allowed to make a mess?"
"Not at home. And anyway, it's part of the temptarion of the flesh."
"Are you a Catholic, Virginia?"
"Yes, unfortunately. I've tried very hard not to be. I've rebelled against the Nuns.
I've taken the Lord's name in vain." There is a long pause.
"Have you had sex?"
"No."
"So you're still Cathofic."
"Yes," I falter in embarrassment. "Are you worried about being saved. Tommy?"
"No, not particularly."
"What about the end of the world?"
"I don't think I'll live to see it." Visions of Tommy looking glum in his rimless
glasses appeared before me. He was awfully sick and thin, and I felt the urgency of
the time when we would sit licking ice-creams beside the water.
"You're not going to die, are you. Tommy?"
"Not immediately, I should think."
"Please don't give up, though. I need someone to eat peaches viath."
Tommy had to hang-up because someone came into his room. I think it was a
•visitor, judging by his short, flustered breaths. Me, I am lucky, because no-one
bothers me. Sometimes, though, just sometimes, 1 wish I had a visitor. A girl from
school came to see me at the hospital once. She was very nice and she brought me
some miniature roses. But I think it was part of her preparing to be a Nun, and 1
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remember being rather cruel to her. 1 was careful to be particularly crazy that day—
I had a vision of a man who had his head cut off, and I was trying to sew it back on
for him. It was just a silly pretend game, but GflUan never came back to see me after
that. And it was probably just as well. A girl like that is not going to make me better,
and I would probably corrupt her (at least, that's what the Nuns would say).
Imagine bringing me miniature roses! How does she expect miniature roses to
survive in this jungle? The bracken is thick and chokes the wildflowers, while the
lush green vines throttle the saplings. I need strong, tall roses. Roses that know how
to use their thoms. Red-heads who are fast and unashamed. A bed of roses.

I find myself looking forward to the next day, and not because I can no longer
bear this one. I realise I haven't felt this way since Santa Claus didn't make it down
the chimney. I think perhaps I am fevered and delirious, and I call the Nurse to take
my temperature. She pads around the room in her awful white shoes and tells me
to be still, and then whisks out of the room. She comes back •with the Matron, who
scolds me.
"If you're well enough to be inventing illnesses, you're probably well enough to
come off that drip," and she starts to dismantle my lifeline. I hate the way she links
my drip to my head. She would have decided to take it off anyway, but instead she
tries to make me feel guilty. I think I should •write "guilty" out fifty times. Or perhaps
I could just •write it once and photocopy it. But that would be cheating, and God
hates cheats. Like he hates girls who tell half-truths at confession (boys tell no tmth
at all, according to the Nuns, but Peter overlooks their boyish follies at the Pearly
Gates). I must remember to tell Tommy that he can count on Saint Pete.
"Does that mean I can eat something?" I ask my Irish nurse. She nods and
smiles, as the Matron scowls at both of us.
"Could I buy a peach from downstairs?" I wait until Matron has left.
"You'll be getting supper soon, but I suppose I could get you something in my
break." I give her some money from my drawer. "Do you think you could make it
two?" I try to smile sweetly, but I am out of pracrice. She clucks at me in
exasperarion and leaves, and I lie hopeful. I imagine a large, plump luscious peach,
which drips with sweetness. I see Tommy's thin lips biting into it, and then
suddenly 1 am dreaming.
I'm lying curled up in a darkened box, the cold metal edges pressing against my bare
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shoulder. I think for a moment of my cupboard, but then I lurch forward in my box. A thick
oil smell makes me dizzy and I scrabble at the lock. No escape, just close, black air all
around. And smoke, grey and acrid, filling my nostrils. Somewhere far away music is
playing—I know the tune, but the notes are muffled and indistinct. A young, sweet voice
whispers in my ear,
' "My name is Gabriel ...Or perhaps it was Gillian ..." and I have come to walk with
you through the Valley."
A valley of long grass, where the dew leaves a faint damp pattern on my denim legs,
and there are tiny flowers all about
"No, Virginia, not that valley."
And then, suddenly, the notes become pure and clear—the Lord is My Shepherd, and
I shall want no more. They are taking me to be buried alive.
But the long black Mercedes stops suddenly, and the music fades. Lest we forget. They
are having my funeral without me. A door slams, and the tap of high-heels on bitumen rings
out and echoes through my metal box. My mind twists and turns, uneasiness adding to the
cloud offear which wraps itself around me. A stainless steel coffin to match the benchtop
stove and the new refrigerator. Somewhere a witch is boiling a cauldron on a benchtop
cooker...
I hear the sound of a motor starting—it has the quiet hum of Mrs. Milbank's
Mercedes. Suddenly, I realise that my box is in fact the boot of my mother's car, and she
has locked me in here, along with the biorganic vegetables. She is driving somewhere very
fast, with the radio to keep her company as she squashes birds that cross her path. 1 want
desperately to get out, hut she just keeps on driving. The apples turn to flour and begin to
rot, while mould takes over the leaves on the cauliflower tree. I too begin to wrinkle and rot
away, till I am old, grey and stooped over. And I never even learnt to drive.

It is morning again and there are two pears beside my bed. Pears. Not Peaches.
Pmfrock is dead and I am •wrinkly before I was young. But 1 am free. There is no
plastic to chain me to by my bed. I sit up, suddenly very wide awake. Then I take
my slippers from the cupboard, which is both familiar and warm, and cold and
death-like at the same time. I stick my big toe through the tiny hole in the front of
the sheepskin and keep watching it, as it makes its way across the hafl into Tommy's
room. I am too scared to look up, instead I begin to read the chart at the end of the
bed.
"Forty three kflograms today," Tommy announces very loud.
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"Heflo, Tommy," 1 smfle at him from under my fringe.
"Hello, Virginia."
"I brought you this." I offer him the cool, yeflowish pear. "1 thought we could
maybe eat one together."
"Is this the forbidden flesh?" He looks at me very hard, but his lips are
twitching.
"No, not really. It's the wrong season for peaches."
"So, it's not a peach. There's stifl something very Freudian about a pear,
Virginia."
"What's Freudian?"
"God, hasn't Dr. de Gros told you about your Freudian complexes and
neuroses?"
"No. He just makes me write things on bits of paper."
"What sort of things?" Tommy peers at me from behind his rimless glasses.
"Words like 'anxiety'."
"What do you think he'd make me write?" He is smiling now, quite •wickedly. I
hesitate before answering.
"Fat." Tommy's eyes dilate momentarily, like a cat •with its back arched in fear.
Soon, though, he is laughing gently.
"So if I •write 'fat' on lots of bits of paper, I'll be both thin and sane?"
"It hasn't worked for me, Tommy. You could always try, but I think you're
pretty thin, anyway, and I fike you even if you're crazy." I start to feel warm in the
face.
"I like you too, Virginia Milbank. And I will eat a pear with you." He fifts the
fruit to his mouth and closes his eyes. Somewhere inside him there's a boy who
wants to eat, but al! I see is a skeleton with rimless glasses, who can't bear the sight
of food. He takes a very slow, tentative bite, and then spits out the pear, as if it were
choking him. He puts it down looking tired and apologetic.
"I'm sorry, Virginia. I can't today. But someday soon, I promise." I nod and
smile, but to my shame, I feel warm, salty tears pricking. Tommy is going to die.
"Why don't I try the forbidden flesh, instead?" He is smiling mischievously again.
"But they didn't have any peaches," I protest mournfully. And slowly, he raises
himself up, and unhooks the drip from its stand. He swings his legs over the edge
of the bed, and stands shakily before me. Then he walks over and kisses me on the
lips, very gently, but deep enough that I can taste pear on his breath. "I'm told they
grow all year round in Namia," he whispers, blowing softly into my ear.
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Barbara Brooks with Judith Clark,
Eleanor Dark: A Writer's Life. Pan
Macmillan Australia, 1998. 504pp,
$39.95.
This biography of Eleanor Dark
(1901-1985), the first of any
substance, •will appeal to a wide range
of readers. For those with scholarly
interests it offers an abundance of
factual material on both the author
and the historical context in which she
wrote. The biography makes extensive
use of written archival resources and
oral histories and is meticulously
referenced. For the non-scholarly
reader, who has enjoyed Eleanor
Dark's novels and wishes to discover
more about the author, it breaks the
barrier of seclusion which has always
surrounded Eleanor Dark.
The biography does not follow a
linear
chronology.
Rather
like
Eleanor's modernist novels of the
1930s, the story weaves back and
forth m time. Its style of presentation
is discursive; it fuses together multiple
events, past, present and future to
recreate the historical moment. These
narrative features appear with some
intensity in the opening chapter of the
biography. Eleanor's story begins
amidst a kaleidoscope of details. She is
just days away from her thirteenth
birthday. It is early August 1914. Her
mother has been ill since May. In May

the forces of war were building up in
Europe and suffragettes petitioned the
King in London. In the previous
months Eleanor and her brothers
enjoyed a carefree existence in the
home of an aunt in a harbourside
suburb of Sydney. On 4 August 1914,
Britain declared war on Germany and
changed the lives of millions of people
in Europe and Australia. Two days
later, her mother died and Eleanor's
childhood came to an end.
The story moves back to trace
Eleanor's genealogy, details the
tensions and financial insecurity of her
childhood, and then moves forward to
her marriage in February 1922 to Eric
Dark, medical practitioner, and twelve
years her senior.
Eleanor's -writing career began in
the early days of her marriage. The
biography gives a strong impression
that Eleanor's writing was of mutual
importance to Eleanor and her
husband; he provided her with the
financial and emotional security
essential to her creativity but "here
was something about her creativity
that freed something in Eric" (64).
Much of the biography concerns Eric
as much as Eleanor. It tefls of Eric's
protective attitude towards her. At one
point the biography suggests control:
"Eric as Svengali" (216), but then asks,
"where would she have been without
that support" (217)? Osmar White
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told the authors that Eric "recognised
her talent and did what he could to see
that she was not upset, discommoded
by people coming in and creating
about something or other" (216). Even
so, Eleanor's letters and diary entries
constantly complain of the drain on
her time and energy because her first
responsibility was always domestic
duties, child care and answering the
doctor's phone. She stated: "My
•writing has always been done as a
spare-time job" (107).
The biography's recreation of
Australia's cultural environment from
the 1930s to the early 1950s gives a
significant role to the network of
writers centred on Netrie Palmer. It
quotes Marjorie Barnard's statement
that the group "saw themselves as the
first generation of professional writers
m Australia." (420). They had a sense
of mission, they wanted to establish an
egalitarian and lively Australian
culture separate from imperial Britain.
This group was working in the social
realist rather than the modernist
narrative style. Eleanor received their
support but was always on the
periphery of this group. Nettie
regarded Eleanor's modernist novels
of the 1930s as rather "magaziney".
The biographers agree that Eleanor's
plots seem to have been learned in her
magazine-story phase of the 1920s;
they are a blend of the popular and the
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literary.
But the biography sees Eleanor as
very much in contact •with the
consciousness of the time. At the end
of the 1930s she tumed to
documentary fiction and a more
traditional narrative style in The
Timeless Land (1941). This was the
first novel of her trilogy based on the
early days of white settlement in
Australia. It introduced to "a novel
reading audience an idea of Australian
history as oppositional, in tune with
the radical narionalisms of the 1940s"
(375). It inspired the first generation
of professional Australian historians.
In 1963 Manning Clark sent Eleanor a
copy of his A Short History of Australia,
stating that "if there is any value in the
work at all this comes in part from the
inspiration in reading The Timeless
Land" (427). The trilogy was placed on
the reading lists of schools and
universities, and a compressed version
was televised in the early 1980s.
The biographers attribute the
increasing
social
awareness
m
Eleanor's novels to the influence of
Eric Dark. Eleanor always had an
affinity •with socialism, although she
distrusted afl political parties. But the
effect of the Depression on the health
of his patients tumed Eric from being
a "social conservative •with a
conscience to an acti^vist on the left of
the Labor Party" (106). Eleanor's

socialist characters are partly based on
Eric's
ideas.
However,
the
presentation of Eric's political credo in
the biography gives the impression of
a tnore profound engagement with
socio-political issues than actually
occurs in Eleanor's novels.
The political views expressed in
Eleanor's The Little Company, and
Eric's activities for the left-wing of the
Labor Party during the second world
war became the basis of charges made
in parliament that they were
communists,
or
underground
supporters of the communists. The
Darks were ostracised by Katoomba
society, Eric's life was threatened, and
the vendetta against them forced them
to leave Katoomba for a time. The
biography stresses that this was a time
of persecution for many people. "The
Darks' story stands for many stories"
(318). It was against this background
of distrast that the final novels of the
trilogy were produced and essentially
it spelled the end of Eleanor's writing
career. Eric claimed that Eleanor "was
never the same after that time when 1
was threatened" (319).

detail the •writing, publishing history,
and reception of afl Eleanor's novels.
To date, only one other work on
Eleanor Dark has been produced: A.
Grove Day's bio-critical, monograph,
Eleanor Dark (1976). Day's "Preface"
draws attention to his "opening
chapter, which gives the most
complete biography available" of
Eleanor Dark; it consists of less than a
dozen pages. In the present work
Eleanor is presented in the full
complexity of her life, her works, and
her times. It is an important work of
biography recovering a long-neglected
Australian author and it provides a
valuable resource for the study of
Australian society in transition during
the 1920s to 1950s.
Marion Austin-Crowe

The biography explores a variety
of subjects: modernism; feminism;
conservation; political and cultural
institurions; the social role of the
writer. It details the Darks' sixty-three
year marriage and tefls of their fife in
the Blue Mountains. It discusses in
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A Brief History of Toa Payoh and
Other Poems, Koh Buck Song. Imperial Publishing House (Singapore),
85pp.
Koh Buck Song has been for many
years an influential figure in the
Singapore literary community. A
long-standing and well-known bookreviewer for the Straits Times, and
sometime editor of the literary arts
journal Singa, he is also experienced
in the political world, having worked
on the Singapore Political Desk of
the Straits Times and serving on the
Censorship Review Committee set
up in the early 1990s by the
Singapore Ministry of Information
and the Arts to review (and possibly
liberalise) aspects of censorship
policy. These literary-political linkages provide an added interest to this
first collection of his poetry,
containing poems composed over a
decade.
The title poem refers to one of
Singapore's first housing estates, and
offers a good example of the way in
which the poetry deals with
potentially controversial sociopolitical material. The original Tao
Payoh estate "was once a brave new
world" for the island state, its "giant
pigeonholes sky-looking, / rigid under
moming sun". Once "a pioneer in its
time", Toa Payoh has lost the
excitement of its newness and its
chfldren have gone on to become "the
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mothers and fathers / of Woodlands,
Pasir Ris" (the newer housing estates).
Old Toa Payoh goes under the
wrecker's ball and chain, and new
Singapore marches on ... its progress
marked with a sentimental twinge of
regret, but with no note of western
conservationist-style protest.
A great deal of the most popular
contemporary Singaporean wriring is
centred upon this "new Singapore",
and one of the dominant icons to
emerge from such work is the image of
the cosmopolitan, world-travelling
Singaporean. There is a truth and
validity behind this popular image, for
Singaporeans of the 1990s are bettertravelled than their counterparts of
twenty or thirty years ago. They are
also more "cosmopolitan", but
"cosmopofi-tanism" can mean both a
genuine
growth
away
from
parochiafism, or else little more than
superficial westernisation. At its
worst, this "new" side of Singapore is
nothing more than blatant, shortsighted materialism - the kind of
attitude satirised by Singaporean popmusician Dick Lee (the local meld of
Andrew Lloyd Webber and Midnight
Ofl's Peter Garrett):
I know I've made it, when on my own
I can afford a pager plus a cordless
phone.
(from "Rasa Sayang")
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Koh Buck Song writes many
poems based on travel, but his interest
lies genuinely in the world that the
travel reveals. In place of the glib
image
of
the
globe-trotting
Singaporean jet-setter, he offers a
study of the Singaporean wrestling to
make meaning of the wider (and vastly
larger) world.
"Acropofis Now" (set in
Greece in 1983) opens with the poet
instinctively
comparing
classical
Greek ruins with modern Asian
building programs:

one cannot help but marvel
at marble's magnificence
when urban renewal pounds
in giddy haste elsewhere
and timber, cement, concrete
crumble
into time's sour paste.

Despite the ravages of time, the
Acropolis remains a "hymn" and is still
"resounding" in a "harmony" of
meaningful grace for its beholder. For
the Singaporean traveller, this is
evidence that there are more things in
heaven and earth than can be
encompassed in a strict building-code.
Closer to home, in "Penang Portrait",
the poet strikes a more lyrical note:

harmony thrives,
hope springs nearly eternal,
fragrant as morning
bak kut teh on Gumey Drive.

This is puzzling for the westerner,
but a helpful glossary explains that
"bak kut teh" is a dish with pork ribs
cooked in a spicey sauce and eaten
with rice, while Gumey Drive is a long
esplanade where hawkers gather in the
evenings. The sights and sounds and
moods of Penang have dra-wn the
wanderer's heart and thoughts ever
closer to home ... but in a way which
gives new value and new perspective
to the concept of "home".
In many poems there is a
bemused, wrfly-sad awareness of the
modem world's irreverence and
insensitivity.
The poem "Via
Dolorosa" (set in Jerusalem, 1985)
records that "millions too have walked
this way, / nifty with flash and zoom, /
hungry for postcards and the alloy
cross"; "Going by Giza" takes note of
"camel guides / so hungry for
baksheesh / they would ride their
beasts Ahrough the eye of the needle";
and in a poem about Dachau,
"backpackers trudge / in loose ranks
through the gate / that still proclaims
another old lie: / 'arbeit macht frei'.
In the best works, this sense

yet here.
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of alienated dislocation is appfied
directly to the sights and situations of
Singapore itself:

urban nightfall
skyscrapers in still silence
speckled fight patterns
glance off walls of -windows
shifting unsteadily
in the moon's unsteady flow

restlessly we cut
into the soil of our past,
wet with sweat of brow,
the blade of remorse
clanging against the rock of
time
to unearth,
then to pack
scoop after scoop
into the wave-washed shelf
the mud of penitence
for sins long buried

("Stained Glass, Marina Bay")

in the comer,
unfinished se^wing:
a coat with buttons loose,
elbows frayed by the daily
grind,
the thread rolled away
leaving a wavy line
from the needle halfway
through its last insertion
("Thoughts on a Threshold").

These poems chronicle the
sensitivity and uneasiness that is
recorded m a fraught, meaning-laden
phrase like "walls of windows". They
are, in many cases, poems of
reclamation (usually a reclamation of
the spiritual or personal in the midst
of hard-won prosperity), and one of
the most eloquent and moving pieces
IS itself titled "Reclamarion":

13G

how much more can we extend
the borders of our troubled
turf?
how much longer stafl
the incessant, relentless
beat of the ocean's roar?

Van I k i n
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Maria's War, Amy Witing, Viking
(Penguin) 1998, $29.95, 254pp.
Amy Witting's new novel, Maria's
War explores the patterns of women's
lives. As with her earlier novel, A
Change in the Lighting, Witting places
her story at a time of change, when her
characters must reflect on and reevaluate the present and the past.
Having lost a close friend Erica
Bromley decides to move into a
retirement viflage, feeling she has
reached the time of life when she
needs other people around her. Here
she meets Maria Meskaitis, a woman
•with whom she has some important
things in common in spite of their
different cultural backgrounds and
experiences. Both have been teachers,
both have a sardonic sense of humour
and both enjoy literature and history.
Their
shared
interests,
openly
despised by some of their •village
dining companions, create a sense of
camaraderie between them.
Maria and Erica's caurious
attempts to establish friendship
quickly gain ground as Maria begins to
tell her life story. At her family's
request, Maria has agreed to have her
biography -written do^wn. The family
have engaged the services of a young
writer, Neil. But as the passage of
memory widens, Maria finds that
some of her experiences are not easy to

reveal. It is through her conversations
with Erica that she begins to explore
these darker memories and as she does
so. Erica discovers other parallels in
their lives. Maria's stories of passing
through Germany during the war are
echoed in the letters she receives from
her young friend and former student,
Margaret, who has a family shadow of
her own to uncover. For Maria, her
joumey through her personal history
brings with it a transition, not only
that of her new friendship with Erica,
but also a degree of comfort with her
past and a greater enthusiasm for life.
Although Maria's War is framed
within the historical context of World
War II, as with Witting's earlier work,
the novel is fairly closely focussed on
the network of human relationships
within her two main characters' lives.
The community of elderly people
brings with it constant challenges to
tolerance and its routine irritations
provide a counterpoint to the episodes
describing Maria and her husband's
war-tossed adventures.
One of the great strengths of Amy
Witring's writing is her close
observation of character, in particular
her abiUty to create a sense of complex
understanding of even the least
likeable personalities. She creates a
strong sense of the terror and
vulnerability
that
can
distort
behaviour, but she is also pragmatic.
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with a keen eye for human foibles.
Her fiction might be compared to that
of the Brirish author Barbara Pym for
its occasional archness of tone, its
devastating honesty and its acute
reflections on community life. But,
Witting is also aware of the problem of
difference, whether social or cultural.
Her work,
always
actively
sustained by narrative events, is
layered and sharply reflective. The
character of Erica, •with her careful
observations, her genteel forays
around the village and her analysis of
those she meets, allows reflections on
life that can be both heart-rending and
comical.
Why this hostility? It was
a question she had had
cause to put to herself
before this.
In the pause before the
main course, Janice
asked whether Erica had
bought her dress at Chez
Berenice.
Erica replied that she
had, -without adding that
the next one would come
from St Vincent de Paul.
The silence closed again,
dense and enduring
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Most skilful, however, is the way
Witting weaves the strands of her
narrarive together, risking coincidence
to affirm the importance of knowledge
and history, the power of memory and
explanation.
The trope of memory offers
Witting a useful narrative device,
more importantly it also enables her to
explore the ways that memory - and
the avoidance of memory - can
powerfully structure a life. Powerful,
too, is the palpability of Maria's
memories themselves:
She stopped, because
memory had her off her
feet, helpless in a tide of
sensations. The smell of
that terrible yellow soap,
the grain of the heavy wet
linen under her hands as
she scrubbed and the
hands, stinging with
broken skin ... For these
things there were no
words. She was angry at
her helplessness, lost in
sights and sounds she
could not share with the
young man.
As the story of Maria's war
unfolds it provides both key and
counterpoint
to
the
more
contemporary story of Erica's former
student Margaret. This subplot within
the novel is also a narrative of minute
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tensions and puzzlements, with an
emphasis on the bonds and conflicts
between women. In Maria's War it is
the women who carry the history, the
secrets and the clues to understanding
the future and the past.
Stephanie Green

The Chosen, David Ireland. Random
House Australia, $35 hb, $16.95 pb,
520pp.
The Chosen is David Ireland's first
novel in a decade; it follows
Bloodfather (1987) and indeed uses the
character Davis Blood who was central
to that earlier work. In Bloodfather
Da-vis Blood lived in Bellbird Comer
and was very much the Artist as a
Young Man; in The Chosen he is a
mature man living in the southern
NSW community of Lost River.
Having completed his first novel in the
opening pages of The Chosen, he plans
to commence work on a communitybased creative project.
Although
there
are
such
continuities between the two novels, it
would be wrong to think of The Chosen
as being simply a "sequel" to
Bloodfather, and equally •wrong to
think of it as being particularly linked
•with this earlier novel. For those who

know Ireland's work well. The Chosen
can be seen to have links •with the full
Da^vid Ireland oeuvre, reviving
concerns and images which can be
traced back as far as The Flesheaters
(1972) or The Unknown Industrial
Prisoner (1971) and perhaps even to
Ireland's first novel. The Chantic Bird
(1968).
Davis Blood's new project is a
tapestry commissioned by the local
council, designed to commemorate
the lives of fifty-two locals chosen at
random by a computer; "A sample of
the lives of Lost River's present-day
people, a kind of what-it-was-to-bethem, to go into the history of the
to^wn for as long as the wool and linen
yam, and the town, held together".
Each Ufe occupies one chapter of the
novel, with snippets of Da^vis Blood's
o^wn life and concerns sometimes
creeping into the chapters as well.
Thus the bulk of the novel is a
series of vignettes which offer
extraordinarily compressed accounts
of lives which, though typical and
ordinary, are presented in a way which
makes them unique and comical and
highly individual (sometimes even
grotesquely so). Ireland's grasp of the
social canvas is impressively -wideranging, canvassing teachers, wives,
delinquent youth, small-time crooks,
layabouts, idealists, and a rapist.
Although Davis Blood, the official
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"weaver", is the narrator and
interpreter of each "life", the miniportraits are dazzfingly varied in their
focus and imagery, and the language is
deliciously authentic in its capture of
the rhythms and idiosyncrasies of
small-town community-talk. In this
sense The Chosen is a funny, poignant,
distortedly postmodernist reflection of •
the dying gasps of one slice of
Australian life.

words of the novel's anonymous
narrator, not the author, but Ireland's
consistent literary practice over the
ensuing quarter-century has made it
clear that these words can also be
taken as a statement of his own
outlook. It doesn^t seem fanciful to
regard Davis Blood's tapestry as a
mosaic of similar kind. But is it really
interwea^ving pieces of a thirty-year
ficrional career?

But the novel is even more
ambitious than this - by far. Da-vis
Blood is weaving his neighbours and
associates into a complex mosaic
which takes on a meaning greater than
the sum of its individual parts - and
that seems to be what David Ireland is
using The Chosen to do in respect of his
o^wn fictional oeu-vre. The "Preface" to
The Unknown Industrial Prisoner - a
"Preface" which is placed six pages
before the novel's conclusion - spoke
of writing and the summation of
personal experience in terms of

There are explicit indications that
it is. At the end of Chapter 1 of The
Chosen, Davis Blood talks about "the
part of me which contained a lifetime's
interwoven desires, experiences and
delayed decisions, and [...] unacted
desires" and he goes on to mention
some "odd souvenirs":

mosaic:
It has been my aim to
take apart, then build up
piece by piece this
mosaic of one kind of
human life, this galaxy of
painted slides, my bleak
ratio of illuminations....

That was 1971 and those were the
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[One! memento was an
irregular prism of transparent perspex I'd kept
on my desk for decades.
When I first held it horizontally and looked into
it, a piece of theatre
concerning certain flesheaters was being performed, a spectacle that
renewed itself in a
different form, •with a
new title and fresh cast
each time I picked it up.

This seems to be speaking fairly
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clearly of the way that art views and
re-views — and thus synthesises —
familiar material, but for anyone
famifiar with Ireland's third novel. The
Flesheaters, there is an even more
explicit connection:

And to my pocket-size
perspex stage. As I
looked into its crystal
clear interior
funny
doubts elbowed me
sharply in the ribs: had I
been out walking or had I
walked into my perspex
prism? Had 1 ever seen
Merry Lands and its
inhabitants and their
antics or had I seen it all
on this tiny stage?

Like Lee Mallory, the narrator of
The Flesheaters, Davis Blood is to be
seen as a literary cipher through which
large (and immensely personal)
authorial concerns are mediated. Most
readers may not engage with the novel
on this level, but it seems clear that
Ireland is hoping to take his most
devoted foflowers on a voyage toward
some form of supra-fiction.
For those who are not in a
position to engage •with The Chosen in
this way, there is another layer of
meaning to be confronted. This
involves the connecrion between

Da^vis Blood's own life and the "lives"
he is creating; it is a rich layer of
concerns about the relationship
between self and subject, artist and
object, and it casts a postmodernist
question-mark over the nature of the
entire tapestry project. At the simplest
level these concerns are generated by
the novel's time-frame: Blood has one
year in which to complete his project
... but Chapters 1 and 2 are dated
Septembe:r 1 and 2 respectively.
Chapter 55 sees the tapestry hung in
position on August 31st, and Chapter
56 - the final chapter - is dated
September 3. Time that is moved by
conventional fidget wheels is not
necessarily Time in the scheme of this
novel.
Even more significantly, there is
the mystery of the one white babysock. This is another Davis Blood
"memento", a single baby-sock kept
by his mother when his twin brother
was born dead. Read in light of this
detail, the tapestry can be seen as a
desperately poignant attempt to form
a twin-bond with each and every one
of the 52 chosen citizens ... but the
novel's finale subverts so simple an
explanation, investing the sock with
the kind of unexpected mythical
potenrial familiar to those who
remember Alethea Hunt's transformation into a female leopard in the
Epflogue to A Woman of the
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Future.

Very early in his narrative, David
Blood repeats one of his father's
sayings: "You have to get to the end
before you understand the beginning".
As was the case •with Eco's The Name of
the Rose, the ultimate discovery of
(what appears to be) the narrator's
core concern and purpose serves to
disorient and even deconstruct the
whole work:

had 1 been out walking or
had 1 walked into my
perspex prism?

Van Ikin
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Race / ethnicity' and 'class' are central in the representation
of cultural and social identity. Gareth Griffiths and Ian
Saunders examine the history, development and critical
implications of these terms, offering helpful definitions and
distinctions of their meanings.
The informed discussion is illustrated with many practical
examples drawn from a wide range of of texts, including
popular film {The Lion King, Forrest Gump, Clueless) as well as
literature {Othello, Emma, Heart of Darkness, A Fringe of Leaves,
T. S. Efiot).
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